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photograph of a gold plate with inscriptions found in peru currently
on display in the showcases of the joseph smith memorial building BYU
by courtesy of paul R cheesman director of the institute of book of
mormon projects brigham young university the authenticity of the plate
and inscriptions is being studied
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the

opinions and statements expressed by contributors to
brigham young university studies are their own and do not
bigham
br igham
necessarily reflect the views of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints brigham young university the editor or
editorial board

brigham young university studies is published quarterly by brigham young university send manuscripts to editor &7
brigham
saam young
sham
university studies A 283 JKB brigham young university provo
utah 84601 enclose self addressed stamped envelope
300
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subscription is 500
3.00
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9.00 for eight numbers
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900
and 12.00
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1200 for twelve numbers single copies are 200
200 each the
4.00 for four issues all subscriptions
rate to bona fide students is 400
400
begin with the autumn issue and run through an entire volume year
subscriptions received after one or two issues of that volume have been
published will include those issues and they will be mailed with the
receipt for the subscription subsequent issues for that volume will be
mailed upon publication send subscriptions to publication sales depart ment 205 UPB brigham young university provo utah 84601
partment
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foreword
when the first presidency recently called me

to serve as

church historian they counseled in partial explanation that
the resources and techniques of genealogical research should be
closely aligned with those of historical research this counsel
reflects a concern for correlation of agencies programs institutions not to abandon the values of specialization but to
enable these to be pooled cooperatively to serve larger long
range purposes

the world

conference on records sponsored in 1969 by
the genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints has done much to alert experts throughout
the united states and abroad to the resources motivations
and ever improving technology that stand behind mormon
collections of genealogical and historical data one result is a
new regard and a new sense of mutual helpfulness in the huge
task of retrieval and record maintenance
we commend the interdepartmental and interuniversity
inter university
efforts of the institute of mormon studies and mark the results of another year of research some of which appears in
this issue of BYU studies institute researchers working in
ahls
this
ers as well as with our
close cooperation with our microfilmers
microfilm
church historian office staff have deepened the store of
creditable data on mormon origins early leaders and the new
york period drawing together a variety of disciplines including archaeology and historiography at the whitmer home
they have assisted in discovering relating and weighing such
findings
we commend all those who are contributing to or who may
yet contribute to these efforts we encourage their continuance
and intensification and pledge our cooperation in the more
effective gathering and use of the past that is always the
prologue of the destiny of mankind

howard W hunter
church historian
251
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guest editors prologue
TRUMAN G MADSEN

it has been thought that you might like to have the following

notes relating to my grandfather egbert B grandin who
printed in 1830 the first edition of the mormon bible these
items were told to me by my mother harriet grandin allen
alien
ailen
many years ago
cormons tried to get their bible printed in rochester
the mormons
but no one wanted to undertake the work my grandfather at
first refused after consulting friends who felt that it was
merely a business matter and that he would be in no way related to the religion he consented the type was set for sevcormons brought the manuscript
eral pages at a time and the mormons
in lots each day taking the manuscript sections away the same
my grandfather received his pay 3000 worth in a
day
farm and part of another farm or a mortgage on the latter
both near palmyra
the printing was done on what is
known as a washington press the writer saw this in the
mormon museum in salt lakecity
gity for decades it had lain
lake city
neglected in the cellar of a store of pliny sexton s 1I suppose
on main street the hand work on the old style press must
have been arduous no power presses then 1

As the above paragraph shows even the 1830 printer was
less than receptive to the publication of the book of mormon
and not at all receptive to the book itself many still seriously
doubt that the book is what it purports to be a sacred history
but there can now be no doubt that it has a history and that
serles of unexpected turnabouts
means a series
turn abouts for its critics
the critics expected the book to be a non christian threat
to the faith once delivered to the saints again and again it
has instead pulled men and women toward that faith illustrat-

ing and then enacting it
madsen professor of philosophy at brigham young university is director
of the dinst
institute
tute of mormon studies he has lectured and published widely in
inst
the history and philosophy of religion
excerpts from a letter from henry ailen
alien
allen addressed to the librarian of
the palmyra library and recently recovered by larry C porter

dr

252
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GUEST EDITOWS

253

critics called it the gold bible the mormon bible
and assumed it would replace the bible but historically it has
been a major force in pulling more than three million persons
toward understanding and respect for the bible
the critics expected it to be exposed as a forgery or a
plagiarized
plagiarizer rehash of spaulding rigdon ethan smith or available indian lore but quite by itself the book has remained the
single tangible artifact that renders these alternative explanations untenable
finally the critics expected it to be a bubble for back
woodsmen
woodsman and none hesitated to predict the collapse of its influence in the nineteenth century but strangely whatever may
be its relevance to the arguments of that time and place it
has an almost pre established harmony with the needs of the
twentieth and as trends continue it may be even more relevant to the twenty first
with confidence then we can predict an increasing willingness to read the book with diminished hostility and with a
concern to fairly test it
that means that the story of its origin needs to be kept
straight its documented elements separated from mere say and
hearsay it is important that the story of the origin of the book
of mormon also be translated correctly and that is what a
team of research scholars have been about this year
where were the smiths living at the time of the moroni
visits russell R rich has given us a framework for confidence what about joseph smith s reputation in palmyra
at the time of translation richard lloyd anderson takes what
curlings
hur lings
may well be the first thorough look at the hurlbut hurlings
and offers a detailed historiographer s appraisal what of the
anthon transcript story stanley B kimball has pursued with
discipline and patience the main characters in the incident and
given us a platform from which to acknowledge what we can
and cannot reliably say what about the original book of
mormon manuscript dean C jessee offers a most fascinating article on the fragments that are preserved what of the
impact of the book on the new york community leonard

the

arrington larry porter laurence yorgason and jeffrey
holland offer further glimpses into that
throughout our research we have felt a lasting debt to the
book s detractors for through the campaign of disparagement

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1970
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they have left as it were literary fingerprints which provide
dates places circumstances and a close look at what was being
claimed and counter claimed taken together they will continue to undercut the notion that the book was done in a
corner
while we have encountered many dead ends we have
nevertheless opened some territory that promises further data
we commend these topics to the initiative of new york minded

mormon historians
1

2
3

4

the prophets

silver mining efforts for stoal
Sf
etoal stowell
owell
and their relationship to the plethora of money digging
accounts
the legal trials of joseph smith in the new york period
activities of the smith family during the years 18231827
the coherence of joseph smiths own account of the
translation with his closest scribes his wife emma and

oliver cowdery

in addition we are aware of four hearsay traditions the
sources of which cannot now be located and we invite informed
corn
comment
ment from our readers
1

2

3

4

A paragraph presently unlocated in the papers of joseph

knight senior describing the return of joseph and
emma from the hill cumorah with the plates and the
mim
thummim
urim and Thum
arim
A statement remembered but not identified by dr T
edgar lyon that in the process of translation the
prophet became more and more familiar with the language until at the end he no longer utilized the urim
arim
and thummim
Thum mim
A statement that joseph anticipating publication of the
book cried out 0 lord what will the world say and
was somehow reassured that mind opening evidence would
be forthcoming
A report that not long after reading the book parley P
pratt was assigned by the prophet to reread
re read the entire
bible for parallels and corroborations when he submitted
his notes joseph was noticeably astonished at the number

any information leading to the arrest and conviction of
these references or any reasonable facsimile will be most welcome here then are some accumulated findings of another
year s research into mormon origins

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol10/iss3/14
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where were the moroni visits
RUSSELL

R RICH

dating early events in church history

is occasionally es-

peci ally difficult because early eye witness accounts are often
pecially
found to disagree take for example the birth date of alvin
smith the prophet joseph s oldest brother the history of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints which is taken
from joseph smith s journal lists the date in question as feb17981 but lucy mack smith lists the date as february 11 1798
ruary 11 1799 in her first edition of her history of the
bet 2
het
Prop
prophet
there has been much more controversy over alvin s death
1116
16 includes a
than over his birth A footnote in the DHC ilg
genealogy of the prophet s family giving the date of alvin s
death as november 19 1825 on the same page and also on
page 2 in the body of the text the prophet is quoted as specifying the date as 1824 in mother smith s original edition
she also gave 1824 as the year of alvin s death in joseph
smith 246
24 6 in the pearl of great price the present edition
also gives 1824 as the year of alvin s death ascertaining the
correct date of alvin s death will assist our dating and placing
the first moroni visit
two sources enable us to establish the death date of alvin
as november 19 1823
1825 first is the inscription on alvin s grave
in the community cemetery located adjacent to the old western presbyterian church in palmyra his tombstone gives his
is a professor of history of religion at brigham young university
and a specialist on the schismatic groups of the restoration
th the history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
joseph sm
smith
saints salt lake city 1946 vol 1 p 16 commonly known as documentary
history of the churchi hereafter referred to as dhc1
DHC
ceti sketches of joseph smith the prophet
cell
ith byo
biographical
graph celi
Blo
smith
bolograph
blograph
lucy mack sm
sprogenitors for many generations liverpool 1853 p 40 this first
and H
his progenitors
hlf
edition was said to have contained errors occasioned by its not being carefully
compared with historical data and was reissued in a utah edition history
of joseph smith igol
1901 from page 1 of the introduction

dr rich

255
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death as november 19 1823 this evidence alone is insuffibeca usea tombstone placed
cient to authenticate this date becausea
years after a death might also be in error however there is
another bit of evidence that does establish the 1823 date as
the correct year beyond doubt
it appears that someone was spreading rumors around palmyra that alvin s body had been exhumed from its grave and
mutilated these rumors naturally brought deep concern to
the smith family joseph smith sr became so concerned that
payne senvayne
he purchased the following advertisement in the wayne
tinel printed at palmyra this ad appeared on successive wednesdays september 30 october 6 13 20 27 and november
3

1824

110
ino the public V
to
nereas

W

HEREAS reports have been inWHEREAS
dustriously put in circulation
allvin had been removed from
41vin
that my son jllvin
dirin
the place of his interment and dissected
which reports every person possessed ot
of
human sensibility must know are peculiarly calculated to harrow up the mind
of a parent and deeply wound the feelings of relations therefore for
fur the purpose of ascertaining the truth of such reports 1I with some of my pei
nei hbors
nel
ebors this
neighbors
morning repaired to the grave
rave and removing the earth found the body which
had not been disturbed
this method is taken for the purpose
off satisfying the minds of those who may
have heard the report and of inf
int
ormin
informing
those who have put it in circulation that
it is earnestly requested they would desist therefrom
therel rot
roi n and that it is believed
by some that they have been stimulated
more by a desire to injure
injire
tah reputation
inkire thh
of certain pel
sons than a philanthropy
persons
pei
for the peace
and welfare ot
peaceand
of myself
arid
arld
myaeifand
friends
JOSEPH SMITH
palmyra
Pali
pyrn
nyra sept 25th
pyra
rali
25
1824
53
A microfilm photograph by courtesy of the church hist

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol10/iss3/14
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WHERE WERE THE MORONI VISITS

it

257

that neither 1824 nor 1825 could be the correct
date for alvin s death since a request not to circulate grave
molesting rumors was printed as early as september 30 1824
some historians have used the death date of alvin as a
means of determining the house in which the smiths were
living when moroni made his first appearance to joseph
while living in palmyra the smiths pooled their funds and
eventually negotiated for the purchase of 100 acres of land
about two miles south of palmyra in the township of manchester and the county of ontario they soon constructed a
comfortable log house there on the west side of the road
possibly 100 possibly less than 100 yards south of the palmyra
township and wayne county line after a time they began
to plan another home one that would be more comfortable
for older people this house was begun under the management and control of alvin mother smith states
is obvious

and when november

1822 arrived the frame was
raised and all the materials necessary for its speedy completion were procured

the utah

edition of mother smith s biography gives this
date as 1824 obviously the utah date is incorrect since alvin
died in 1823 when this house was still only partially completed in fact from the description given this seems to have
been about the stage of construction the house was in when
alvin died thus it appears a possibility that mother smith
should have given the date as 1823 instead of 1822 but never
as late as 1824
since it has been definitely established that it was not
later than 1823 when alvin died and that the new house was
not yet finished for mother smith stated that shortly after
alvin s death they took steps to get the house finished as
speedily as possible and hired workmen to complete the job
there is only one possibility that it was in the new house that
moroni appeared to joseph the night of september 21 1823
this would be that perhaps because of the large number
of children in the family the smiths were using the unfinished house as sleeping rooms for some of the boys this
writer is of the opinion however that the appearances of
moroni were in the snug log house referred to above which
the smiths built shortly after purchasing the farm

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1970
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one other interesting conclusion might also be noted in
relation to alvin s death shortly before he died alvin in
speaking individually to each member of his
joseph 1 I want you to be a good boy and
that lies in your power to obtain the record
receiving instruction and in keeping every
3
that is given you
mother smith states that

family said to
do everything

be faithful in
commandment

alvin manifested if such could be the

case greater zeal
and anxiety in regard to the record that had been shown to
joseph than any of the rest of the family in consequence of
which we could not bear to hear anything on the subject
whenever joseph spoke of the record it would immediately
2eal and with all his
bring alvin to our minds with all his beal
zeal
kindness and when we looked to his place and realized that
he was gone from it to return no more in this life we all
with one accord wept over our irretrievable loss and we could
not be comforted because he was not 4

with the date of alvin s death definitely established
november

as

and with record of his great interest
shown in the record
it is obvious that recent criticism
that the first vision and the first moroni visit could not have
preceded 1825 is unhistorical
acy
ucy smith history of joseph smith salt lake city 1958 p 87
lucy
chid
ikid
ihid
lbid

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol10/iss3/14
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the original book of mormon
manuscript

DEAN C JESSEE

the one

thing that confirmed the divine authenticity of the
book of mormon in the mind of emma smith was the method
of writing the manuscript when asked about her belief by her
son she answered
no man could have dictated the writing of the manuscript unless he was inspired for when acting as his scribe
your father would dictate to me hour after hour and when
returning after meals or after interruptions he would at once
begin where he had left off without either seeing the manuscript or having any portion of it read to him this was a
usual thing for him to do it would have been improbable
that a learned man could do this and for one so ignorant
and unlearned as he was it was simply impossible
1

joseph smith s own claim for the book was that he translated it through the medium of the urim
arim and thummim
by the gift and power of god and that it was
the most
correct of any book on earth and the keystone of our religion
and a man would get nearer to god by abiding by its precepts
than by any other book 122
while much that has been said regarding the origin of the
book of mormon is beyond the experience of the average
searcher only as he accepts or rejects the credibility of the
earliest witnesses the existence of the book itself provides a
common ground for careful investigation but beyond this some
dean jessee is a member of the staff at the LDS church historian s office
in salt lake city
joseph smith last testimony of sister emma the saints
sains herald vol

26
ed

oct 1 1879 p 290
joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
B H roberts salt lake city 1948
ap 461 537 cited herevol 4 pp

after as DHC

259
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surviving badly weathered fragments of the original manuscript permit a consideration of the book of mormon from a
paleographic standpoint it is the purpose of this study to review the history and consider the handwriting and composition
of the remaining segments of the original manuscript for what
they may
inay contribute to the credibility of early witnesses regarding the book of mormon origin
THE WRITING OF THE

manuscript

joseph smith records that during the night of september
21 1823 a heavenly messenger appeared to him and revealed
a book
the location of
written upon gold plates givin an account of the former inhabitants of this continent
ing
and that the fulness
falness of the everlasting gospel was contained
also that there were two stones
in it
deposited with
the piates
plates and that god had prepared them for the purpose
of translating the book 3 receiving the plates four years later
on september 22 1827 joseph was delayed in his efforts to
translate them by persecution which became so intense that
multitudes were on the alert continually to get the plates
from him 4 this condition became so intolerable that he was
forced to leave manchester new york and go to the home
of his wife s parents in harmony pennsylvania where he arrived in december 1827 5 by june 14 1828 he had completed
at least 116 manuscript pages of the translation with the help
of martin harris a palmyra farmer of respectability who
assisted him as scribe about this time harris after much
solicitation was permitted to take the writings to palmyra and
show them to his family while there others saw them and
by stratagem
got them away and they were never recovered 6 following this loss the plates and the interpreters
were taken by the angel and not returned until september 22
1828 7 little translation was done prior to april 5 1829 8 when
ibid
bid vol
voi
bif
4ibid
bibid
ibid
ibzd

1

p 12

p

18
p 19
p 21

ibid
ibid
preston nibley ed history of joseph smith by his mother lucy mack
smith salt lake city bookcraft 1958 p 135
hat some translation was done just prior to cowdery s coming is ind
bated
cated
indicated
that
from a march 1829 revelation
pages thou shalt stop for a season
also sec 1041

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol10/iss3/14
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oliver cowdery a new york school teacher arrived at harmony and was engaged as scribe

9

the

translation progressed with little cessation until june
of 1829 when david whitmer a friend of cowdery s came to
harmony with an invitation for joseph and oliver to continue
their work at his father s home in fayette new york 10 whitmer offered them free board and room and the assistance of
himself and one of his brothers to aid in writing having need
for help in an undertaking so arduous joseph and oliver
accompanied whitmer to fayette where the remainder of the
work was completed according to david whitmer the translation at his father s home in fayette occupied about one
month from june 1 to july 1 1829 12

manuscript AFTER publication
upon completion of the translation precautions were taken

THE

for protection of the manuscript during the printing of the
book
first that oliver cowdery should transcribe the whole manu
saipt
scipt second that he should take but one copy at a time to
the office so that if one copy should get destroyed there
would still be a copy remaining third that in going to and
from the office he should always have a guard to attend him
for the purpose of protecting the manuscript fourth that a
guard should be kept constantly on the watch both night
and day about the house to protect the manuscript from
malicious persons who would infest the house for the purpose
13
of destroying the manuscript

john H gilbert who set the type for the first edition of
the book of mormon in the EB grandin printing office in
palmyra new york remembered that the printing commenced in august 1829 and was finished in march 1830 14
taking into consideration the time spent dodging persecution and losing part of the manuscript with its consequences
the actual writing time of the original manuscript covered
about three months
messenger and advocate kirtland ohio october 1834 pp
ap 14
15
1415
DHC vol 1I p 35
ibid p 49
kansas city journal june 5 1881
nibley history of joseph smith p 157
andrew jenson and edward stevenson infancy of the church salt lake
city 1889 p 37
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that

mi mightest
might est be like unto this river continually tvu runn
thou 4ii4mightest
lightest
the fountain of
into A all righteousness & he also spake unto lemuel saying 0 that thou

ing
mightest
est be like unto this vally firm & steadfast & immoveable in keeping
lightest
might
the commandments of the lord now this he spake because of the stiffneck

eldness of laman and lemuel for behold they did murmur in many thin
edness

djs
gs against their father because that he was a visionary man
gjs

them out

their
ness
nelss
delss

&

that he had lead

of the land of jerusalem to leave the land of their inheritance &

gold & their silver & their precious things & to perish in the wilder
& this they said

his heart & thus

that he had done because of the foolish immagionations of

laman

&

lemuel being the eldest did murmur against

their father & they did murmur because they knew not the dealings of that god
who had created them neither did they believe that jerusalem that great city
dest roid according
oestroid
could be destroid

thle jews
the

to the words of the prophets & they were like unto

which were at jerusalem which sought to take away the life of

my father & it came to pass that my father did speak unto them in the vally of
myj
myl
byj

muei with power being filled with the spirit untill their frames
muel
Lel
lemuel
lemuei

shake before him

fore

&

did

he did confound them that they durst not utter against him where

they did do as he commanded them & my father dwelt in a tent & it came

that 1I nephi being exceeding young nevertheless being large in stait
stat
of god
haleing great desires to know of the mysteries A wherefore 1I cried
ure & also haveing
ulre
alre
torn

unto the

lord

&

behold he did visit me & did soften my heart that 1I did

believe all the words which had been spoken by my father wherefore 1I

did not rebell against him like unto my brothers & 1I spake unto sam
makeing
mareing known unto him the things which the lord had manifested
vo
unto me by his holy spirit & it came to pass that he believed in my vvo

rjds
rads
rds but behold laman
&
ai&i

&

lemuel would not hearken unto my words

being grieved because of the heartness
heard ness of their hearts 1I cried unto the lord for th
heardness

em
elm

&

nephi
it came to pass that the lord spake unto me saying blessed art thou A beca

&
use of thy faith for thou hast sought me diligently with lowliness of heart ai&i
ule
ulse
alse

in as much as ye shall keep my commandments ye shall prosper4fl
prosper 4& &

sha

for
you a land which is choice above all other lands & in as much as thy bre
11

be lead to a land of promise yea even a land which I1 have prepared

brackets on the left of the page identify letters that are not visible on
the accompanying photograph but which are legible on the original
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol10/iss3/14
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little reference

is made to the manuscript between the time

of the book of mormon publication in 1830 and the deposit
of the document in the nauvoo house cornerstone eleven years
later hyrum smith was reported as saying that the manuscript
once fell into the hands of an apostate 1 I hyrum think one
mers and they had to resort to stratagem to get
Whit
of the whitmers
whitters
possession of it again
on october 2 1841 eyewitnesses
eye witnesses declare that joseph
smith placed the manuscript in the southeast cornerstone of the
nauvoo house which was then being constructed warren
foote stated 1 I was standing very near the cornerstone when
joseph smith came up with the manuscript of the book of
mormon and said he wanted to put that in there as he had
had trouble enough with it it was the size of common foolscap
ebenezer robinson
paper and about three inches thick
time editor of the times and seasons recalled
one
onetime
11

1

after the brethren had assembled at the southeast corner of

the foundation where the cornerstone was to be laid president joseph smith said wait brethren I1 have a document I1
wish to put in that stone and started for his house which
was only a few rods away across main street I1 went with
him to the house and also one or two other brethren he got
a manuscript copy of the book of mormon and brought it
into the room where we were standing and said I will
examine to see if it is all here and as he did so 1I stood
near him at his left side and saw distinctly the writing as he
turned up the pages until he hastily went through the book
and satisfied himself that it was all there
it was written
on foolscap paper and formed a package as the sheets lay
flat of about two or two and a half inches thick 1I should
judge it was written mostly in oliver cowdery s handwriting
with which I1 was intimately acquainted having set many pages
of type from his handwriting in the church printing office
at kirtland ohio some parts of it were written in other
handwriting he took the manuscript and deposited it in
at
1t
the cornerstone of the nauvoo house
1

the

manuscript remained in the cornerstone until 1882
when it was removed by lewis bidamon who had married
letter from john brown to john taylor dec 20
warren foote dairy oct 2 1841 vol 1 p

1879
57 this statement agrees
with that of john brown who also witnessed the proceedings he quoted joseph
smith as saying 1 I have had a great deal of trouble to preserve it 1I now deliver
it up to the lord and will not have the care of it any longer brown to taylor
letter cited above in note 15
ap 314
ebenezer robinson the return vol 2 pp
315
314315
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emma smith following the death of the prophet and was living in the house at the time on september 27 1882 the
deseret news printed a report from the carthage illinois
republican as follows
last tuesday while major bidamon

was tearing down the

he
walls of the eastern wing of the old nauvoo house
came across the corner stone which was laid by the prophet
at the time the building was commenced which was in
the year 1841 the stone was in the foundation in the southeast corner and in the center of it was a square cut chest
about 10 x 14 inches and eight inches deep covered with
a stone lid which fitted closely in a groove or shoulder at
the top and cemented around the edge with lead that had
been melted and poured in the seam on removing the lid
which was done with some difficulty the chest was found
to be filled with a number of written and printed documouldy and more or less dements the most of them bouldy
ls
cayed

after removing it from the cornerstone bidamon gave

portions of the manuscript to nauvoo visitors on five known
occurredon
occurred
on september 7 1883
occasions one of these occur
1885 when
redon
mrs sarah M kimball a onetime
one time resident of nauvoo returned to visit her former home
asked the lady friend with whom 1I was riding to call with
me on mr bidamon a former acquaintance after learning
where 1I was from he recognized me and seemed pleased we
talked a little of times that were and of persons gone
1I referred to his home which is a temporary four room building on the southwest corner of the foundation laid for the
nauvoo house 1I asked why the heavy and extensive foundations around him were being torn up he replied that he had
bought the premises and the rock was torn up to sell as
he was poor and otherwise would not have been able to build
I1 said I1 am interested in this foundation because I1 remember
there were treasures deposited under the chief corner
stone
cornerstone
he said yes I1 took up the stone box and sold it
it had
been so long exposed to the wet and weather that its contents
coln to joe and told him he
were nearly ruined 1I gave the coin
could have the pile of paper he said it was the manuscript of
the book of mormon but it was so much injured that he did
1I

relics of the old nauvoo house deseret news september 27 1882
this date for the removal of the manuscript from the cornerstone is verified in
the conversation of joseph W summerhays with lewis Bida
bidainon
bidamon
inon on oct 3
in 1882 1I made some
1884 in which bidamon is recorded as saying
alterations in the house and in taking down the east wing in the south east
corner I1 came across a stone box
summerhays diary october 3 1884
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not care for it while we were talking mr bidamon s wife
brought a large pasteboard box and placed it on my lap it
contained a stack of faded and fast decaying paper the bottom
layers for several inches were uniform in size they seemed
to me larger than common foolscap the paper was coarse
in texture and had the appearance of having lain a long
time in water as the ink seemed almost entirely soaked into
the paper when I1 handled it it would fall to pieces I1 could
ust enough to learn
only read a few words here and there just
that it was the language of the book of mormon above
this were some sheets of finer texture folded and sewed together this was better preserved and more easily read 1I held
it up and said mr B how much for this relic he said
nothing from you you are welcome to anything you like
from the box 1I appreciated the kindness took the leaves
11
that were folded and sewed together

four months after her return from nauvoo mrs kimball

wrote joseph F smith 1 I procured a relic from the cornerstone of the nauvoo house you can have it if you will take
the trouble to call I1 am somewhat infirm otherwise should
have reported to you earlier 20
the kimball acquisition is identifiable from a description
given by george reynolds secretary of the first presidency
who examined it in 1884 after it had been given to joseph F
smith reynolds described it as consisting of twenty pages
ten sheets and containing the book of mormon text from
I1 nephi 22 to 1 nephi 1335 mrs kimball s observation
that some of the leaves appeared larger than common foolscap agrees with reynolds page measurement of 1612 inches
1
wide
by
which is longer than but not as
inches
ag
long
6y8
6g
wide as foolscap
the largest known single acquisition of the manuscript occurred on may 21 1885 when the assistant church historian
franklin D richards and his son charles C visited lewis
bidamon in nauvoo
211

we

were quite willingly shown all that remained of
the book of mormon manuscript
the paper is yellow
with age and from the moisture sweated from its own hiding
place it is brittle to the touch many of the leaves crumble
to george reynolds
history of the book of mormon

letter of sarah M kimball

july

1884 quoted
hulor vol
furor
contributor
Contri
19
9.9

1

in george reynolds
the
5 july 1884
p 366
letter from sarah M kimball to joseph F smith october 10 1883
reynolds history of the book of mormon p 366
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like ashes and some of them are broken away it is necessary
to handle them with the utmost care the writing is faint
and is not legible on many continuous lines but fragmentary
clauses and even whole verses are occasionally discernible
when the proprietor saw the profound interest with
which we regarded these things he spoke to us about them
with great respect and generosity we talked with him upon
the subject of the writings at considerable length and through
his complaisance when we came away we brought with us all
and have them now in our possession 22
of the manuscripts

the

pages of the manuscript obtained by richards on
this occasion comprised two segments of the book of mormon
text reportedly covering 1I nephi 155 to 2 nephi 30 and
alma 219 to alma 6022 mr richards did not indicate the
number of pages he received from bidamon however a comparison of present holdings with his listed references suggests
that portions of the manuscripts he obtained have been either
lost in transmission and handling or an error was made in the
reporting 23
franklin richards retained this portion of the manuscript
until his death in 1899 when it passed to his son charles C
who on december 13 1946 presented it to president george
albert smith 24 the measurable leaves of the richards acquisition appear to be foolscap 13 inches by 16 inches paper folded and sewed to make 8 inch by 13 inch pages
if lewis bidamon readily parted with segments of the
document on these two occasions such was not the case when
the utah businessman joseph W summerhays visited him on

october

3

25
1884
188425

1I said to him
I1 was introduced to major LC bidamon
major they tell me over in missouri that you have found the
manuscript of the book of mormon in this house how is it
he answered in 1882 1I made some alterations in the house
and in taking down the east wing in the southeast corner 1I
6 inches deep the
came across a stone box about 10 x 15

2letter
aletter
letter of franklin D richards to the editor of the deseret news visit
deseret news
to pueblo independence carthage nauvoo richmond etc
ap 380
july 1 1885 pp
381
581
580
380381
580381
asee
see listing on p 273
2see
21
an address delivered by charles C richards at the sacrament meeting
held in the hawthorne ward of the sugar house stake in salt lake city utah
sunday evening april 20 1947 pp
8 12 also book of mormon manuscript
ap 812
original presented to church deseret news church news december 14 1946
joseph william summerhays diary october 3 1884 change in this
quotation is limited to punctuation and spelling
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box was sealed with a stone cap in it 1I found a bible book
of mormon doctrine & covenants hymn book times &
seasons a letter addressed to the pres of the united states
written by lyman wight setting forth the wrongs of our
people some manuscript and less than one thousand dollars in
cash a joke
all in a bad state of preservation then turning to his wife he said to her bring the papers which she
did 1I examined them especially the manuscript I1 cannot tell
what it is for it is very rotten and the ink is faded but from
the more visible 1I make the following extracts and again I1
say unto to you that it is my will that my servant lyman
wight should continue in preaching in zion in the spirit of
meekness confessing me before the world and 1I will bear him
up as on eagles wings and he shall beget glory and honor 212 1I
think this is from the doc & cov 1I quote further and they
said unto me what jeaneth
meaneth the river of water which our
father saw and I1 said unto them that the water which my
father saw was fil thyness and so much was his mind swallowed up in other things that he beheld not the fil thyness
of the water I1 said unto them that it was an awful gulph
which separated
rated the wicked from the tree of life and also
seperated
sepe
from the saints of god and 1I said unto them that it was a
representation of that awful hell which the angel said unto
me was prepared for the wicked 2277 1I think this is from
the book of mormon some of the manuscript was I1 think
extracts from the book of mormon and some from the doc
& cov some of it was in printers takes and had been corrected the pencil marks being plain and the ink faded I1
ask ed the major for some of the manuscript he refused
but when he left the room his wife gave me one leaf and a
8
2as
2s
few leaves of the bible

mr summerhays did not specify which page of the manuscript he received on this occasion 29 however of the items
he saw and described three of them section 124 of the doctrine and covenants the lyman wight petition and the page
containing 1I nephi 1526
29 are found among the book of
152629
summerhays was copying from the manuscript of the revelation of january
19 1841 dac
d&c 12418 which inaugurated the building of the nauvoo house
the revelation had been placed in the cornerstone with the book of mormon
manuscript
21this
1526 29
this quotation is from 1I nephi 152629
reference to printers takes and penciled corrections in regard to the
original manuscript of the book of mormon would indicate that portions of
it may have been used by the printer of the 1830 or the 1837 editions of the
book the preface of the 1837 edition of the book of mormon states that it had
and compared with the original manuscripts by
been carefully examined
re
reexamined
assisted by
elder joseph smith jr
0 cowdery
alma B summerhays of salt lake city who kindly provided the above
quotation from his father s diary was unaware of the content or location of the
page obtained by his father when contacted in january 1970
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mormon manuscript material in the historian s office at
least two of these the doctrine and covenants revelation and
the page from the book of mormon were obtained by franklin richards in his 1885 visit 030
A fourth recipient of a portion of the manuscript was edward stevenson who had accompanied the book of mormon
witness martin harris from ohio to utah in 1870 in an
account of his visit to david whitmer s son in richmond
missouri in september 1888 stevenson recorded seeing the
printer s copy of the manuscript then in the possession of the
whitmer family he added that the original had been placed
in the nauvoo house cornerstone that franklin D richards
had a portion of it at that time and 1 I have a piece of the
same and deposited a portion in the museum of salt lake
31
A year later addressing a congregation in provo
city
utah stevenson remarked that mr bidamon had given him a
small portion of the manuscript as a relic which 1I now have
32
the present location of this segment of the manuscript is unknown
another page of the book of mormon manuscript was
identified on august 8 1951
1931 when the deseret news printed
a photograph showing a part of 1 nephi 14 with the notation
that it represented nearly a full page of the manuscript which
is now in the possession of A B kesler
a salt lake city
resident
A few final pieces of the manuscript were obtained by
andrew jenson at nauvoo on october 6 1888 1 I1 called on
lewis C bidamon and while conversing with him on the early
history of nauvoo he brought to me some small pieces of
paper pouring them into my hat remarking mr jenson those
are the last fragments of the original manuscript of the book
of mormon if you want them you may have them 33 these
fragments equivalent to about one page are totally illegible
the kimball and richards acquisitions account for sixty
eight of the seventy two manuscript leaves of the book of
O

ap 380381
franklin D richards deseret news pp
380 381
edward stevenson diary september 12 1888
utah enquirer provo utah august 30 1889
statement of andrew jenson march 18 1938 an additional portl
portion
on of
porti
nal manuscript was obtained by the reorganized church at one time
original
the orig
but for want of more adequate preservation procedures disintegrated long ago
richard P howard restoration scriptures A study of their textual development independence missouri herald publishing house 1969 p 27
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laman and lemual repent and go with

that i praid unto the lord saying

0

nephi

lord according to my faith

which is in me wilt thou deliver me from the hands of my bre

thren yea even give me strength that

i

may burst these

bands

with which i am bound and it came to pass that when i

hands and
loosa from of my A feet
had said these words behold the bands were loosd

and i stood before

my brethren and i spake unto them

again

ware
and it came to pass that they A angry with me-me again and
saught to lay hands uppon
appon me but behold one of the
and baught
daughters of ishmael yea & also her mother and one of the

sons

of ishmael did plead with my brethren insomuch that they
did soften their hearts and they did cease striving to take

away my life and it came to pass that they ware sorraful
bec
sor raful bee
aus of their wickedness insomuch that they did bow down

before me & did plead with me that i would forgive
them of the thing that they had done against and

it came to pass that

i

did frankly forgive them all

that they had done and

i

did exort
efort them that they would

forgiveness and it came
pray unto the lord their god for forgivness

to pass that they did so and after that they had done pray

th

ing unto the lor dhe we did again travel on our jou
mey
journey

toward the tent of our father and it came to pass that we did

came down unto the tent of our father and after that

i

and my brethren and all the house of ishmael had come
dow unto the tent of my father they did give thanks
unto the lord their god and they did offer sacrifice and of
fer burnt ofrings unto him and it came to pass that we hadj
hadl
had

getherd
gerherd to geather all manner of seeds of every king both
of grain of every kind and also of the seeds of fruits of
every king and it came to pass that while my father

tarried in the wilderness he spake unto us saying
dreama a dream or in other words i
behold i have dreamd
becaas of the thing
have seen a vission and behold becaus
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mormon now filed in the church historian s office present
evidence does not indicate the source of the remaining four

preservation OF THE manuscript
those who described the manuscript after

THE

its removal from
the nauvoo house cornerstone were unanimous in observing
that it had been severely damaged by the elements so delicate
were the pages that any subsequent handling resulted in further deterioration consequently action was taken to permanently preserve it from further decay since portions of the
violet photograph
manuscript were almost unreadable an ultra
ultraviolet
was taken of each page to increase the legibility this work
was done sometime between 1949 and 1954 by the genealogical society microfilm photographer ernst koehler who was
filming records for the church historian s office at the time
these photographs offer the best means for reading the text

of the manuscript
A second step in the preservation process occurred in 19681969 when earl olson assistant church historian took the
loose sheets of the manuscript to the W J barrow restoration
shop in richmond virginia for deacidification and lamination 34 ten sheets comprising the kimball acquisition were
laminated september 2526
25 26 1968 and the remainder of the
manuscript was completed june 19
25 1969 35
1925
THE

handwriting

OF THE

manuscript

at least

five scribes aided joseph smith during the writing
of the original book of mormon manuscript martin harris
wrote for joseph during the initial stages of the translation in
harmony pennsylvania prior to the loss of the 116 pages of
the manuscript in 1828 there is no definite evidence that he
continued to write after that emma smith in answer to a
question in 1879 regarding those who were scribes for joseph
during the translation of the book of mormon named in addiso brittle was the paper that a preliminary step to lamination required the
removal of the binding thread and the cutting of each sheet along the fold
specifically the barrow method of restoration and preservation of the book
of mormon manuscript consisted of the removal of harmful acidic impurities
from the paper by soaking it in a solution of calci
um hydroxide followed by
calcium
calcium bicarbonate after washing and drying the document was sandwiched
between layers of cellulose acetate film and then placed between layers of
transparent tissue paper to provide maximum strength
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against them to battle & 1I nephi beheld that
the gentiles which had gone out of captivity
by

were delivered A the power of

god out of the

hands of all other nations & it came to pass
that 1I nephi beheld that they did prosper in the
A book & it was carried forth
land & I1 beheld abook
abood
among them & the angel saith unto me know
est thou the meaning of the book & 1I saith 1I
know not & he saith behold it proceedeth
proce edeth out

of the mouth of a jew & 1I nephi beheld it & he
Beh oldest
saith unto me the book which thou beholdest
is a record

of the jews which contain the covanan
conanan
ts of the lord which he hath maid unto the house
of israel & it also containeth many of the prophecies
of the holy prophets

&

it is a record like unto the

engrav eings which are upon the plaits of brass
engraveings
save there are not so many nevertheless they

the
cova
contain the covenants
covanants
nants of A lord which he hath
maid unto the hause of israel wherefore they
are of great worth unto the gentiles & the ange
I of
1

the lord said unto me thou hast beheld

that the book proceeded forth from the mou
th of a jew & when it proceeded forth from the
falness of the
mouth of a jew it contained the fulness
the
gospel of the lord of whom A twelve apostles
bore record & they bore record according to the
truth which is in the lamb of god wherefore
these things go forth from the jew in puri
ty unto the gentiles according to the truth

which is in god & after that they go forth by
the hand of the twelve apostles of the lamb

from the jews unto the gentiles behold after
this thou seest the formation of that great
& abominable church which is the most
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book of mormon manuscript 1 nephi 13
18 26 possibly written by
131826
1318
1518
john whitmer by courtesy of the church historian
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tion to herself oliver cowdery martin harris and her brother
3
reuben hale
the bulk of the manuscript was written by
oliver cowdery after his arrival in harmony in april 1829
reuben miller quoted cowdery on the subject at the time of
the latter s return to the church in october 1848 1 I1 wrote
with my own pen the entire book of mormon save a few
pages as it fell from the lips of the prophet 377 following
the move to fayette new york in june 1829 joseph smith
recorded that john whitmer assisted us very much in writing
during the remainder of the work and previous to that david
whitmer had offered his services when convenient 38 reuben hale most likely wrote prior to the move to fayette while
joseph was residing at the hale residence in pennsylvania
of the 144 pages of the book of mormon manuscript in
the church historian s office 124 pages are in the handwriting of oliver cowdery eleven were probably written by
john whitmer and twelve others are the work of an unidentified scribe
factors that aid in identifying handwriting presuppose that
each person has distinctive writing characteristics from which
available samples may vary and although no two writing
samples of an individual are exactly alike variation is confined
more to superficial details than fundamental writing habits
the identification of basic writing characteristics provides the
comparision
comparition
parision and study many examples of
means for detailed com
oliver cowdery s handwriting appear in the manuscript sources
of early church history due no doubt to his close association
with joseph smith his professional background as a school
teacher his appointment as the first church historian and his
ability as a penman the isolation of basic features of cowdery s writing permits an accurate identification of his work in
the book of mormon manuscript 3
last testimony of sister emma
1879
p289
1879p289

joseph smith

26

oct

1

october
reuben miller diary
15
advocate october 1834 pp
ap 14
1415
DHC vol

21

1848

p 289-

compare messenger and

p 49
holograph samples of oliver cowdery s writing in the historian s office
are found in volume 1 of the patriarchal blessings book A 1l of joseph
ooliver
1 iver
and the oa
other
01
lver cowdery papers
smith s history of the church
samples are located in the cowdery docket book and letters at the huntington
Cali
library inn cail
forn ia the pri
california
printer
riter
titer s copy of the book of mormon manuscript in
californ
califern
M tsouri
the possession of the reorganized church at independence missouri
ssouri and the
newel K whitney acquisition recently obtained by brigham young university
ver sity
1

al
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manuscript

one characteristic of the cowdery writing

277
in the manu-

script that almost never appears in his other writings is the
complete lack of punctuation and paragraphing a peculiarity
that applies to the other two scribes as well the lack of such
detail however by one whose usual mode of writing did not
preclude this adds credence to the claim of a dictated text for
the book of mormon available samples of cowdery s writing
show consistent punctuation with the single exception of
revelations that were apparently dictated to him 40
the handwriting on eleven pages of the book of mormon
manuscript contains similarities to known samples of john
whitmer s writing however identification is not positive since
existing variations between known samples of whitmer s writing and the manuscript writing may not be within the limit of
acceptable differences only further comparison of earlier samples will clarify this point
the writer of a third portion of the manuscript is unknown
available handwriting samples of known associates of joseph
smith during the book of mormon translation provide no clue
to the scribe of twelve pages of the manuscript basic writing characteristics of this person bear no resemblance to known
samples of the writing of emma smith martin harris hyrum
smith samuel harrison smith christian whitmer
wbitmer jacob
whitmer and david whitmer neither do they compare with
joseph smith s own hand
of the three amanuenses whose writing appears on the
manuscript that of the unidentified scribe contains the most
error since this portion of the manuscript is more legible than
the rest published excerpts have been taken almost exclusively
froin
from these pages 4 consequently the analyst who seeks to
calculate scribal error for the whole book on the basis of these
examples may receive a faulty impression
the appearance of oliver cowdery s handwriting on what
appears to be the third page of the book of mormon manuscript the first page of the surviving fragments raises a
question of the beginning point of his work as scribe if as
evidence indicates 12 some translation of the book of mormon
had been done prior to cowdery s arrival in pennsylvania in
bid
ibid
kid

consult the improvement era june 1941 p 342 november 1960
march 1911 p 384 and deseret evening news dec 23 1899
803
ap 135 141
2d&c
d&c 530 1041 nibley history of joseph smith pp
dac
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april 1829 such writing would naturally precede cowdery s
if oliver commenced writing at the beginning of I1 nephi any
writing that preceded his could not have exceeded two pages
it may be however that his work on the manuscript commenced at a later point in the text joseph smith after being
directed not to retranslate the lost 116 pages of the manuscript was advised to insert in their place the engravings
41
which are on the plates of nephi 143
this would correspond
to the first 133
135 pages of the printed book comprising 1I nephi
155
153
to the words of mormon the location of the cowdery writing at the beginning of the text of 1 nephi followed by the
apparent hand of john whitmer may indicate that oliver
in the manuscript beyond the loss of
a
at
began
point
writing
b
the 116 pages and that the plates of nephi were written
after the completion of the rest of the book
in conclusion the history of the original book of mormon
manuscript shows that many individuals have contributed to
the preservation of part of a unique religious document and
while the further identification of handwriting may yet establish particular facts an analysis of remaining fragments of
the manuscript lends support to early statements regarding the
origin of the book 1 1 that several scribes were employed
during the writing process 2 that the book originated from
a dictated text and 3 that oliver cowdery wrote the major
part of the manuscript
11d&c
dac
d&c 1030
1050 41
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preview

on A study
of the social and geographical origins
of early mormon converts 18301845
1830 1845

LAURENCE

M YORGASON

mormon historical scholarship has not yet provided answers
to some questions regarding mormonism s origins it is not yet
fully known for example who in terms of social and economic backgrounds joined the mormon church in the early years
of its existence although a partially valid response would cite
the names and backgrounds of a few prominent people among
whom the leaders would be found it seems clear that little
data is at hand informing us of the cross section of church
members from which came the rank and file strength of the
mormon church such information would give us clues regarding the real appeal of the mormon message to prospective converts 1 such information would also give us a more accurate
picture of the environmental pressures and influences on joseph
smith and other church leaders responsible for formulating interpreting and implementing church doctrines and practices
further the organizational trends and doctrinal developments
of the church might be seen in sharper focus in the light of increased understanding of its environment 2
mr yorgason

is an instructor at the LDS

institute of religion affiliated

with the university of arizona in tucson
see mario S de pillis the quest for religious authority and the rise
dialogue A journal of mormon thought vol 1 spring
of mormonism
68 88 for an example of an attempt to arrive at answers to this quesap 6888
1966 pp
tion essentially without the assistance of such information
2de
ade
de pillis has also attempted to find answers to these problems in his
church history vol 57
37 may
article the social sources of mormonism
ap 50
1968 pp
79 but again without the aid of sufficient information to justify
5079
his conclusions

279
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the

most thorough efforts to date to overcome this information gap have come from george S ellsworth in his doctrinal dissertation A history of mormon missions in the
1860 in which two chapters
united states and canada 1830
18301860
chapters 13 and 14 are devoted to discussions concerning
mormons
the social backgrounds of early cormons
Mor mons together with a
more detailed study of the specific backgrounds of twenty six
leaders of the church he points out that although this study
is no thorough cross sectional analysis the conclusions are not
untypical and
the generalizations
might be made to
apply without serious error to the general body of the
mormon people 3 in his summary statements regarding this
mormons came from
subject ellsworth concludes that the cormons
mostly rural areas and were typical representatives of those
areas whether they were free thinkers religious non affiliates
earnest seekers after an ideal faith or regular church members 4 he is careful to point out that mormonism is not to
be associated with frontier revivalism 5
ellsworth s conclusions concur generally with assertions
made on this latter point by whitney R cross in his chapter
mormons in his book the burned over district the
on the cormons
social and intellectual history of enthusiastic religion in
nez
neip
1850 p 150 especially
western heip
such con18001850
nei york 1800
clusions were generally considered to have considerably mitigated the theory that prospective mormon converts were emo
tion starved frontiersmen and that the mormon phenomenon
was actually one of the many and varied responses to the religious needs of the frontiersmen of the day
mario depillis assistant professor of history at the university of massachusetts at amherst in the article previously
referred to footnote 2 has correctly pointed out that more
aspects of the problem of understanding mormon origins
need to be illuminated he asserts for example that traditional thinking needs to be revised especially in consideration of
cross s theses and that certain frontier conditions could
exist almost anywhere that these conditions usually consisted
george S ellsworth A history of mormon missions in the united states
unpublished doctoral dissertation berkeley the
and canada 18301860
1830 1860
340
university of california 1951 p 540
ibad
ibjd pp
4ibid
42
341
ap 541
34142
54142
ibid p 542
342
alien
allen billington westward expanfor an example of this theory see ray ailen
slon new york the macmillan company 1960
sion
pp
ap 534
034
054
554
559
539
054539
034539
534559
554559
534539
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in social economic andor political upheavals resulting in
social dislocation in the minds of inhabitants of those regions
after an all too brief review and analysis of the backgrounds
of a few early converts and an analysis of data regarding areas
of successful mormon missionary efforts data supplied by
ellsworth depillis makes the following conclusions

it

of this article that the origin 18271844 of what can be called mormonism was related to
the disorientation of values associated with migration to and
within the backwoods areas of the united states typically
these areas were newly settled rural locales and might be
loosely called frontier areas whether or not they contained more than six persons per square mile 7
is simply the thesis

in a study by the present writer initiated to test some of the
above assertions along with other objectives the need has become apparent that further and more specific information on
the social and geographical backgrounds of early mormon
converts would prove invaluable in the efforts of historians
to understand mormon origins with this in mind the writer
has made an attempt to provide such information in a thesis
entitled the social and geographical origins of early mormon converts 18301845
1830 1845 items of information regarding the
backgrounds of some 280 converts from that period have been
gathered and described these items include the religious incli nations of each convert before conversion to mormonism
clinations
his baptism place and date the location of his birthplace the
places his parents moved and where he was raised the religious
inclinations
inclinations of his parents and their economic andor social
mentioned localities are
abovementioned
status the sizes and ages of the above
also included A chapter is included giving information and
analysis on all the significant leaders of the period contrasting
such information with the backgrounds of all other members
considered in addition a comprehensive map is used to
demonstrate the localities from which all the converts came
finally tables were included to facilitate comparison of data
I1

in concluding analyses
on the basis of the foregoing data some detailed conclusions have been made it seems clear for example that the
larger part about 75 percent of the converts were inhabitants of rural areas rural being defined as 2500 or less in

de
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and that most were born in the east new england
new york with comparatively few either born or converted in
the south in these areas most received a common school
few received an extended
education three years or less
education and fewer still were illiterate
most of the converts the average age of the converts was
about thirty had belonged to other churches although a
significant number had chosen to belong to no church about
31 percent
the previous religious affiliations of these converts reveal that about half the converts belonged to churches
which used the revival as part of their worship and proselyting
procedures the following were typical of this baptist methodist presbyterian and disciples of christ campbellites
Campbel lites
revivalistic ally
aily orienrevivalistically
and of those who did belong to the more morerevivalistically
ted churches some were members in name only because of their
distaste for revivals most of the converts belonged to the religions of their parents but there was an increase of the rejection of extant churches from parents of converts to converts 17 percent to 31 percent
mormonism did not attract the highly urbanized those
sophisticated in business politics or religion the wealthy did
not flock to its message neither did the very poor nor the
transients of society in short the mormon converts from the
period under consideration seldom came from society s highest
or lowest levels neither economically socially religiously nor
cormons
Mor mons often
geographically they were since becoming mormons
called extremists but the items in their background considered
here seem to suggest that mormonism had its roots in the
average and unobtrusive segments of society
habitants
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joseph smiths

new york reputation reappraised
RICHARD LLOYD ANDERSON

the

biographer of joseph smith s early life will know his
subject when he relies on sources that know their subject this
truism is more obvious in sta
statement
ternent than application for non
mormon biography has not faced the severe limitations of the
uniformly hostile affidavits taken by a sworn enemy of the
mormon prophet the image thus obtained is sharply discordant from the joseph smith documented in the 1830s a leader
of physical prowess and vigorous manhood a profound idealist
with spontaneous humor and warmth who displayed personal
courage under tremendous odds A similar youth in the 1820s
is discovered not by editing out non mormon sources but finding those non mormon sources that reflect definite contact with
joseph smith such a study shows that collecting informed
statements about the prophet will produce a substantial favorable judgment
most books on joseph smith claim reliance on evidence
but the glaring contradictions show that many apparent historical sources are highly unreliable obviously joseph smith
was a topic of warm controversy in his own community consequently one must not take at full value the statement of a
contemporary without raising the following issues
1

professor of history and religion at brigham young university dr anderson
holds degrees in the fields of law greek and ancient history and has concentrated
cent rated his research on new testament and the witnesses of the book of
mormon
this subject could not have been researched without the generous cooperation of the LDS church historian and assistants the aid of the BYU research
ts director lane compton and of the institute of mormon
lis
division and its
studies and its director truman madsen in writing I1 am indebted to the
critique of an admired friend professor leonard J arrington of utah state
university

283
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verification of person besides meeting the possibility of fictitious invention vital statistics show whether a person was old enough to be a capable observer and
may furnish clues on whether the observations are based
1

on close or distant contact
accuracy of reporting here the question is wheth2
er the person purportedly making the statement really
did so second and third hand statements are obviously
suspect but the interviewer recording an apparent firsthand statement may superimpose his preconceptions on
the statement of another
3
opportunity for observation the basic qualification for any historical source is firsthand contact with
the person or event described yet the anti joseph smith
statements of contemporaries show a distinct tendency to
report community rumor not personal experience
4
bias of the source historians today recognize that
no observer is free from bias but intense prejudice tends
to exaggeration one must therefore be rigorous in examining the factual basis of the conclusions of joseph
smith s contemporaries

although initial collection of statements against joseph
smith is an oft told story its outline is a necessary background
for the affidavits to be analyzed D P hurlbut excommunicated twice by LDS tribunals for immorality became so personally vindictive that he was put under a court order restraining him from doing harm to the person or property of joseph
smith 2 he was next employed by an anti mormon public
committee to gather evidence to completely divest joseph
3
smith of all claims to the character of an honest man
to
achieve this goal he travelled to new york and procured statements at palmyra village the largest business center adjacent
to the smith farm and also at manchester the rural district
that included stafford street cornelius stafford then awen
twen
2for
ifor
for a fuller discussion of hurlbut s personal vindictiveness see richard
lloyd anderson the reliability of the early history of lucy and joseph
smith dialogue A journal of mormon thought vol 4 summer 1969 p 15
painesville
Paines ville
to the public official committee statement published in the gainesville
telegraph january 31 1834 early n ineteenth century spelling of names is not
always consistent and hurlburt appears in LDS records the quoted statement
and autographs favor the hurlbut of this article
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ty later remembered that

285

hurlbut arrived at our school house

and took statements about the bad character of the mormon
smith family and saw them swear to them 4
gainesville
Paines ville ohio editor E D howe replaced hurlthe painesville
but as a respectable author and published the affidavits in
mormonism unvaried 1834 laying the cornerstone of anti
mormon historiography howe lived to see the solidity of the
edifice observing forty four years afterward in his memoirs
that the book has been the basis of all the histories which
have appeared from time to time since that period touching
more accurately howe s writing was insignifthat people
icant but the palmyra manchester affidavits published by him
have introduced joseph smith in every major non mormon
study from 1834 to the present yet even supposedly definitive
studies display no investigation of the individuals behind the
hurlbut statements nor much insight into their community
some simple arithmetic ought to shake the canonical status
of the hurlbut howe affidavits the smith family lived on
the line between wayne and ontario counties well settled with
substantial populations all who claimed to know joseph smith
in this area had contact in the townships of either palmyra
or manchester and the 1830 census contains about 2000 males
old enough to know the smiths in these two localities from
that possible number hurlbut procured the signatures of sev
enty two individuals who claimed firsthand experience with
joseph smith at best hurlbut selected one half of one percent of the males who potentially knew anything about the
smiths although howe presented these as representative
they are matched by approximately the same number in those
communities known to have a favorable opinion of the smiths
in the late 1820 s dr gain robinson uncle of the smith
family physician gathered sixty signatures on a certificate
attesting the smiths reliability in an attempt to prevent loss
182 5 yet the crucial issue is not signatures
of their farm in 1825
statement of C R stafford march 1885 auburn ohio cit naked truths
about mormonism vol 1 no I1 january 1888 p 3 hurlbut s published
affidavits will be analyzed in the article they include two general statements
with multiple signatures and also the following individual statements joseph
capron parley chase willard chase abigail harris henry harris lucy
chois barton stafford david stafford
chols
nichols
harris peter ingersoll roswell N
lilam stafford and G W stoddard
iliam
william
joshua stafford W
ber D howe autobiography and recollections of a pioneer printer
eber
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville ohio 1878 p 45
mor
ap 16 19
tor
hor
for full discussion see anderson dialogue pp
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but individual testimony with supporting details in this category there are only ten individual statements on joseph smith
to be considered 7 but three times this number of individual
pat
pai
cormons of pal
recollections have been preserved from non mormons
myra manchester that do not appear in hurlbut howe
until hugh nibley s myth makers opened the subject detailed study of deficiencies in the hurlbut howe evidence was
not easily found nibley drew the net broadly and exposed the
contradictory nature of anti mormon testimonials on joseph
smith the purpose here is more specific to analyze hurlbut s
information
statements for firsthand inform
atlon then to suggest major
insights from other non mormon statements from palmyra
manchester although this will exclude a number of susquehanna valley and fayette recollections the more abundant
palmyra manchester evidence is based on longer contact with
joseph smith much of which extended to pre mormon days
HURLBUTS GENERAL

affidavits

hurlbut heavily influenced the individual statements from
palmyra manchester as can be shown by his phrases regularly
appearing in affidavits of the Staffords chases etc his language evidently appears in two community affidavits names
of fifty one residents of palmyra appear on one document and
names of eleven residents of manchester appear on another
one must make a necessary assumption here the signers of a
petition or declaration are normally not authors merely rati
fiers when hurlbut appeared in the manchester schoolhouse
he undoubtedly had penned the statement that eleven rather
nonliterary farmers signed one would envision the same procedure as inevitable for the fifty one signers from palmyra
someone authored the general statements and hurlbut is the
best candidate
not only does identifiable phrasing appear but similar
structuring of the affidavits in the following comparison signific
nificant
signifi
ant word correlations are indicated but the more signify
this

statistic excludes three palmyra declarations lucy harris talks only
of her husband G S stoddard s single sentence on the smiths is merely a
gratuitous comment
the smith family never made any pretensions to respectability
spect ability
and abigail harris reports a single conversation with lucy smith
that is strictly not relevant to the character of joseph smith for abigail s
evident tendency to maliciousness see hugh nibley the myth makers salt
oty
ap 2022
gity 1961 pp
20 22
lake city
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cant point is the similarity of basic structure from two puredly different authors
portedly
port
GENERAL PALMYRA AFFIDAVIT

we

PARLEY CHASE AFFIDAVIT 48

the undersigner
signed have
under
undersigned
been acquainted with the
smith family for a number
of years while they resided
near this place and we have
no hesitation in saying that
we consider them destitute
of that moral character
which ought to entitle them
to the confidence of any
community they were particul arly famous for visionticularly
ary projects spent much of
their time in digging for
money which they pretended
was hid in the earth and to
this day large excavations
may be seen in the earth
not far from their residence
where they used to spend
their time in digging for
hidden treasures
joseph
smith senior and his son
joseph were in particular
considered entirely destitute
of moral character and addicted to vicious habits

was acquainted with the
family of joseph smith sen
both before and since they
cormons
became mormons
Mor mons and feel
free to state that not one of
the male members of the
smith family were entitled
to any credit whatsoever

it was not supposed that

in regard to their gold bible

any of them were possessed
of sufficient character or influence to make any one believe their book or their

speculation they scarcely ever
told two stories alike the
mormon bible is said to be
a revelation from god
through joseph smith jr
his prophet and this same
joseph smith jr to my
knowledge bore the reputa
deputa

sentiments

1I

digging for money was their
principal employment

they were

lazy intemperate
and worthless men very
much addicted to lying in

this they frequently boasted
of their skill

ile
tle

these

two documents and all hurlbut affidavits cited are in E D howe
normon
Mormon hm jjnva
gainesville
mormonism
unrailed
Paines ville ohio 1834
riff painesville
261 262 and p 248
pp
ap 261262
for purposes of comparison the sentence about money digging has been placed
before its preceding sentence and hurlbut s italics removed and mine added
deletions in the general palmyra affidavit are restricted to the non smith
paragraph since the affidavits appear in this work of howe appp 232262
232
252 262
252262
arranged by the name of the deponents further reference will be made by
name and not footnoted pages
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tion among his neighbors
of being a liar
and we know not of a single
individual in this vicinity
bonfi
that puts the least confi
dence in their pretended
revelations

the

foregoing statement can
be corroborated by all his
former neighbors

the

words italicized in the above comparisons are a key to
equivalent portions of the two affidavits both progress formally through a recital of knowledge of the smiths their des
reputability in the community money digging and being addicted to evil practices closing with application of general
character to religious claims and the assertion that no one in
that area takes them seriously it is highly unlikely that parley
chase would write following the identical outline of hurlbut s
palmyra affidavit rather hurlbut composed both
moving to the general manchester affidavit one can see
from the similar iana
lana
language
lagauale
uaLe that hurlbut obviously prepared
lanauale
it for signing the sole claim there against the smiths is found
in the first sentence on the following chart which contains
three negative patterns mirrored in other affidavits of supposed
independent authorship9
authorship9
indolent set of men but also intemperate and their word
was not to be depended upon
very much addicted to lying
intemperate
lazy
and a liar
a drunkard
lazy set of fellows
lying and indolent set of men and no confidence could be placed
in them
marcellous
became indolent
and told marvellous
marvellous stories
and falsehood
notorious for indolence foolery
lazy

once more the combination of similar vocabulary and simin intemperate
indolent
ilar thought pattern is apparent the indo
lent
lentin
temperate
lying pattern of four affidavits with slight modification in
another two was not independently created by six spontaneous
declarations hurlbut either suggested this language penned it
for signing or interpolated it afterwards A greater point is
being made than common phrases however hurlbut s redundancies reveal what he most wanted to prove and what the
dav t parley chase
affidavit
statements respectively from the general manchester aff
affidait
david stafford the first phrase appears in the sentence following a drunkard and a liar
henry harris joshua stafford and joseph capron
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reader must be cautious of accepting this would not necessa
essarily
rily be so if independent language gave support to independent statements but the opposite is true on his themes
of laziness drunkenness and untruthfulness the first of this
triad is hurlbut s variation on his favorite theme the smith s
constant money digging10
digging10
the general employment of the smith family was money digging

the general

employment of the family was digging for money
their principal employment
digging for money was
digging for money
A great part of their time was devoted to
digging for money
spent much of their time in

this similar phrasing

suggests a common author and the last
example is demonstrably hurlbut s since it comes from the
general palmyra affidavit similar language is found in every
palmyra manchester declaration under study here with the exception of barton stafford s
other favorite words from the general affidavits are pretended
visionary and a stressed concept is the lack of influence in this community which finds its counterpart in individual statements such as the smith family never made
or in short not one of
any pretensions to respectability
the family had at least claims to respectability
virtually
every affidavit bearing on the smiths opens with several sentences similar to the general palmyra affidavit clear evidence
of regular outside structuring
placing hurlbut s vocabulary under a magnifying glass in
this manner reveals his specific goals common language is
most frequent on the points of intemperance lying and laziness with the last redundantly emphasized as vocational money
digging since hurlbut s hand is plain on these general charges
the careful historian must be skeptical of stories supporting
these charges throughout many affidavits hurlbut s language
in ostensibly non hurlbut affidavits shows that all his specific
evidence is highly suspect especially on the point of money
digging careful study of the pre 1830 smith economics proves
they were anything but lazy and if that contention in fact
statements respectively from david stafford peter ingersoll parley chase
sentence inverted
william stafford and the general palmyra affidavit
statements respectively of G W stoddard and barton stafford
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falls hurlbut s related accusation of money digging is seriously
suspect in fact the extreme language of almost every affidavit on this subject raises doubt had the smiths been regularly observed in money digging reasonable statements to that
effect would be expected As it is the collected depositions
describe a large family living under marginal frontier economy
without work or by laboring very little
their general
employment of money digging never gave them income but
they somehow survived doing little else such exaggerations
indicate more than overstatement they suggest invention
yet the historian must study the content of all documents
and the one striking characteristic of hurlbut is reliance on
staternents combined
vague generalities the two community statements
accuse the smiths of being a lazy indolent set of men who
were entirely destitute of moral character and addicted to
vicious habits such phrases really do not say anything as both
critic and friend of hurlbut agree the rules of evidence in
the united states insist that a witness tell specific experiences
and leave to the court or jury the function of forming opinions grom
from them for lack of specific evidence the general pallons
myra and manchester statements of hurlbut merely prove that
sixty two signers found the smiths objectionable they fail to
state what direct observation led to this conclusion similarly
the individual statement of parley chase quoted above with
the general palmyra affidavit is historically insignificant it
merely parades conclusions without substantiation and to make
matters worse in hurlbut s concepts and language
11

HURLBUTS SHORTER

affidavits

from palmyra man
chester can now be summarized from a total of fifteen statements the three affidavits just discussed must be subtracted
as insignificant the general manchester statement the general
palmyra statement and its echo the parley chase affidavit
three more are irrelevant statements of lucy harris abigail
harris and G W stoddard mainly concern martin harris
and contain nothing observed about joseph smith with these
half dozen excluded there remain three long statements and

the arithmetic of the hurlbut witnesses

statements respectively of joseph capron and henry harris responsible
investigation dismisses these contentions see anderson dialogue p 15
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the

in evidence about joseph smith

latter are typically deficient

jr

analysis of hurlbut howe will lose its way in pointless
detail without constant reiteration of a single question what
firsthand experiences do the hurlbut affidavits allege concerning joseph smith for instance henry harris reports certain conversations with joseph smith close enough to the prophet s own claims to be garbled in the telling but the sole observation of the lying nature of the pretended prophet is
the failure of a jury in a justice s court to decide a case according to smith s testimony when harris was a juror since
many a truthful man has failed to gain the vote of a jury the
point is trivial regarding joseph smith s character only three
of the shorter affidavits seriously detail smith money digging
and none in convincing terms roswell nichols ties the supposed treasure searches entirely to conversations with joseph
smith sr that resemble his known belief in the book of mormon joshua stafford claims that joseph smith jr showed him
a piece of wood from a money box and also claimed to have
discovered buried watches As will be shown later joshua stafford himself is named by relatives as leading in money digging in the neighborhood which renders such indirect evidence
against joseph smith suspect after all St affords claim is limited to reported and possibly garbled conversations with
joseph smith not observation of any act of the mormon founder likewise joseph capron tells details of a fantastic dig
north west of my house but alleges no personal observation the money digging subject must be further discussed
the point for now is that direct experience with joseph smith
is strictly lacking in the smaller affidavits raising the issue
the remaining two shorter affidavits allege joseph smith s
human failings barton stafford a few years younger than
joseph accuses the young prophet of undignified conduct
sometime in 1827 or afterward joseph was allegedly intoxicated on cider scuffled with a fellow worker tore his shirt
and was escorted home by emma since even here barton stafile observed the event only that
lle
ford does not clearly say that lie
he
some doubt remains whethit happened in my father s field
er this is a story or an observation david stafford does describe a personal experience claiming that joseph had drinked
a little too freely and while working together a dispute led
11
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hard words which led to a fight and he got the advantage of me in the scuffle one ford who attempted to intervene supposedly came off little better for we both entered
a complaint against him and he was fined for the breach of
to

the peace

11

joseph smith s only known response to a particular hurlbut
affidavit presents another version of the david stafford incident it appears in willard richards memo entries of 1843
conversations of the prophet
while supper was preparing joseph related an anecdote
while young his father had a fine large watch dog which
bit off an ear from david stafford s hog which stafford
had turned into the smith corn field stafford shot the dog
and with six other fellows pitched upon him unawares and
joseph whipped the whole of them and escaped unhurt
which they swore to as recorded in hurlburt or howe s book 13

since the above incident takes on such a different context in
being told by stafford or smith it is a striking reminder that
controversial events cannot be settled by hearing only one side
if david stafford took his complaint to the local justice
of the peace the extant record does not show it though it only
covers the years 1827
1830 the record does give certain fac1850
18271830
18271850
tual insights into the characters of both the smiths and david
stafford it lists three suits in the above period against hiram
or hyram
smith and two against joseph smith
since there were other joseph smiths in the manchester area
and since one hiram smith signed hurlbut s general manchester affidavit 14 it cannot be proved that these five actions
pertain to the family of the prophet the one that evidently
does however shows the attempt of the smiths to be honest
in their financial obligations the abbreviated trial notation of
lowin in a suit against hyram
followin
sollowin
foi
following
june 28 1830 records the fol
0
smith
joseph smith father of the defendant appeared and the
case was called and the plaintiff declared on a note and
joseph smith s journal kept by willard richards jan 1 1843 1I am
indebted to professor marvin S hill of brigham young university for pointing
it out the richards statement is an official record kept daily from current
minutes

this hiram smith

evidently the same person who was elected highway
supervisor in the smith neighborhood both before and after the joseph smith
microfilms
family had moved west marof
mcrof ims of the manchester town record as well
as the justice s record being discussed are at brigham young university
is
Is

library
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account note dated 7th
20.07
ath april 1830 for 2007
2007 on interest
and on account for shoeing horses of balance due on ac69 .69
69 joseph smith sworn and saith that his son the
count gg
defendant engaged him to come down at the return of the
summons and direct the justice to enter judgment against
the defendant for the amount of the note and account judgment for the plaintiff for twenty one dollars seven cents 13

if all of the smith actions in the manchester record pertain
to the joseph smith family they indicate only that the family
was poor a condition which the smith autobiographies also
portray with considerable emotion thus roswell nichols comment based on two years as a neighbor is gratuitous for
breach of contracts for the nonpayment
non payment of debts and borrowed
money and for duplicity with their neighbors the family was
notorious by this standard the neighborhood justice of the
indices david stafford not the smiths from 1827
peace record indicts
to 1830 he was plaintiff in three suits and defendant in six
suits of collection a record in the locality with this streak of
legal cantankerousness one is not inclined to think that joseph
smith was necessarily the guilty party in quarreling with david
stafford nor is stafford s ex parte affidavit likely to represent the character of the smiths without guile
HURLBUTS LONGER

affidavits

since the shorter affidavits contain essentially non evidence
a study of hurlbut howe must focus on the only three substantial statements in the collection the shortest of these comes
from william stafford the father of barton stafford and
there is fortunately additional family information by which
to test it the hurlbut touch in vocabulary is unmistakable
here as a closing comment imitates the close of the general
no one apprehended any danger from
palmyra affidavit
a book originating with individuals who had neither influence
honesty or honor pomeroy tucker portrays stafford as a
former sailor without education which if true would considerably heighten the possibility that hurlbut composed stafford s
affidavit and merely had him sign it
ajust
sjust
ce s record of nathan pierce 18271830
1827 1830
justices
pomeroy tucker the origin rise and progress of mormonism new
york 1867 p 24 note compare the nearly identical reports supposedly refor he
membered spontaneously for some years by two different affiants
id that the hills in our neighborhood were nearly all erected by
sald
said
had often sa
roswell nichols
human hands
they would say also that nearly all the
1
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there

is one clear firsthand testimony of participating with

joseph smith sr in a treasure dig with joseph smith jr supervising from the house but the accompanying sheep story
throws a great deal of doubt on the digging story as authentically coming from stafford As told by the hurlbut affidavit
the smiths devised a scheme to cheat their neighbor out of
a large fat black wether hearing the smiths represent that
the sacrifice of such a sheep must appease the spirit guarding
a treasure stafford contributed the sheep to gratify my curiosity but the treasure was lost and with it the sheep which
1 1I believe is the only time they ever made money digging a
profitable business oddly after the only time the stafford
statement adds a comment about a worthless gang a typical
hurlbut phrase which surrounded the smiths and had more
to do with mutton than money an intended implication of
the smiths in repeated sheep stealing
hurlbut evidently did not represent stafford accurately
in 1952
1932 M wilford poulson took notes as wallace miner
recalled a conversation with william stafford on the subject
11

once asked stafford if smith did steal a sheep from him
he said no not exactly he said he did miss a black sheep
but soon joseph came and admitted he took it for sacrifice
but he was willing to work for it he made wooden sap
buckets to fully pay for it
1I

A more elaborate version of the miner stafford conversation
was reported in the village history of thomas cook which
agrees that joseph took the initiative to admit the taking and
that he did the work to repay stafford for the sheep 18 of
course william stafford died in 1863 at which time miner
was twenty and there are obvious limitations in recalling
the details of what one had said almost seventy years earlier
nevertheless it is significant that miner s recollection of stafford exonerates the smiths of dishonesty a reversal of hurlbut
reporting stafford
hills in this part of new york were thrown up by human hands
william
stafford
M wilford poulson notebook of 1932 interviews brigham young
ummers
umvers
ty archives the obvious error of writing smith for sheep in the
university
first sentence has been corrected
thomas L cook palmyra and vicinity palmyra new york 1930
pp 221
ap
222 cook gives miner s recollection because various stories have
221222
been told about the sacrificing of the sheep
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earlier insight into william stafford s opinion is available however his second son was born the same year as joseph
smith 1805 had the personal ambition to gain a good education for the day and qualify by examination as a physician
practicing until about 1870 in the general area of manchester
and thereafter at rochester there dr john stafford was interviewed by the reorganized latter day saint apostle william
H kelley in 1881 the kelley question answer notes on this
point read as follows
what about that black sheep your father let them have
1I

have heard that story but don t think my father was
there at the time they say smith got the sheep 1I don t know
anything about it
you were living at home at the time and it seems you
ought to know if they got a sheep or stole one from your

father

they never stole one 1I am sure they may have got one
sometime
is

well doctor you know pretty well whether that story
true or not that tucker tells what do you think of it
1I

don t think it is true 1I would have heard more about
19
it that is true

since the well informed john stafford knew nothing of the
sheep story it is plain that william stafford did not carry the
attitude against the smiths that his hurlbut affidavit represents if there was such an event of a borrowed sheep it had
nothing to do with dishonesty but in the interview dr stafford also insisted my father william stafford was never
connected with them in any way a direct denial of the relation ship presupposed by the smith stafford money digging
tionship
episode luridly described in the hurlbut affidavit 220 the fact
that william stafford s family doubted the authenticity of the
hurlbut inspired testimony together with hurlbut s evident
editorializing talents casts serious doubt upon the william
stafford affidavit as an historical document
the longest hurlbut affidavit is that of willard chase
william H kelley the hill cumorah
the stories of hulburt
howe tucker etc from late interviews saints herald vol 28 june 1
p 167 hereinafter referred to as kelley interviews
1881
athe
2the
the sentence preceding john stafford s denial is what tucker said about
since tucker s reference to william
them the smiths was false absolutely
te ration of hurlbut s sheep story john stafford clearly was
reiteration
stafford was a re
skeptical that his father was correctly represented in either hurlbut howe or
tucker
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in which instances of dishonesty and treasure digging are minimal in fact the chase statement contains more parallels to
mormon sources than any other affidavit this would lead to
the inference that chase imposed his individuality to a large
extent though many of the hurlbut stock phrases and formulae are still apparent the chase family tradition was later
reported by the younger brother of willard and he maintained
willard s statement to hurlbut genuine on the other hand
he differed in certain details of recollection from the printed
fi davit 21 willard chase ought to have taken more care in
af
affidavit
his sta
statement
ternent than others contacted by hurlbut since lucy
smith recalled him as a methodist class leader in 1827 and
his obituary described him as formerly a minister of the wesleyan methodist church and was an earnest and zealous
22
worker for many years
although chase had superior practical education his perfor mance as a witness is characterized by a nearly total lack
formance
of personal observation he tells the familiar story of finding
an unusual stone while digging a well with alvin and joseph
smith and accuses joseph and hyrum of duplicity in keeping
the object beyond that he discloses no direct knowledge that
the stone was utilized in treasure digging but only alleges that
joseph claimed to discover wonders by its use the intriguing thing is what willard chase does not say here the pal
myra manchester sources attach a firm money digging tradition to the chase family for instance dr john stafford recalled
the neighbors used to claim sally chase could look at a
stone she had and see money willard chase used to dig
when she found where the money was don t know as anybody ever found any money
2

the

interview the same year with abel chase confirmed
his family s involvement after describing the stone in possession of his sister abel chase responded to the following questions

do

you really think your sister could see things by looking through that stone mr chase
well she claimed to and 1I must say there was something strange about it

cf

kelley interviews p 165
22
22palmyra
zer
palmyra CoUr
courier
couf
ler march 17 1871
kelley interviews p 167
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is your sister now

she is not living now my brother willard is dead
also he would know more than I1 do about those things 21

the

chase family were in actuality money diggers but in the
longest hurlbut affidavit willard chase fails to report any
smith money digging activities firsthand if willard chase
is honestly describing what he knows the conclusion follows

that the smiths did not have a connection with the money digging circles in the area and this is just what lucy smith reports in her history describing the ridiculous magical activities of chase and company to steal the plates of the book of
21
mormon practices that appear foreign to her experience 25
willard chase does report stories about the money digging
of joseph smith in the susquehanna area apparently without
real knowledge of palmyra manchester activities he imported
secondhand stories from more than a hundred miles away
what he tells is a highly distorted version of joseph smith s
employment on a treasure excavation project there this is his
telis of several episodes about the
teik
telk
pattern in other matters he tells
mormons long after the 1834 printing of
smiths published by cormons
unvailed so either hurlbut or willard
howe s mormonism unavailed
chase knew of these independently the chase affidavit approximates these incidents eg the first failure at the hill to
obtain the plates emma s warning ride to macedon etc but
with exaggerated ridiculing details one would assume the
ai
same of his secondhand treasure stories about joseph smith 22i
this leaves only peter ingersoll as a hurlbut witness with
a serious claim to firsthand knowledge of smith mal
malpractices
practices
little is known about him other than his appearance in the land
records around the 1820 s as a property holder near palmyra
village a foreclosure on land to satisfy a judgment and the apparent move from palmyra after sale of properties in 1836 in
1879 abel chase claimed he moved west years ago and died
ibid p 165
lucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet liverpool
p 102 applying the ridiculous terminology both to willard chase
1853
and his group and their procurement of a conjuror to locate the plates cf
her characterization in ironic terms of sally chase s utilization of a green glass
on which she claimed to see many very wonderful things and great
discoveries
ibid p 109
log
hurlbut in general and the chase affidavit in particular rely heavily
upon conversations with the smiths notoriously open to mistaken interpretation recollection and amplification
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about two years ago 277 but his life after leaving palmyra is at
present a mystery so is his affidavit opening with the standard hurlbut language that the general employment of the
family was digging for money ingersoll follows with two
claimed experiences of joseph smith sr s use of the divining
rod 2 beyond this everything of a negative nature about
joseph smith jr consists not in observation but supposed admissions in conversation no hurlbut affiant represents knowing joseph smith so intimately yet no personal observation
about joseph smith is given
the real issue in the ingersoll statement is whether the damaging admissions reported from joseph smith debunk the mormon prophet or hurlbut ingersoll the prize story concerns
joseph s supposedly confiding in ingersoll that he brought a
quantity of wrapped sand into the smith home his family s
curiosity resulted in questions which brought his impulsive
identification with the golden
bible
goiden
oolden
bolden
0

to my

surprise they were credulous enough to believe what
1I said accordingly
1I told them that 1I had received a commandment
man dment to let no one see it for says 1I no man can see it
cered to take out
fered
offered
with the naked eye and live however 1I of
the book and show it to them but they refuse to see it and
left the room now said jo JI have got the damned fools
fixed and will carry out the fun
1

in accepting this story the
ingersoll affidavit dates the episode at august 1827 but the
chase affidavit maintains that by june 1827 joseph smith sr
had given willard chase full details of the record on plates
of gold and the family s knowledge of it from some years
ago since ingersoll so violently contradicts the chase chronthe accuracy of
ology which agrees with mormon sources
peter ingersoll is seriously suspect beyond this is the improbability that any family consists of such a collection of gul
libles as to be awed by the mechanical brashness of the ingersoll
episode after all the smiths are known in history as compe-

there are serious difficulties

tent people
statement of abel D chase may 2 1879 palmyra new york cit
charles A shook true origin of the book of mormon cincinnati 1914
19141
l9l4
p

13
1311
151

like the sheep story that the smiths
milked ingersoll s cows while manipulating their discovery although ingersoll
received a favorable verdict he was himself sued on this claim that he had taken
a cow justice s record of nathan pierce 1827
1830 entry of may 26 1830
18271830

in one of these
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hurlbut

howe affidavits their unmodified condemnation of joseph
smith and his entire family this evidence proves too much
it portrays a dozen people living in a restricted area from 1816
bom 1821 and not a single good act or
to 1850
1830 lucy was born
redeeming quality was displayed in that time by any one of
them fifty one Palmyrans
palmyrans acquainted with the smith family
for a number of years found them destitute of
moral
character this solemn anti smith credo casts a shadow across
every affidavit in short not one of the family had the least
claims to respectability more than sweeping phrases are at
stake the hurlbut testimony runs through about thirty pages
on the smiths in palmyra manchester and fails to include even
one favorable recollection of the mormon founders these are
diatribes not evaluations obviously the attempt was made
only to discredit not to gather authentic information because
history is the art of seeing both sides of the balance sheet
hurlbut produced mere propaganda his total lack of any affirmative
firma tive family tradition contaminates every negative story
repeated this general quality of hurlbut howe as non
evidence highlights sharply the only two systematic attempts
that were later made to gather recollections of non mormon
associates of the smiths in new york
DEMINGS S
oeming
DEMING

COLLECTED

statements

A B doming
deming published his gathered testimony in a news-

paper entitled naked truths about mormonism with the banner line over the only two issues to appear read and laugh
as you never laughed before and startling revelations
he was the son of the courageous non mormon general M R
deming who stood for law and order in the civil chaos of
western illinois after the prophet s martyrdom affected by
his father s early death and neurotically resentful at the persecution
secution his father s mormon sympathies caused him deming
considered all my misfortunes through life to be the direct
mormons
or indirect result of his friendship to the cormons
although impelled to gather evidence against their faith deming
mormons might kill me as 1I
was plagued by fears that the cormons
have several times been creditably informed they intend to do
yet he describes in detail his cordial reception in salt lake city
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by mormon officials in 1882 and 1886 iai9 deming
derning therefore appears as a pathetic reincarnation of the disgruntled hurlbut
the historian must treat deming s results as carefully as

hurlbut s checking out the names and residences designated
in his statements shows that doming
deming apparently did make con-

tact with several who had known the smiths in palmyra
manchester this is not to say that these parties were carefully
interviewed or that deming was above hurlbut like prompting or editing the point is that in his one sided reports from
biased people derning
deming does not totally damn the smiths as
hurlbut howe for instance christopher stafford was three
years younger than joseph smith and despised him though
lle
lie
ile admitted lie
ile really knew joseph s brother samuel harrison
lle
he
he
113o
sili
smith better and considered him a good industrious boy silo
caroline rockwell smith remembered her family s conversion
to mormonism without bitterness and the good deeds of lucy
esons in palrsons
smith
persons
jo smith s mother doctored many pe
myra
she did not consider joseph smith an obvious fraud
1 I hope som
sometime
etline it will be known whether mormonism is
true or not 31
reading deming requires gleaning through piles of the
usual chaff of hearsay admissions reported indirectly generalities on bad reputation etc firsthand claims of joseph smith s
drinking and fighting occasionally appear though in language
standard enough to come from a common compiler the money
digging theme however contains the real surprise for the
deming statements involve not only the chases but the staf
fords and others in the community in the quest for buried treasure caroline rockwell smith does not even mention the
subject
ct but genjoseph smith family in connection with this sube
eralizes
era lizes
1130

there

was considerable digging for money in our neighbor1.I1 saw joshua stafford s
hood by men women and children
peepstone which looked like white marble and had a hole
through the center sally chase a methodist had one and
people would go for her to find lost and hidden or stolen

things

22

all

this personal data deming volunteers on the first page of naked truths
about mormonism vol 1 no 1I january 1888
ibid
ibid vol 1 no 2 april 1888 p 1i statement of C M stafford
march 23 1885 auburn ohio
ib zd statement of mrs M C R smith march 25 1885
ibid

ibid
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cornelius stafford repeated the sheep story in exaggerated
form but personal observation of money digging points elsewhere than the mormon prophet

there

was much digging for money on our farm and about
the neighborhood 1I saw uncle johnand
john and cousin joshua stafjohnana
ford dig a hole twenty feet long eight broad and seven
M
deep they claimed that they were digging for money

one of the more amusing features of smith folklore in
palmyra manchester is the frequent reference to existing
holes of the money diggers as proof that the smiths were digging the deming affidavits shatter the hurlbut imposed
monopoly by revealing that excavations were made by numerous others in fact these statements reveal no direct knowledge that the smiths were involved the nearest miss is the
claim of isaac butts that joshua stafford told me that young
jo smith and himself dug for money in his orchard and elsewhere nights 34 that might be far from clear since the last
thing to be suspected from the hurlbut joshua stafford affidavit is that upright joshua would long tolerate the presence
of joseph smith
faced with more comprehensive evidence on money digging than hurlbut admitted the historian may envision one
of four situations 1 1 francis W kirkham located a newspaper article on early money digging that parallels every story
told against joseph smith the editor of the rochester gem
reacted to the publication of the book of mormon in 1830
by remembering that a family of smiths moved into the
primitive rochester of 1815 the eighteen year old son of this
poor family claimed to find a stone with clairvoyant properties located treasure in nearby hills by its use and engendered
a night dig on the part of followers marked by a disappearing
chest upon the breaking of a spell 3 kirkham asks concerning
was this ridiculous story the
this pre hurlbut reference
origin of the accusations that were heaped upon joseph
ibid vol 1 no 1 january 1888 p 3 statement of C R stafford
march 1885

statement of isaac butts nd south newbury ohio butts also
says that joseph smith used a divining rod and later a peep stone for locating
buried or lost objects although claiming to have seen both he specifically
does not claim observation of joseph smith in these practices a point seriously
in doubt because of butts indiscriminate use of hearsay and confessed residence
in ohio from 1818 into the 1820 s
gem may 15 1830
diggers etc
moneydiggers
imposition and blasphemy
Money

lerf
lerr
ibid p
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smith
smith3
smitha hugh nibley develops evidence for such a transference by showing other pre joseph smith money digging
parallels since every weird detail of the stories later attached
to joseph smith is found in full bloom before smith can possibly have been involved and since a solid group of mormon
witnesses who knew joseph in this early period protest that
the digging stories about him are not true public rumor
simply created an erroneous parallel by trying to dress joseph
1117
37
smith in other men s clothes 1137
2
early mormon and non mormon sources agree that
the smith men hired out frequently and that one main activity was digging wells pits and other building excavations
since many saw this regular construction work of the smiths
it is likely that their later notoriety in the book of mormon
revelation brought the accusation of money digging for many
53 when josiah sumal was excited about
ordinary activities
the possibility of discovering spanish gold he hired a crew
of laborers among which were joseph smith and his father
since the existence of palmyra manchester treasure digs is
certain the smith men may have participated in other ventures merely as employees a variation of the previous case
in either of these events one might observe one of the smiths
digging and completely misinterpret his reasons for doing so
there is no substantial evidence for the final possibility
4 the aggressive treasure seeking of the smiths if it took
place they participated in a passing cultural phenomenon
shared widely by people of known honesty however the
supernaturalism presented in early mormon sources is restrained qualitatively distinct from the magical superstitions
of the money digging stories yet to know these propensities
of certain segments of the palmyra manchester community
makes joseph and lucy smith s histories more credible in
regard to non mormon attempts to search for the plates and
the danger of staying in that area during the translation frustrated money diggers had nothing to show for their consider
11

francis W kirkham A new witness for christ in america rev ed
salt lake city 1959 vol 2 p 46 the gem article is also quoted in full at
pp
ap 4649
46 49 its editor edwin scrantom was twelve years of age at the time
of this episode but when he wrote the article was an authority on rochester
history for common pre 1827 money digging publicity see ontario repository
february 9 1825 and wayne sentinel february 16 1825
hugh nibley myth makers salt lake city 1961 pp
ap 182
183 190
182183
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able efforts whereas joseph smith possessed tangible plates
that he displayed to witnesses 38
hurlbut structured his evidence to create the false impression that the smiths not others dug for money this
leads one to question the time alleged for this activity as
equally erroneous the majority of the individual affidavits allege treasure hunting as the major smith occupation from
1820 until the latter part of the season of 1827
but at
least one palmyra source acknowledges the latter date as the
beginning of such rumors the rev jesse townsend penned
an abusive account of joseph smith in 1833
for the ten
years 1I have known anything of him he has been a person of
questionable character of intemperate habits and latterly a
noted money digger
latterly suggests approximately
1828 for the spread of such a reputation which corresponds
to the prophet s recollection that at the news of the book of
mormon discovery in 1827 false reports misrepresentation
and slander flew as on the wings of the wind in every direc40
tion
his own history specifically identified his hired
etoal excavation late 1825 and early 1826
employment on the stoal
as the source of later rumors hence arose the very prevalent
story of my having been a money digger 41 there is no solid
compare caroline rockwell smith s recollection that the mormon source
version of these events was told at the time
catherine smith sister of the
prophet showed me in their house a chest with lock where the plates were
kept but they feared they would be stolen and then she took up four bricks in
the hearth and said they had been buried there ref at n 31
letter of jesse townsend to phineas stiles december 24 1833 palmyra
new york cit tucker origin
of mormonism p 288
times and seasons vol 3 march 1 1842 p 708 also cit joseph
smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
vol 4 p 538 cf the earlier written recollection of the
19461950
city 1946
1950
rumor with her thousand tongues was all
prophet about the identical year
the time employed in circulating tales about my father s family and about myself if 1I were to relate a thousandth part of them it would fill up volumes
times and seasons vol 3 may 2 1842 p 772 also cit history of the
church vol 1 p 19
ibid lucy smith represents stoat the nauvoo spelling as locating joseph
because he had heard of his supernatural gifts but both lucy and joseph smiths
histories describe notoriety from the telling of the first vision in 1820 in
fact joseph smith sr bought space in the wayne sentinel for six weeks beginning sept 29 1824 to refute rumors tending to injure the reputation of
the smiths the 1825
1826 work for stoat and 1827 acquiring the plates
18251826
undoubtedly gave new directions to gossip other mormon sources do not
furnish reliable evidence for money digging in new york accusations upon
apostasy in kirtland may be smears and joseph smith s salem trip in this period
is not a historical source for his life a decade earlier the interview with martin
harris by joel tiffany mentions joseph seeking treasure in this early period but
if harris is quoted correctly the source of information not disclosed is possibly
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evidence of joseph smith as the prime mover in any treasure
seeking project perhaps the supernaturalism of receiving revirn and seerstone
elations
thummirn
elat ions through the urim
arim and thummim
Thumm
after 1827 resembles generally the peeking practices of that
time the policeman and thief the chemist and alchemist
use similar equipment but with quite distinctly different motivations and abilities
THE KELLEY

interviews

the

legend of the dishonest money diggers who founded
mormonism received new impetus from pomeroy tucker in
1867 A palmyra editor tucker depicted superstitious and
unscrupulous smiths by merely re quoting the 1833 statements
apparently without so much as reinterviewing the hurlbut
contacts still alive tucker was aware of at least three of
these named in his preface as references joseph capron
barton stafford and willard chase such sloppy methods
were evidently not completely applauded A dozen years
later abagail jackway told william H kelley 1 I have heard
willard chase say tucker never even asked him for what he
knew and chase lived next door to him too 42 As pointed
out elsewhere tucker knew joseph smith and admitted that
dishonesty was not within the remembrance of the writer
though repeating community gossip as recollections of many
living witnesses 43 the difference between what tucker himself remembered and the stories he still heard is the difference between personal observation of the smiths and the
palmyra manchester folklore yet palmyra manchester was
never totally scornful of mormon origins although wallace
W miner was not born until 1843 he grew up in the former
smith vicinity and thomas L cook in 1930 named him the
only one living in the neighborhood whose relations with the
earlier families have continued for the last eighty five years 44
public rumor of the time tiffany however ment
ons howe s book as one of
mentions
the three sources he relies on for authentic knowledge of mormonism because
of his spiritualist theory that inferior beings inspired joseph smith tiffany s
bly contaminated tiffany s reporting
possibly
reliance on howe means that hurlbut possi
of martin harris particularly see mormonism
tiffanyy
tiffanys
Tiff anys monthly vol 4
we also procured a copy of an expose published about
p 568
1859
gainesville
Paines ville so that we are now in possession
twenty years ago by ED howe of painesville
of the facts and early literature of the mormon faith
welley
weiley
kelley interviews p 166 willard chase and pomeroy tucker appear as
neighbors in the 1860 census
4tucker
ktucker origin
tucker
of mormonism p 15
cook palmyra p 241
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in 1932 miner told M wilford poulson in the early days
dian t hear so much that was disreputable about the
we didn
smiths 4
the clearest proof that certain neighbors approved of the
smiths comes in the second systematic attempt to preserve
palmyra manchester recollections in 1881 william H and
E L kelley visited there with the express purpose of interviewing all who had firsthand knowledge of the mormon
founders particularly joseph smith the kelleys
kellems were willing
to hear the worst let it hurt whom it would and their going
together made possible one writing during each interview
william H kelley then an RLDS apostle and competent
leader took responsibility for writing up the detailed transcript
of conversations which concluded with a description of his
method

these facts and interviews are presented

just as they occurred the good and bad side by side and allowing for
a possible mistake or error arising from a misapprehension
or mistake in taking notes it can be relied upon as the opinion and gossip had about the smith family and others
among their old neighbors

for a test of william H kelley s note taking ability one
should compare his report on david whitmer the same year

the

kelley whitmer interview is detailed and minutely agrees
with known writings and comments of the book of mormon
witness consequently the william H kelley transcripts from
palmyra manchester can be trusted as the most comprehensive
investigations ever made there

17
47

poulson notebook of 1932 interviews professor poulson s strict standards
of accuracy are well known
the kelley interviews contain william L kelley s description of method
162 and 168 since the interviews were printed in transcript form
at pp
ap 161
161162
by individuals contacted page citations are unnecessary
ng of the kelley interviews sparked a skirmish of affidavits
prantl
printing
the printl
recorded in charles A shook true origin of mormon polygamy cincinnati
if cant issue on kelley
significant
pp
ap 3638
36 38 the only statement that raises a sign
1914
misquotation
squotatlon is that of john H gilbert who alleges a half dozen mistakes in
ml
the long interview obviously to discredit all of the kelley interviews without
claiming perfection for the kelleys
kellems or any other nineteenth century interview
one can see that gilbert admits the main direction of conversation and quarrels
with certain details some of gilbert s misrepresentations are trivial other
main points in the kelley interviews can be substantiated as being said to others
by gilbert and even written by gilbert himself he also claims but one change
necessary after talking with the jackways
Jack ways on anaylsis gilbert is a source of
confirmation of the basic accuracy of the kelley reports for the kelley whitmer
ants
pp 6669
66 69
interview see saz
nts herald vol 29 1882 ap
saf
saints
sainti
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kelleys
kellems dogged insistence on personal knowledge disqualified several who merely repeated hearsay about the smiths
a tendency also true of hurlbut s day one young man who
signed the 1833 condemnation at manchester
manch ester was abel chase
some fifty years later he confessed only a knowledge of general character and careful questioning turned up nothing that
he really knew about the smiths since he was only thirteen
years old when joseph smith left palmyra for a permanent
residence in the harmony and fayette areas it is little wonder
kelleys nothing definite
that abel chase could tell the kellems
ezra pierce and hiram jackway vaguely remembered joseph
smith in public situations jackway was twelve when joseph
moved to harmony
but only two individuals out of nine
interviewed displayed any intimate knowledge one was the
same age as joseph john stafford the doctor already mentioned in connection with the affidavit attributed to his father
william the kelleys
kellems questions are not always specific enough
to determine which recollections of john stafford are personal
and which recall stories that circulated early for instance the
only mention of drinking is the cider and torn shirt story told
hurlbut by john s brother barton but it is not really clear that
either of them saw what went on personal observation does
come to bear however in john stafford s comments on
never saw him fight have
joseph s physical aggression
known him to scuffle evidently the distinction between brawling and playful wrestling regarding accusations of laziness it
appears that he had worked by joseph s side
he would do
a fair day s work if hired out to a man
questioned regarding joseph s education dr stafford replied omitting intervening queries
joe was quite illiterate after they began to have school at their
house he improved greatly they had school in their house
and studied the bible they did not have any teacher they
taught themselves

his impression of joseph

as a person agrees with the prophet s

known traits and autobiographical comments and at the same
time disagrees with much palmyra folklore
he was a real
clever jovial boy
because there are problems with the quality of john
stafford s observations on money digging his remarks really
tell more about his father william than the smiths
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smiths with others were digging for money before joe
got the plates my father had a stone which some thought
they could look through and old mrs smith came there
after it one day but never got it saw them digging one time
for money this was three or four years before the book of
mormon was found the smiths and others the old man
and hyrum were there 1I think but joseph was na
not
noi there

in the lengthy kelley transcript of interviews this is the only
stated observation of anyone regarding smith money digging
aside from the question of whether stafford was sure the
group of men were digging for money he appears to doubt
1 I
whether he really saw joseph smith sr and hyrum there CI
think
that the smiths were digging for money as a general practice evidently rests on hearsay since the doctor has but
one inexact recollection of seeing them and he was certain that
joseph was not there whether lucy smith s attempting to
borrow the se erstone is an authentic recollection is far from
clear A mere social visit and mild interest might be behind
john stafford s impression but he must be speaking from observation on the possession of a stone by his own family so
the hurlbut affidavit from his father only tells part of the
truth william stafford was evidently independently involved
in the superstitions that he or hurlbut accuses the smiths of
what can be safely asserted historically after reading hurlbut deming and kelley is that money digging did go on in
palmyra manchester before joseph smith acquired his plates in
1827 what remains unclear however is a definite association
of the smiths with it close family members implicate willard
chase joshua stafford william stafford and others in some
aspects of these practices
in the kelley interviews the person with the most firsthand knowledge was also the most favorable to the smith reputation this was orlando saunders an old settler whom
thomas cook particularly regretted not interviewing 41 anti
mormon writers of the late nineteenth century preferred to
quote his younger brother lorenzo who moved to michigan
about 1854 and died there in 1888 but lorenzo was six years
younger than joseph smith whereas orlando saunders was two
years older than the mormon prophet 4 orlando is also the
cook palmyra p 10
in two preserved statements lorenzo saunders says virtually nothing
firsthand about joseph smith after considerable correspondence virtually re
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more interesting in that he remained all his life on the family
farm within a mile of the smith farm and was aware of the
various anti mormon spokesmen for palmyra manchester until
his death in 1889 it is clear that he dissented and on specific
grounds of experience
fortunately orlando saunders was also interviewed by a
non mormon author of ability frederic G mather a short
0
Kel
time before the kelleys
leys
mather was conditioned to
kellems report
journalistic interpretation instead of historical documentation
with the consequent brief and paraphrased comments but the
two interviews remarkably agree mather reports saunders as
saying that the smith family worked for his father and for
himself 1 which fits the fact of enoch saunder s death in
1825 this contact with the smith men was not cursory according to the kelley interview they have all worked for me
many a day mather also reports specific business dealing the
purchase of a horse and bridle the latter being paid for by a

bible

52

there

is one apparent contradiction in the two interviews
which must be resolved in favor of the kellems
Kel
leys after quoting
kelleys

saunders on joseph smith mather follows by nature he was
peacably
placably disposed but when he had taken too much liquor he
was inclined to fight with or without provocation the weakness of this statement is that mather s article is a synthesis of
opinions about joseph smith in mather s own words and the
above statement must be a lapse back to his normal narrative
the kelleys
kellems asked particularly about this subject and they
everybody drank a little in those
quote saunders directly
days and the smiths with the rest they never got drunk to my
knowledge
questing him to remember seeing sidney rigdon at the smiths before 1830
lorenzo gave some vague recollections claiming to do so from age sixteen he
also remembers joseph coming to h iss house and explaining his difficulties in
m an imposter and maintains his
ng the plates though he considers hhim
getting
gett
mother did also letter of lorenzo saunders to thomas gregg january 28
pp 134
155
135
154
134155
134135
1885 cit shook true origin of the book of mormon ap
onai cyclopaedia of american biography
onal
national
navi
for a brief biography see neal
pp 492495
492 495
493
492493
vol 20 new york 1929 ap
Lippin cotts magafrederic G mather the early days of mormonism lippincotts
p 198 with the exception of the following footnote
zine vol 26 1880
citation all further quotations of mather are on this page although mather
writes sanders
rather consistent family practice and orlando s autograph
follow saunders
521
121121bid
ZW
hid p 205
bid
fid
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money digging is notable by its absence in both the mather
and kelley reports in the latter saunders insisted 1 I don t
know anything against these men myself furthermore he
be
contradicts the hurlbut contention that the book of mormon
was joseph smith s inconsistent adaptation of his treasure seeking he always claimed that he saw the angel and received the
book but 1I don t know anything about it if the smiths
merited the money digging criticism saunders was not above
giving it but the only criticisms reported by either mather
or the kellems
kelleys were on another point the well preserved
gentleman of over eighty told mather that the smiths could
which is mirrored precisely in the kelley
save no money
record 1 I did not consider them good managers about business but they were poor people the old man had a large
family
in hurlbut the smiths did nothing but exploit their neighbors but orlando saunders experience was opposite
they
were the best family in the neighborhood in case of sickness
one was at my house nearly all the time when my father died
neither did he consider them poor credit risks 1 I always
thought them honest they were owing me some money when
they left here that is the old man and hyrum did and martin
harris one of them came back in about a year and paid me
hurlbut howe and tucker had a single thesis the smith
family particularly joseph were so thoroughly unreliable in
ordinary affairs that they necessarily defrauded the public on
the book of mormon the kelleys
kellems found saunders a fair
type of the intelligent new york farmer and he was characteristi cally agnostic here he had seen the book but never
teristically
ile
lle
read it nor did lie
he care anything about it on the practical
issue of the smith reliability he was solidly favorable mather
summarily reported he gives them the credit of being good
workers
kelleys quoted his words they were very
the kellems
good people young joe as we called him then has worked
evidentltl
for me and he was a good worker they all were evidently
Eviden
referring to the youthful strength of the prophet saunders
told mather that joseph jr was a greeny both large and
bow well he
be knew joseph
strong pressed by the kelleys
kellems on how
smith orlando saunders reiterated

oh just

as well as one could very well he has worked
me many a time and been about my place a great deal
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stopped with me many a time when through here after they
went west to kirtland he was always a gentleman when
about my place
WILLIAM SMITHS

refutation

in sum major non mormon biographies treating joseph
smith s new york life and reputation are historically substandard this judgment unfortunately applies as well to twentieth century productions as nineteenth since both fall into an
unsophisticated acceptance of hurlbut s contrived and slanted
statements without apparent awareness of non mormon sources
favorable to the smiths from palmyra manchester nor do
other independent statements from that area confirm the hurlbut evidence some merely repeat rumors of the time but compound hearsay does not suddenly become evidence when spoken
by a genuine palmyra manchester resident 53 for all of his
prejudice crusty orsamus turner was honest enough to distinguish between his own rather complementary recollections
and the stories that later circulated about joseph smith he
knew that community reports had various qualities for he ruled
out the spaulding theory of the book of mormon because it
was not accepted by those who were best acquainted with the
4
history begins when that issue is raised
smith family
but anti mormon literature is overcrowded with non
witnesses for instance rev jesse townsend can prate about
im postures and low cunning of the mormonite leader
the impostures
and yet say not that he knows joseph smith but that he knows
of him the reason why more accurate data on joseph smith
was not of easy access is suggested in townsend s own words
indiscriminate quotation reaches its lowest ebb when supposed palmyra
residents are relied upon without investigation daniel hendrix is typically
quoted on early joseph smith biography as remembering that parson reed told
joe that he was going to hell for his lying habits fawn M brodie no man
knows my history new york 1946 p 26 cited recently for this quote in
edmund wilson s acrid excursus into mormon history the dead sea scrolls
p 280 the lateness of the recollection de1969 new york 1969
1947
19471969
ficari
verification
mands verl
ficati on since it comes from a purported interview printed in the
veri
st louis daily globe democrat february 21 1897 p 34 to date rather
el hendrix
diligent investigation has failed to verify the existence of dan
daniel
whose other rambling descriptions are not notably accurate or parson reed
Go rhams
turner history of the pioneer settlement of phelps and gorhams
0
purchase and morris reserve rochester 1852 p 214 the recollections of
turner and tucker regarding joseph smith have been studied in richard lloyd
anderson circumstantial confirmation of the first vision through reminiscbrigham young university studies vol 9 no 3 spring 1969
ences
pp
ap 376386
376 386
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lived
in simple
a
neighborhood
in
sequestered
he
terms the smiths lived away from any village by two miles or
more to add to the problem of a villager really knowing the
young prophet within a few months of obtaining the ancient
plates he moved to other neighborhoods only occasionally
visiting palmyra manchester during the publication of the
book of mormon consequently john gilbert chief compositor for the book of mormon stated in interviews that he saw
joseph smith only once or twice even though gilbert was in
public life in palmyra from 1824 through the mormon exodus
of 1831
18 31 5 albert chandler later a prominent editor in michi1851
gan worked as a bookbinder s apprentice on the book of mormon in 182930
1829 30 yet he knew joseph smith jr but slightly
what 1I know of him was from hearsay principally from
martin harris who believed fully in him 5717 some of the fifty
one signers of the general palmyra condemnation probably had
no more than this degree of knowledge of the smiths 58
there are even greater problems in taking palmyra man
chester statements as definitive on the origin of the book of
mormon As chandler recalled the palmyra of 182930
1829 30 everyone scoffed at martin harris but none really knew the events
and personalities behind the new religion

the

absolute secrecy of the whole inception and publication
of the mormon bible stopped positive knowledge we only
knew what joseph smith would permit martin harris to
publish in reference to the whole thing 59

much non mormon opinion is obviously irrelevant to the
writing of early mormon history howe claimed to print only
a few among the many depositions which have been obtained
townsend to stiles in origin of mormonism p 288
numerous interviews with gilbert establish that he dealt with hyrum
or mormon production his letter to
smith and martin harris in the book of
james T cobb march 16 1879 palmyra new york is clear hyrum smith
ly 1I had any acquaintance with and that very
family
was the only one of the fam
slight A microfilm
this
Is letter was kindly loaned me by larry porter brigin crof im of th
ham university field research representative in new york state
iliam alexander linn december 22
william
letter of albert chandler to WI
cormons
1898 coldwater mich cit william alexander linn story of the mormons
new york 1902 pp
49
ap 48
4849
erectly as a landlord from 1825 to
rectly
indirectly
lemuel durfee knew the smiths indi
1829 but prior to that evidently did not know them at all according to lucy
smith s account pp
ap 96
98
9698
cormons
Mor
mons pp
49
chandler to linn in story of the mormons
ap 48
4849
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from the neighborhood of the smith family
doubtless his motivation was to prove the worst without much
awareness of which signers were in the best position to speak
in the study of joseph smith s character it is the distant non
observer of palmyra manchester who tends to be hostile the
better informed the witness the more affirmative his views
this tendency requires a careful look at the close knit smith
family since they had the most intimate knowledge of young
joseph smith the prophet answered hurlbut howe by admitting human weaknesses but denying gross personal transbeen guilty of wronging
gression
gres sion and insisting 1 I have not
or injuring any man or society of men 61 in further statements
he elaborated only to the extent of admitting digging in
nibley s phrase not for gold but for hire 62 the unaffected
but detailed history of lucy smith throws far more light on the
family s early history than all of hurlbut howe but in her
artless simplicity she does not respond specifically to the
charge of the early affidavits actually an evidential strength
but the last surviving brother of the prophet met these issues
head on
william smith was too young to remember the earliest
days at palmyra manchester but his recollections are very
specific from about 1825
1823 an individualist who was notably
not an organization man he spent his later years in the obscurity of an iowa farm he is known for an occasional speech or
interview but his considered answer to hurlbut howe lay
among the papers of a friend until forwarded to the LDS
church about 1925 in sending smith s manuscript charles
knecht described his own interest in the family which prompted him to loan william a chambers miscellany containing a
summary of the hurlbut evidence william wanted to reply
63
to it and wanted me to see it published
the manu

unavailed
unvailed
ri valled p 231
howe mormonism JJ
latter day saints messenger and advocate vol I1

december 1834

p 40

sm th s published histories already
in addition to the citations of joseph smith
made see the elders journal vol 1 july 1838
p 43
question 10 was
not jo smith a money digger answer yes but it was never a very profitable
job to him as he only got fourteen dollars a month for it also cit joseph
smith history of church vol 3 p 29
letter of charles knecht 1925 yakima washington both smith and
knecht appear as required by knecht s recollections on the 1880 census in
El kader iowa knecht then as 36 and a clerk dry goods store
knecht is
listed in yakima city directories from 1924 through 1926
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script is definitely in william smith s handwriting and evidently dates from about 1875 64
william s discursive response reached methodological bedrock in its third sentence frustration at historians who have
no greater foundation for facts to build upon than public
gag3
embedded in doctrinal discussions and lengthy
rumor
historical parallels are specific reactions to the conclusions of
hurlbut howe to the charge that his brother joseph was suspected of sheep stealing william replied vigorously that at
no period of his life was he guilty nor was he ever suspected of committing such an offense 61 the value of the younger
brother s comments go beyond specific denials to details of
their home life the father absurdly characterized by a noted
insisted
biographer as possessing irreligion and cynicism
quietly on hymns and prayers both night and morning the
tone of strict piety in the home is described my parents
father and mother poured out their souls to god the donor of
all blessings to keep and guard their children and keep them
from sin and from all evil works 11767
the chambers summary of hurlbut goes to the essential
issues of this paper

the

reputation of the family according to the testimony of
neighbors was of the worst kind we are told that they
avoided honest labour were intemperate and untruthful adw
dicted to sheep stealing digging for hidden treasures etc

responding specifically to this quoted statement william
smith s answer was brief but direct in denial and explanation
of the origin of these charges
knecht s handwritten letter ales
gives
gies
aives 1875 as the approximate year of his
alves
aies
contact with william smith and the close of the manuscript p 19 of the
transcription reads my father and mother are both dead some 20 years
a statement as it relates to the last surviving
sunning lucy smith harmonious with
1875

smith s underlining is preserved in this quotation though so irregular
that remaining quotations will ignore his underlinings all quotations from
wa
lliam smith and those throughout the article are modified only to the
w1
william
extent of capitalization punctuation and spelling
have been checked with the manuscript
typescript p 3 all quotations hae
though the typescript is a nearly perfect transcription and is cited for con
vengence
veni
venience
lenience
eni ence in paging
enience
ibid p 18
th manuscript typescript
smith
this quotation corresponds exactly in the sm
labie at th
lable
thiss writing one
p 6 and the only edition of chambers miscellany available
aai
aal
published
shed after 1877 the many
undated but by reference to mormon events publ
editions of this work reaching back to the 1840 s make possible smith s use
of an earlier edition
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my statement on this subject is that the charges are false
my father s family were a peacable
peaceable
pea cable quiet and a church
calum nies was ever heard
going people and nothing of these calumnies
of not until after my brother joseph smith came out with
r3
his profession as a prophet
ra

by informed non mormon testimony gives specific recollections of daily life designed to reveal
hurlbut s charges as malicious defamation

william smith supported

the

improvements made on this farm was first commenced
by building a log house at no small expense and at a later
date a frame house at a cost of several hundred dollars
after noticing these facts we crave the reader of this article
to judge whether there was much time for indolence or for
indulgence in immoral or intemperate habits here I1 wish
to remark that I1 never knew my ather
father joseph smith to be
intoxicated or the worse for liquor nor was my brother joseph
smith in the habit of drinking spiritous liquors neither
did my father s family spend their time or any portion of
fling circumtheir time in idle habits such was the preva
prevailing
stances of the family connected with the want of money
and the scarcity of provisions that necessity made an imperative demand upon every energy nerve or member of
perative
the family for both economy and labor which this demand
had to be met with the strictest kind of industry and no
persons speaking the truth can say to the contrary
typescript p 6 the unorganized pattern of the biographical material in
william smith s answer is a valuable insight into his historical aims and tal-

ents he is spontaneous to a fault and organized only in intent bringing his
experiences to bear in random fashion since he is not characterized by careful historical explanations and is careless of sequence the absence of descriptions of the first vision an event of his late childhood is objectively insignific ant cf anderson
circumstantial confirmation of the first vision
nificant
pp 398401
BYU studies ap
398 401
ibid ap
18
pp 17
1718
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the dogberry papers
and the book of mormon

RUSSELL R

RICH

on september 2 1829 a new paper was born in palmyra
new york bearing the following title and heading
THE REFLECTOR
REFLECIOR
printed and published weakly sic by
0 dogberry jun editor and proprietor

the

object of the papers was to correct the morals and improve the mind
0 dogberry was the pseudonym for a certain esquire cole
an ex justice of the peace who had obtained access on sundays
and evenings to the use of the idle E B grandin & co press
the same press which was being used to print the book of mormon
vol 1 no 1I bears the september 2 1829 date and started
the first series which continued through december 16 1829
the december 22 issue began a new series and therefore
started with no 1I again price was to be 1 per series and the
issues were to be published weekly for four months
apparently rumors and gossip about the coming forth of
the book of mormon were widespread and esquire cole
who looked upon joseph as an imposter printed rather tart
comments about him and the book of mormon listed below
are some of the comments taken from vol 1
the gold bible by joseph smith junior author and proprietor is now in press and will shortly appear priestcraft is
no 1 page 2 september 2 1829.
short lived
1829
1

is a professor of history of religion at brigham young university
and a specialist on the schismatic groups of the restoration
the reflector new series no 4 p 29

dr rich

315
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book of mormon is expected to be ready for delivery
in the course of one year great and marvellous
marcellous
marv ellous sic things
will come to pass about those days
no 3 page 10 septem-

the

ber 16 1829.
1829
three separate statements appeared in the next number
we understand that the anti masons have declared war
against the gold bible oh how impious
the number of the gold bible apostles is said to be complete jo sic smith jr is about to assign to each a mission to
the heathen
some few evenings since a man in the town of mendon
had a loud call to go andpreach
and preach the doctrines contained in the
gold bible under heavy denunciations all from no 4 page
14 september 25
23 1829.
1829
the gold bible is fast gaining credit the rapid spread
no 5 page 18 september
of islamism was no touch to it
1829
30 1829.

the

new jerusalem reflector states that the building of
the TEMPLE of NEPHI is to be commenced about the beginmillennium thousands are already
ning of the first year of the millenium
flocking to the standard of joseph the prophet the book of
mormon is expected to astonish the natives
no 6 page
22 october 6 1829.
1829

gold bible
gold bible
work bearing this cognomen

is now in the
A
press as much curiosity has been excited in this section of the
country on the subject and as the work itself will not be ready
for delivery for some months to come at the solicitation of
many of our readers we have concluded to commence publish-

ing extracts from it on or before the commencement of the
no 15 page 57 december 9 1829.
second series
1829
the second series of the reflector called in the masthead
new series began publication on december 22 1829 it
had been changed in size to about eight inches by ten inches
with eight pages of three columns no 1 contained nothing
about joseph smith or the book of mormon but the first page
of no 2 page 9 in the new series was filled with chapter
1 of 1 nephi and the first three verses of chapter 2
in the
current edition though it did not contain nephi s explanation
immediately under the chapter heading with the exception of
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one printing error there is only one change from the reading
in the first edition of the book of mormon 1 nephi 19 of
and he beheld that his
the present edition which reads
noon day is printed thus in
lustre was above that of the sun at noonday
and he beheld that his lustre was above
the reflector
the word to being substituted
that to the sun at noon
day
noonday
for of
on the fourth page page 15
13 of this no 2 issue in another article under the heading gold bible mr cole seems
somewhat softened in his attitude toward the book of mormon for he wrote

we

do not intend at this time to discuss the merits or
demerits of this work and feel astonished that some of our
neighbors who profess liberal principles and are probably
quite as ignorant on the subject as we are should give themselves quite so much uneasiness about matters that so little
concern them the book when it shall come forth before
the public it must stand or fall according to the whims and
fancies of its readers how it will stand the test of criticism
we are not prepared to say not having as yet examined many
we are however prepared to state that from
of its pages
a part of the first chapter now before us and which we this
day publish we cannot discover anything treasonable or
which will have a tendency to subvert our liberties As to its
religious character we have as yet no means of determining
and if we had we should be quite loth sic to meddle with
the tender consciences of our neighbors

jr

no

of the new series was published on january
13 1830 and continued on with I1 nephi I1 in the original
edition publishing to the end of verse 15 of chapter two of
the current edition with no changes except the word thou
is misspelled though 1 1I nephi 29 the first time it is used
thereafter it is spelled thou verse 10 as in the official
mormon
book of Mo
rinon this much filled half of the first page
again on the fourth page page 20 there was an article under the heading gold bible
issue

3

we

inadvertently neglected in our remarks last week
inadvertantly
respecting the wonderful work to accompany them with the
explanations requisite to a correct understanding of it the
appellation of gold bible is only a cant cognomen that has
unbelievers
been given it by the un
believers for be it known that this
book as well as the sacred volume which is held so valuable
unbelied
by all good christians is not without its re vilers and unbeliev
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ers by way of derision the true title of the work as appears
from the copyright
copy right jicsic
rr is the book of mormon comprising a great number of books or parts by different primary authors all of which are divided into chapters the
first is the first book of nephi of which we gave an extract in our last and is continued in the present number of
our paper the whole purports to be a compilation in
ancient hieroglyphics on plates said to resemble plates of
gold by one of the chosen of the lost tribes whose name
was mormon

the

next part of the book of mormon that was published
was in the january 22 issue a four page unnumbered extra
the book of mormon material was not on the front page this
time but was on the third and fourth pages numbered pages
27 & 28
rather than continuingC with 1 nephi 1 esquire
cole skipped over to alma 22 where he began with alma
4322 current edition and continued through verse 40 of
the same chapter just as it reads in the first edition this took
just a little over two thirds of a page and was the third and
last time that book of mormon material was quoted directly
in the reflector
As to why no further material from the book of mormon
was quoted we find the story in the history of joseph smith
by his mother lucy mack smith 2 she does not tell us the date
but nmerely states that one sunday afternoon while the book
of mormon was being printed hyrum became worried about
the safety of the work and persuaded oliver cowdery to go
to the printing shop with him when they arrived they found
mr cole busy printing his newspaper mother
mother smith states
71

1

upon reading the prospectus of his paper they found
that he had agreed with his subscribers to publish one form
of joe smith s gold bible each week and thereby furnish
them with the principal portion of the book in such a way
that they would not be obliged to pay the smiths for it 3

mrs smith remembered the paper was called dogberry
paper on winter hill there never was any paper published
under this name but the editor and proprietor of the reflector
called himself 0 dogberry and occasionally inserted a note
that the paper was published at the bower on wintergreen
winter agreen
4green
acy
ucy
lucy
craft

mack smith history of joseph smith
1958 chapter 32

salt lake city utah book-

ibid p 164
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and

hill
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so putting these facts partially together in her

memory many years later mother smith remembered it incorrectly as dogberry paper on winter hill
hyrum and oliver were vigorously opposed to esquire
cole s printing of sections of the book of mormon when
cole ignored their argument that they held the copyright and
continued to print what he wanted hyrum and oliver reported such to the prophet s parents joseph smith sr immediately went to harmony pennsylvania and arrived back in palmyra with joseph the following sunday As soon as joseph
had warmed himself he went to the printing shop where mr
cole was again working on his paper when joseph insisted
that mr cole not print anymore of the book of mormon
cole wanted to fight him but through patience and firmness
joseph and mr cole agreed to submit the matter to arbitration
where it was decided that mr cole must stop his violation of
the copyright there are probably many ramifications of the
copyright arbitration with which we are not acquainted but
one obvious one appears in the following issue of the reflector
even though esquire cole had softened his language and even
his attitude toward the book of mormon from what it was in
the first series to what it became in the new series he returned to his earlier stance after his disputation with the prophet joseph over his illegal use of the book of mormon he
reverted to calling the book of mormon the gold bible
unbelied
which title he had said was used by revilers and unbeliev
ers
this is illustrated in the march 16 1830 reflector when
the following letter and editorial were printed
palmyra march

11

1830

0

dogberry esquire
dear sir when the present series of the reflector is completed you will please erase my name from your list of subscri
scribers
bers

yours etc
luther howard

mr cole s comments concerning this letter were
we have only to regret that this little lump of anguish
who measures something more than four feet in his shoes
had not requested an immediate discontinuance as he is the
only person of the same description our list contains it is
from the enlightened independent and liberal minded that
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we receive and expect support not f rom meddlesome canting or whining hypocrites it is not from a man who professes ostentatiously to belong to a calvinistic church where
himself and the family display a profession of fine clothing
while he privately advocates the gold bible this man has
an itching to appear in print he shall be gratified we have
many communications on hand respecting this pious as well
as meddling worthy his geneva friends will not be forgotten

many other comments appeared in later issues of mr cole s
paper shortly after the publication of the book of mormon
they all reflect this same negative outlook as mr cole s
softened attitude was only temporary

1970 RESEARCH PROJECT

the

institute of mormon studies research project for this
year will be the ohio period the findings will be published in the spring 1971 issue of BYU studies students
research librarians and other interested persons who
would like to participate in make suggestions about or
provide information on this period of research please
write to institute of mormon studies brigham young
university provo utah 84601
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THE RETURN
an oil

painting

by

benton P patten
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A NOTE ON

THE RETURN

benton P patten
paintings are more than restful views upon walls they contain
some of the greatest commentaries our culture has for instance rembrandt s pictures of the life of christ nearly eight
hundred in all which still inspire us whole schools of art
iams many people wish a
social realism pop art and other isms
painting to be as plainly read as the freeway exit sign nothing
more nothing less because they know what it is
As an artist searches deeper into his soul symbols and insights
produce unexpected views as they come into his consciousness
the reason a man continues time and time again to use seed
pods and ramshackle houses as inspiration is indicative in some
way as to the message he is trying to convey maritain said that
the artist embodies the ssame
ame thought as the poet except that he
expresses it visually As you know some imagery in poetry is
as hard a problem to unravel as is a well done painting

this work

was concerned with a particular september evening
when a boy again asked his father in heaven if he was still in
favor with him and came to symbolize the return of all
resurrected beings in this dispensation

mr patten is presently an art instructor at the utah state school for the
deaf in ogden utah
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the anthon transcript
people primary sources
and problems
STANLEY B KIMBALL

of the many

important and little understood events of early
church history certainly the consultation of martin harris with
professor charles anthon in new york city in february 1828
regarding the book of mormon is one of the most important
and intriguing it is also one of the earliest events of the restoration which can be assessed rationally and tested the events
leading up to this visit are briefly as follows by late 1827
the story of joseph smith and the gold plates was sufficiently
well known in and around palmyra new york to have caused
great curiosity and cupidity among some of his contemporaries
in order to protect the plates and to have sufficient time and
peace of mind to commence the translation of the plates joseph
and emma moved to harmony pennsylvania about 150 miles
away where emma s parents lived
shortly thereafter a friend of the smith family martin
harris of palmyra visited him secured a handwritten copy
of some of the characters on the plates took them to new
york city for the evaluation of men of learning and returned
to relate the following to joseph smith
1I went to the city of new york
and presented the
characters which had been translated with the translation
sic
thereof to professor anthony jic
w a gentleman celebrated
for his literary attainments professor anthony stated that
the translation was correct more so than any he had before
seen translated from egyptian I1 then showed him those
which were not yet translated and he said that they were

dr kimball

professor of history at southern illinois university at ed
wardsville has studied widely on church origins he is also a member of the
editorial board of dialogue A journal of mormon thought

525
325
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arabaca
Chal deac
sic
and
Assyriac
arabac
chaldean
egyptian
assyriac
assyrian
chaldeac
jic
sic
sc and he said they were true characters he gave me
jic
a certificate certifying to the people of palmyra that they
were true characters and that the translation of such of
them as had been translated was also correct 1I took
the certificate and put it into my pocket and was just leaving
the house when mr anthony called me back and asked
me how the young man found out that there were gold plates
in the place where he found them 1I answered that an angel
of god had revealed it unto him
he then said to me let me see that certificate 1I accordingly took it out of my pocket and gave it to him when he
took it and tore it to pieces saying that there was no such
thing now as ministering of angels and that if 1I would bring
the plates to him he would translate them 1I informed
ed him
inform
that part of the plates were sealed and that 1I was forbidden
to bring them he replied 1
I cannot read a sealed book 1I
I
left him and went to dr mitchell who sanctioned what
professor anthony had said respecting both the characters
and the translation 1
1

story familiar in mormon lore raises a great many
important questions which need careful examination among
these questions are the following who was martin harris
how did he become involved with joseph smith who advised him whom to consult regarding the transcription who
were the persons with whom he did consult what were their
qualifications what was the import and significance of
their opinions what was the necessity if any of the consultations how reliable is martin harris account of what transpired when and how was the connection made between the
prophecy of isaiah 2911 regarding a book that is sealed
which men deliver to one that is learned how and when was
the transcript made how rapidly did the story of this remarkable event spread was it used as a missionary tool what
is the pedigree of the so called anthon transcript in existence
today

this

WHO WAS MARTIN HARRIS AND
WHAT WERE HIS connections WITH JOSEPH SMITH

1783 1875 was a highly respected and
martin harris 17831875
well to do farmer and individual in palmyra new york at that
time prior to his trips to harmony pennsylvania and new
times and seasons vol

3

may

2

1842

p

773
775

usually cited

as

joseph smith 26465
264 65
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york city he had resided in palmyra for over thirty five years
East town saratoga county new york
he had been born in easttown
and had moved with his family to palmyra in 1792 when he
was nine years old we are told that as a boy joseph smith
had worked on the harris farm for fifty cents a day and that
he and harris had even wrestled together we also know that
harris was a friend of the smith family and was one of the
first individuals with whom the family shared the information
about joseph s spiritual experiences 2
just prior to joseph s move to harmony an important
meeting took place between him and martin harris whether
this meeting was by design or accident we are not sure
joseph s mother records that with a view of commencing the
work of translation and carrying it forward as speedily as circumstances
stances would permit 3 joseph requested her to set up an
cum
appointment for him with martin harris such a request suggests that in spite of having worked for harris joseph did not
know him very well whether this appointment was ever made
and kept is not known we do know however that late in
1827 when emma s brother alva hale arrived in palmyra to
help the young couple move to harmony joseph and alva met
harris in a public house in palmyra mr harris stepped up to
joseph and said how do you do mr smith after which he
took a bag of silver from his pocket and said again here mr
smith 5000
50.00
5000 1I give this to you to do the lord s work
4
with
during this or a subsequent conversation arrangements
were apparently made for martin harris to give joseph enough
time to settle in harmony and transcribe some of the characters
whereupon harris should come to harmony and take the
characters to the east and on his way he was to call 0on all the
professed linguists in order to give them an opportunity to
display their talents in giving a translation of the characters 15
this harris did in february 1828
it is highly unlikely that harris knew with whom to consult
in the east regarding the transcription and translation from
connections with harris see the millennial star vol 55
december 4 1879 p 794 the historical record vol 6 may 1887 p
218 and lucy mack smith history of the prophet joseph smith salt lake
city 1954 ap
105 114
pp 104
104105
smith history of the prophet joseph smith p 114
ibid p ils
118
lis
ibid p 119

for joseph

2 2for
ifor
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the plates there is of course the possibility that he simply
went to new york city and inquired on the spot it is much
more probable that he sought advice in advance
there is some evidence that he returned to palmyra after
receiving
receivino
ivino the manuscript before leaving for the east the
rece
receiving
reverend john A clark
1843 then a resident minister
18011843
oark 1801
dark
in palmyra later recorded that it was early in the autumn of
1827 sic that martin harris called at my home
remarking
that he had a matter to communicate that he wished to be strictly confidential and showed him a few characters copied from
the plates clark
oark also wrote that he was so much in earnest on
dark
this subject that he immediately started off with some of the
manuscript smith had furnished him on a journey to new york
and washington 6 clark
oark does not say whether harris requested
dark
advice from him regarding men of learning
WHO ADVISED HARRIS ABOUT WHOM TO VISIT

two other

possible sources of information are worth consi
sidering one was the nearby academy in canandaigua only
nine miles from palmyra the canandaigua academy one of
the oldest and best in western new york state opened in the
fall of 1796 unfortunately the early records of the academy
are very incomplete prior to 1842 so we know little about the
faculty with whom martin harris may have advised 7
another possible source of harris information was a
1783 1863
a diplomat statesman
luther bradish bradish 17831863
and student of languages was born in Cum
mington massacummington
chu setts but later settled in franklyn county new york bradchusetts
ish was also well traveled for his day just before the war of
1812 in which he served as a volunteer he had visited the
west indies south america and great britain and during the
1820 26 he was sent by john quincy adams US secreyears 182026
semi official agent on a special mistary of state to asia as a semiofficial
sion to the sublime porte in constantinople concerning an
american trade treaty with the ottoman empire after fin
ap 222
clark
john A oark
dark gleanings by the way philadelphia 1842 pp
229 apparently clark was much too busy in philadelphia to be accurate about

the date of such things
syracuse
lewis C aldrich comp history of ontario county NY
pp 226228
226 228 and correspondence with clyde M maffin ontario county
18931
18951
1893
1895 ap
historian stephen A douglas was a student of the academy for three years
in the 1830 s
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ashing
ishing this mission during which time he learned arabic he
traveled to egypt palestine syria and europe where he spent
considerable time in the great capitols
capitals and studied assiduously
their languages manners and antiquities 8 of his sojourn in
egypt bradish himself informs us that he spent five months
there in 1821 9 during that time he happened to pass through
delorraine
dendera when the french engineer jean baptiste Le
lelorraine
lorraine was
engaged in the operation of preparing antiquities for removal
to france bradish carried this news to cairo where henry salt
and bernadino drovetti the english and french consuls
general in egypt at that time did all they could unsuccessfully to prevent Le lorraine from shipping his antiquities to
france 10 upon his return home bradish won a franklyn
county seat in the new york state assembly in albany he
held that position from 1827
1830
18271830
there are two independent sources stating that harris did
indeed seek the opinion and advice of bradish concerning the
transcription the first source is pomeroy tucker 1802
1870
18021870
founder in 1822 editor and part owner with egbert B
grandin printer of the book of mormon of the wayne
sentinel published in palmyra tucker reports that harris
sought the interpretation and bibliological scrutiny of such
scholars as hon luther bradish dr mitchell professor antsince tucker was a native and resident of
hon and others
the area and a newspaper editor it is safe to assume that in
spite of his anti mormon bias this simple declaration of fact
is reliable especially since we have a corroborating second
source
statement
ternent made by john H gilbert
this second source is a sta
in september 1892 an associate of both tucker and grandin
dictionary of american biography vol 2 p 568 hereafter cited as
Electic
electic
DAB
other important references to bradish will be found in the eclectic
114 and the new england historic
pp
ap 111
111114
vol 60 september 1863
ap 268276
268 276
genealogical society memorial biographies vol 5 pp
t
luther bradluther bradish to unknown person november 1838
ish papers new york historical society
paris
egypte
le voyage de at Le lorraine en egypto
fgypte
M saulnier notice sur ie
drovetti
ovett figure so prominently in the capp
ap 45 48 since salt and Dr
1822
reer of antonio lebolo the discoverer of the mummies which contained
the book of abraham this reference to them in connection with bradish is
intriguing if not very important the most complete and recent study of the
connection between salt drovetti and lebolo and joseph smith is jay M
todd s the saga of the book of abraham salt lake city 1969
pomeroy tucker the origin rise and progress of mormonism new
york 1867 p 42
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gilbert was the chief compositor of the book of mormon
which was printed on the wayne sentinel press according to
gilbert harris stopped at albany and called on lt governor
113
112
12
bradish
furthermore the statement by W W phelps
that harris went to new york city by way of utica and
albany 13 strengthens the possibility that harris consulted
bradish about the transcription
it is entirely possible that martin harris knew bradish beforehand though a resident of franklyn county over 200
miles northeast of palmyra bradish did have relatives in the
palmyra area 14 it is also entirely possible that his travel experiences
perien ces especially those in egypt and the near east were
known to harris since few americans of that day had made
so long and so varied a foreign tour
regardless of who advised harris a more important question is why he was directed to professor anthon and
mitchell
in 1828 the main centers of learning were of
course all in the east there were five such centers harvard yale princeton the university of pennsylvania or what
was later called by that name and columbia college now
columbia university since the science of egyptology did not
exist in 1828 there were no egyptologists the only scholars
in the world acquainted to any degree with the egyptian language would have been those in the field of classical studies
in those days classicists did not limit themselves strictly to
greek and roman studies but studied most of the other ancient
civilizations as well
the chief classical scholars in the united states in 1828
were edward robinson george ticknor edward everett and
george bancroft at harvard james L kingsley and TD

woolsey at yale and anthon at columbia robinson and
woolsey however were in europe in 1828 ticknor was at that
time primarily interested in the romance languages and everett
15
was in politics after 1826 10
of the remaining practicing clas
sicists in the east during 1828 anthon was the best known
memorandum of john H
new york typescript copy p 4
eber D howe mormonism

gilbert esq

september 8 1892 palmyra
located in LDS church historian s office
gainesville
painesville
unavailed
Paines ville ohio 1834
p
unvailed sic
fic

213
273
215
275

in the bradish papers there are several letters connecting him with palmyra prior to 1828
john edwin sandys A history of classical scholarship cambridge
1908
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it seems certain then that anyone qualified to advise harris
properly would have recommended him to anthon
WHO WAS PROFESSOR ANTHON

charles anthon 17871867
1787 1867 was a professor of classical
studies at columbia for forty seven years from 1820 until his
death one of eight children born to dr george christian anthon a german surgeon and his second wife genevieve jadot
who made their home in new york city young charles was
probably the most brilliant student who had ever attended columbia college he won so many prizes and honors that to
witheld from scholgive other students a chance his name was winheld
astic competition
at first his main interest was law but in 1820 one year
after being admitted to the bar he became adjunct professor of
greek and latin at columbia college and in 1830 was advanced to professor of greek language and literature anthon was
a prolific scholar and for more than thirty years produced at
least one volume annually
each of his text books passed
through several editions and for thirty years about the middle
of the nineteenth century his influence upon the study of the
classics in the united states was probably greater than that of
any other man 16
of the many extant contemporary opinions concerning anthon the following are representative in an 1850 sketch of
his life edgar allan poe wrote if not absolutely the best
he is at least generally considered the best classicist in america
As commentator he may rank with any of his day and
has evinced powers very unusual in men who devote their lives
to classical lore 17 upon his death he was eulogized in an important magazine of the day harper
harpers s weekly as more widely
known in europe than any other american commentator on
classical authors 18 his obituary in the new york times of
july 30 1867 noted that his textbooks are regarded as standard authority in many schools and colleges and their republi
lication and extensive uses in england bear ample testimony
to the esteem in which they are held abroad
DAB vol 1 p 314
new york 1859 pp
edgar allan poe the literati
45 47
ap 4547
august 17 1867 the article is illustrated with a large portrait
matthew brady the famous civil war photographer
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anthon was a bachelor and lived in the residence wing of
the college at 7 college green and it was likely in his study
that the visit of harris took place the college was then located one block north of the present post office and federal
building near city hall park in lower manhattan at the time
of harris visit anthon was probably working on his magnum
opus an edition of horace a study which won him his full
professorship in 1830 it is also important to note that martin
harris later related that anthon was alone at the time of the
consultation 19 this fact is important because there were no
witnesses to the event from whom we might glean more information
WHO WAS DR MITCHELL

identification of professor anthon has provided no
difficulties the determination of who dr mitchell was is
somewhat more complicated the dictionary of american biography
og raphy a comprehensive and reliable source of american
biography lists three mitchels and thirty two mitchells among
ly have been this dr mitchthem are several who could possibly
possib
possie
ell the most likely candidates are
1
behum mitchell 1767
nehum
17671853
1853 american jurist born
1868
2 samuel augustus mitchell 1702
in massachusetts
17021868
american geographer born in bristol connecticut who settled
in philadelphia where he prepared textbooks maps and geo17431835
graphic manuals and 3 stephen mix mitchell 1743
1835
Wethers field connamerican jurist and legislator born in wethersfield
ecticut member continental congress 1783
1788 US senator
17831788
1793
1795 chief justice connecticut supreme court 180117931795

the

1818

unfortunately martin harris never referred to this learned
man except as dr mitchell references to him in church history are scanty and sometimes vague one suggests that he
was a certain dr samuel mitchell another states he may have
been a dr mitchell of philadelphia both writers were apparently
parent ly thinking of samuel augustus mitchell mentioned
above others refer to him as samuel 1I mitchell and samuel E mitchell
from a statement by david B dille a one time missionary in england
millennial
Mil
millemal
lemal star vol 21 september 1853
who had interviewed harris in the millenial
nil
nii lenial
p 545
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however a non mormon writer who is well qualified to
shed some light on the subject rules out all the above candidates this writer is professor anthon himself in two of his
letters one dated february 17 1834 to mr E D howe of

gainesville
painesville
Paines ville ohio and the other dated april 3 1841 to rev
T W coit rector of trinity church new rochelle west
chester county new york we find the following statements
in the howe letter anthon wrote
some years ago a plain and apparently simple
hearted
simplehearted
farmer called on me with a note from dr mitchell of our
city now deceased italics mine
minel requesting me to decypher
sic
fanner would hand
if possible the paper which the farmer
me 20

this would fix the date of dr mitchell s death sometime between 1828 and 1834 all of the previously mentioned mitchells died after 1834 in the coit letter anthon wrote
many years ago the precise date I1 do not now recollect
a plain looking countryman called upon me with a letter from
italics mine21
dr samuel L mitchell

neither the dictionary of american biography nor long
worths directory of the city of new york 182829
1828 29 however

list a samuel L mitchell the latter lists a samuel mitchell
who was a lampmaker obviously not dr mitchell this same
directory however does indicate a samuel L mitchill MD
living at 47 white street research revealed that in 1828 a
samuel latham mitchill MD was a vice president of rutgers
medical college in lower manhattan we also know that this
dr mitchill was in new york city during february 1828 for
on february 16 of that year dr mitchill delivered in the
city hall an address on the late thos addis emmet 22 this
dr mitchill born 1776 died in 1831 and thereby complies
with the death before 1834 of dr mitchell as mentioned
above in anthon s letter to howe he also resided in new
york city as did the dr mitchell mentioned in the same
letter
pp 270
unvailed ap
272
howe mormonism unavailed
270272

even though this letter was first published by coit in the church record vol 1 flushing new york april 24 1841
pp
ap 231232
231 232 the usual
source is given as the 1842 reprint of the letter in clarks
ap 233darks gleanings pp
paintings
prin tings are identical
238 the two printings
1498 1909
J N phelps stokes the iconography of manhattan island 14981909
new york p 1675 emmett was a famous irish lawyer
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samuel latham mitchill was of quaker parentage the son
of robert and mary latham mitchill of north hemstead
long island new york his early studies were in the classics
after receiving his medical and scientific training in new
york and edinburgh he was appointed to the chair of natural
history chemistry and agriculture at columbia college in 1792
he was a man of many talents and much energy in addition
to teaching he was twice in the US house of representatives
1804 and 1810
1801
18011804
18041809
1813 a senator from 1804
1815
1809 professor
18101813
18101815
1826
18071826
college of physicians and surgeons in new york 1807
and an organizer and a vice president of rutgers medical
college during its brief existence 1826
18261830
18261850
1830 23
1850
first last and always mitchill was a promoter of science
he has been called the nestor of american science he
was a member of dozens of scientific and scholarly societies
and wrote scores of learned books pamphlets articles etc
on a multitude of subjects his contemporaries described him
both as a living encyclopedia and a chaos of knowledge
although all mormon and many non mormon references
to the good doctor spell the name mitchell rather than mitchill
this writer is satisfied that the shadowy dr mitchell is in
reality samuel L mitchill this problem of the spelling of the
name need not be confusing the two names sound very much
21
alike mitchell being the much more common spelling 24

commentary
now for the most important question how valid was the
testimony of anthon and mitchill respecting the transcription
and translation of ancient nephite egyptian records according to martin harris dr anthon said that the translation was
HOW VALID WAS THE ANTHON MITCHELL

correct more so than any he had before seen translated from
the egyptian dr mitchill is reported to have sanctioned
what professor anthon had said it is important that we realize that even though the statement of martin harris is now
contained in the pearl of great price joseph smith was only
reporting what martin harris said happened and was not neces
feces

see article on him in DAB vol 15
13 p 71
he famous scientists biographer has noted the misspelling of the
the
narne
Mit chills name
mitchiels
name means little as few people either then or now spell mitchills
courtney robert hall A scientist in the early republic samuel
correctly
chill new york 1934 p 104.
104
afitchill
mifchill
mitchill
latham Mif
it seems conclusive then that the
mitchill
bet chill
det
dr mitchell was really dr samuel L NEt
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dr anthon

and

dr

mitchill reput-

edly had said
there are at least three possible interpretations of the martin harris statement regarding his visit with dr s anthon and

mitchill

the

first is that martin harris fabricated the whole story
but this is hardly tenable he was skeptical in the first place
that is why he went to new york city and he certainly had
nothing to gain by falsifying evidence to support the almost
fantastic story of the impoverished and persecuted prophet if
martin harris was thinking about making money from the
book of mormon it was not necessary for him to have gone
to the trouble and expense of visiting new york city
the second is that dr s anthon and mitchill made up their
stories or at least pretended knowledge that they did not have
this is unfortunately not too difficult to believe the learned
are prone to pontificate anthon s interest in the matter may
have gone deeper did he wish to share some of the wealth
and fame that exploitation of the golden plates might bring
and
this is possible for the book of mormon itself says
the learned shall say bring hither the book and 1I will read
them and now because of the glory of the world and to get
125
25
god
of
gain will they say this and not for the glory
alory
b
however a third interpretation that anthon and mitchill
merely recognized the characters as some form of egyptian and
so stated this 1I believe is most probable many books had been
published by 1828 containing facsimilies of egyptian characters
and anthon and mitchill could easily have been acquainted
with at least the appearance of the various styles of egyptian
writing whatever they said respecting the correctness of the
translations cannot be taken too seriously even a reincarnated
egyptian could not have translated the characters because the
reformed egyptian had been so changed that none other
people knoweth our language 26 it is entirely possible of
course that they said nothing at all about the translation but
only remarked that the transcription was correct for in 1828
neither anthon mitchill nor anyone else in the world for that
matter had seen much translated from the egyptian it is not
difficult to understand how a man of harris background could
2522

nephi 271516
2715 16

mormon
2mormon 934
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have mistaken transcription for translation perhaps harris was
so intent on fulfilling a scriptural prophecy that he heard only
what he wanted to hear certainly any notion that he had been
an instrument in god s hands in fulfilling prophecy would
have helped convince him that he should sell his farm and
finance the publication of the book of mormon
the simple supposition however that anthon and mitchill
were able to recognize various styles of egyptian writing is
nothing very remarkable or important and certainly no evidence that they were in any position to say that either the translation or transcription was correct we must go deeper than
this to place any weight on their judgment two standard
ways of deepening such an investigation are an examination of
the nachlasse
Nach lasse or literary remains and the publications of a
given individual
in the case of dr mitchill aside from the above mentioned
facts that he was in his youth a student of the classics and
had at least a reading ability of several languages no other
possible evidence of a competence in egyptian studies has come
to light his biographer mentions nothing his papers in the
east hampton free library and elsewhere reveal nothing
and a ten page bibliography of his writings indicates he never
published anything regarding any language it appears then
that mitchill could have given harris only a very superficial
opinion regarding the transcript
in respect to anthon fortunately we have more to investigate while there is nothing germane to this study in his papers
at cornell university 27 a study of his publications is most rewarding we have noted that he produced many volumes and
21
was considered the principal classical bookmaker of his time 28
most of this enormous output was however after february
1828 and therefore of little help in evaluating anthon s
acquaintance with the egyptian language in 1828 but one
very significant book was published in 1825 and went through
six or more editions by 1828 in fact this was the book that
established anthon s reputation as one of the foremost classi
casts in america the work was A classical dictionary by
cists
john lempriere first published 1788 corrected and improved by charles anthon
2letter
aletter
cornell university
letter of herbert finch curator and archivist comell
author november 13 1969
sandys A history of classical scholarship vol 3 p 466
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our interest

in lempriere s work is not important it is to
the four thousand anthon additions to the dictionary men-

tioned in the preface that we now turn our attention 29 because they may be used legitimately as a criterion of anthon s
learning and acquaintance with various subjects but in which
of anthon s four thousand added subjects are we interested
and which have value in determining anthon s acquaintance
with egyptian reading through his reference to egypt is
most disappointing it is only a short geographic sketch of the
country in the preface however anthon states the articles
on which the most labour has been bestowed are the following
pyramides
memnonium
nilus
theban
thebae
turning to these and other entries in this classical dictionary
we find anthon referring to many writers and authorities inLacrose
cluding bruce davison montagu salt belzoni lacrose
labrose
Mannert
denon jablonski and mannert
pollion s
champollion
bannert he also cites Cham
elaborate treatise on hieroglyphics of egypt30
egypt 30 definite evidence that anthon was aware of the early works of the french
scholar jean francois Cham
the greatest
pollion 1790
champollion
1832
17901832
student of the egyptian language of the period and the man
upon whose work much of subsequent advance in egyptology
was made anthon does not identify the exact title of this book
by Cham
pollion but the latter had written only one book by
champollion
1827 that could fit the above description his famous precis du
A
des
aes ancients
anciens egyptians
egyptiens
pgyptiens paris 1824
ique ses
hieroglyphique
systeme
systemed
systme hliroglyphique
Hieroglyph
the writer has been successful in locating anthon s copy of the
precis at cornell university
hopefully 1I searched it for
marginalia in any way connected with harris visit but nothing
was found only anthon s signature on the flyleaf
11

HARRIS

sufficiently

CONVINCED

such is the story of the harris anthon mitchill encounter
in spite of the limited ability of anthon and mitchill or anyone else in the world at that time to pronounce judgment on
the transcription and despite the ridicule of anthon regarding
the story of angels and the destruction of anthon s certificate
harris was sufficiently convinced to go into debt and devote his
full time to the support of the young prophet As soon as pos

john

lempriere A classical dictionary corrected and improved by
charles anthon sixth american edition new york 1827 p vi
ibid
oidbid
old
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sible probably in april harris went to harmony and served
as joseph s scribe until june 14 1828 31
A year later in june 1829 his faithfulness and support
earned him the privilege of becoming one of the three witnesses to the book of mormon in fayette new york whence
joseph smith had moved in 1829 at the generous and friendly
invitation of david whitmer a friend of oliver cowdery who
succeeded harris as joseph s scribe in the work of translating

the book of mormon the following august harris mortgaged
his farm to guarantee the 3000 necessary to print 5000 copies
of the book of mormon which was finally published in palmyra during march 1830 the church was organized april 6
of that year and martin was one of the first to be baptized

harrisaccount

HOW RELIABLE IS HARRIS ACCOUNT OF WHAT HAPPENED

As far as the official account published in 1842 as noted
above of what transpired it must be carefully noted again that
joseph smith is not vouching for what harris said he is
simply reporting what harris told him since there were no
witnesses to the event we have only the many statements of
martin harris and two statements from anthon to go on
that the event took place pretty much as harris reported it
is substantiated by anthon s previously cited letters to howe
and coit 32 much has been made of the fact however that
cormons
these two letters which are very critical of the mormons
Mor mons insist
that the paper contained anything else but egyptian hieroglyphics and they are widely quoted by anti mormon writers
why should harris story be accepted above that of the proby this date he had transcribed 116 pages of foolscap with considerable
misgivings joseph smith allowed harris to take these pages back to palmyra
to show his wife somehow the material was lost or stolen with the result that
chastised by the lord and for some time
both joseph and martin were severely chastized
nue translating thereafter either emma smith
joseph was not allowed to cont
continue
or oliver cowdery served as scribe to the prophet apparently harris had
little connection with joseph smith until a year later when he became one of
the three witnesses to the book of mormon
since anthon lived for twenty years after the publication of the second
letter and since there is no recorded denial of his letters having been forged
or misquoted we may assume even though we do not have the original letters that he did actually write them a fact which proves that the interview
did indeed take place should further evidence be desired one could cite henry
drisler A commemorative discourse new york city 1868 since this
booklet is really a short biography of anthon written immediately after his
22 to the howe letter should settle any
death the reference in it appp 21
2122
doubt regarding the interview having taken place and the letter having been
written
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fessor one good reason is that the two letters contain glaring
inconsistencies 33 aside from anthon s acknowledged brilliance
the sources reveal him as also a rather crochety
croc hety bachelor a
crochery
pettry
peltry taskmaster with no outside interest and a man of no
religious association the two letters were not written by the
detached scholar but by an uncritical emotional man trying to
rid himself of any connection with people he did not and could

not understand
As far as the truthfulness of the harris statements concerning what occurred we have no evidence whatsoever beyond his
character richard L anderson has done extensive research on
harris life in palmyra and has proved that none of his townsmen exceeded his established reputation as a responsible and
honest individual and that during his almost 40 years resi34
dence in palmyra he was admired for his integrity
the integrity of harris can further be substantiated by the
facts that though his connections with joseph smith cost him
money his domestic tranquility and brought upon him much
ridicule that in spite of having been severely censored for
losing the first 116 pages of the book of mormon manuscript
that after the trials of kirtland his mind became darkened
to the extent that he was formally excommunicated in december
1837 that he remained in ohio after the church left for
missouri illinois and finally for the valley of the great salt
lake that he eventually joined various other churches includgite for which he did some missionary work in
strangite
strengite
ing the Stran
england in 1846 and that he was pilloried in the elders
beneath contempt
journal of august 1838 as a lacky
and also in the millennial star an official church publication
in england on november 15 1846 in an article entitled
sketches of notorious characters and described as one having yielded to the spirit and temptation of the devil and a
bitter enemy of joseph smith that despite all this there is
no record of his ever having denied his testimony to the truth
11

both letters are reprinted in full with analysis in B H roberts A comprehensive
jesus
preben
sive
five history of the church of iffus
latter day saints salt
lesus christ of laitey
ap 102
109 and also in francis W kirkham A
lake city 1930 vol 1 pp
102109
new witness for christ in america special fourth edition salt lake city
414 422
ap 414422
1967 vol 1 pp
richard lloyd anderson martin harris the honorable new york
ap 18 21
farmer the improvement era vol 72 no 2 february 1969 pp
see also the same author s the
the
ile certainty of the skeptical witness the imtle
pro
62 67
ap 6267
vement era vol 72 no 3 march 1969 pp
provement
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guiness of the book of mormon and his experiences connected
with it
while it can be argued that the foregoing reveals instability in harris character the fact remains that not only did he not
try to rid himself of the stigmata of being a deluded person
and a religious fanatic or strike back at his critics in the mormon camp but he continued to his death to affirm his testimony he was interviewed many times on the subject before

and after his disaffection and always told the same story this
is impressive evidence of his inner conviction of the reality of
his various spiritual experiences connected with the book of

mormon

once the background of this whole incident is explored
and assessed we are still left with some nagging questions
among which are what was the meaning and significance of
the event would the restoration have been significantly
altered in any way if the harris anthon incident had never
taken place since as will be shown the incident apparently
did not become an important missionary tool and was not
especially trumpeted abroad to impress investigators this author
does not think the incident had any great practical value
especially when we conclude as we must that the opinions of
anthon and mitchill were not conclusive in any way
the standard answer regarding the why and purpose of the
harris anthon incident is that it was necessary to fulfill the
prophecies of isaiah and nephi 35 such an answer however
is really begging the question for then one must ask why the
prophecies were made in the first place it could be argued
that the prophecies
prohecies represent nothing more than the fact that
god rewarded two faithful servants with a glimpse of the
future and that these two men dared not leave unrecorded
such a vision
2

nephi 271518
2715 18

but behold it shall come to pass that the lord god

shall say unto him to whom he shall deliver the book take these words
which are not sealed and deliver them to another that he may show them unto
the learned saying read this 1I pray thee and the learned shall say bring
hither the book and 1I will read them
and the man shall say I1 cannot
bring the book for it is sealed
isaiah 2911
and the vision of all is become unto you as the words of a
book that is sealed which men deliver to one that is learned saying read this
1I pray thee and he saith 1
I cannot for it is sealed
B H roberts went no deeper than this interpretation and even as profound
a thinker as orson pratt pursued the question no further in his divine authoritpratts
y of the book of mormon liverpool 1850 as reprinted in orson prates
pp 107
pp 271279
works salt lake city 1945 vol 1 ap
271 279
289 especially ap
107289
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perhaps the real reason behind the event lies in an
ecclesiastical imperative that through sufficient witnesses to
truth mankind will be left without excuse for having rejected
god s word that such a divine imperative exists is suggested
by many scriptures among the most clear being that in the
mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be established and in the mouth of as many witnesses as seemeth
seebeth him
matt 1816 and 2 nephi
good will he establish his word
2714 according to oliver cowdery the angel moroni told
the scripture isaiah and nephi must
joseph smith that
be fulfilled before it is translated which says that the word of
a book which were sealed were presented to the learned for
thus has god determined to leave man without excuse
italics mine
mine30 apparently moroni was the source of the belief
that prophecy was about to be fulfilled and apparently this
1835 publication was the first public statement to that effect
joseph s mother adds a little to our understanding of this
she records that in reference to joseph s preparation prior to
translation the first step that he was instructed to take in
regard to this work was to make a facsimile of some of the
characters which were called reformed egyptian and to send
them to some of the most learned men of this generation and
ask them for a translation thereof 37
turning from the philosophy and rationale of the event
itself let us now consider the concrete results to what use was
this unique incident put how was the story disseminated
the story spread undramatically by word of mouth through
newspapers periodicals at least one tract and by books martin
harris told the story in palmyra immediately after he returned from new york city by 1840 missionaries had carried
the story to new rochelle new york and to england before
1849 at least four newspapers carried the story between 1829
in a series of letters published in the messenger and advocate in 1834 and
especially
especi
aily in the fourth letter
ally
1835 from oliver cowdery to W W phelps aspeci
of february 1835 cowdery claims that he had the help of joseph smith in the
preparation of the letters such a claim lends authority to these letters A similar statement is made by edward stevenson reminiscences of the prophet joseph
ap 28
it was manifested to the prophet that a
salt lake city 1893 pp
29
2829
facsimile of characters must be copied and sent to the most learned professors
of the country and that martin harris should be the bearer of them
smith history of the prophet joseph p 114 martin harris
harrns claimed that
harnis
the lord had shown him that he must go to new york with some of the
paul R cheesman an analysis of the accounts relating
characters
joseph smith s early visions unpublished master s thesis brigham young
university 1965 p 131
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and 1831 the first book to mention the incident was published
in 1834 in 1840 two denominational journals carried the story
also in 1840 the first semi
official church reference to the
semiofficial
matter was made in a tract in 1842 the story was officially released by the church in nauvoo and liverpool england between 1842 and 1890 at least nine books made mention of it
and in 1844 the first reproduction of the anthon transcript
and the first published reference to the connection between the
event and the prophecy of isaiah appeared As has been noted
above the incident was even mentioned in a commemorative
discourse following the death of anthon
more or less chronologically these references to the consul tation are as follows we have already cited above what
sultation
harris reported to joseph smith in harmony harris related the
incident to at least two citizens of palmyra john H gilbert
recorded that martin returned from his trip east satisfied that
joseph was a little smarter than professor anthon 38 the
rev T A clark
oark in palmyra wrote that after his return he
dark
came to see me again and told me that among others he had
consulted prof anthon who thought the characters in which
the book was written very remarkable but he could not decide
what language they belonged to 39 harris was also an energetic missionary for the church he and his brother elmer
baptized a hundred converts by 1833 40 it is difficult to imagine
that both martin and his brother did not relate the experiences
in new york city
it might also be well to point out that
after martin harris became one of the three witnesses and
saw the plates and the angel moroni he tended to stress this
remarkable experience more than the visit with anthon and
mitchill
perhaps the first newspaper account is in the palmyra freeman august 1829 but this is known only through a quotation
reprinted in the rochester advertiser and telegraph of august
so blindly enthusiastic was harris that he took
31 1829
some of the characters interpreted by smith and went in search
of someone besides the interpreter who was learned enough
to english them but all of whom he applied among the number was professor mitchell of new york happened not to be
gilbert memorandum p 4
clark
dark
oark gleanings p 229
anderson
andersen the certainty of the skeptical witness
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possessed of sufficient knowledge to give satisfaction 41 about
a week later the rochester gem of september 5 1829 reported
the incident as follows harris states that he went in search
of someone to interpret the hieroglyphics but found no one was
intended to perform that all important task but smith him12
self 42
some time later the canandaigua new york morning
courier and enquirer of september 1 1831 reported the incident

harris with several manuscripts in his pocket went to the
city of new york and called upon one of the professors of
columbia college for the purpose of showing them to him
harris says that the professor thought them very curious
but admitted that he could not decipher them said he to
harris mr harris you had better go to the celebrated dr
mitchell and show them to him he is very learned in these
ancient languages and 1I have no doubt he will be able to give
you some satisfaction
harris says that the doctor looked
at his engravings made a learned dissertation on them
compared them with the hieroglyphics discovered by cham
pollion in europe and set them down as a language of a
13
people formerly in existence in the east but now no more 43

the

first known reference to this incident in book form
was made in 1834 by eber D howe in his publication
sic
mormonism unavailed
unvailed sic
howe after serving in the
war of 1812 became a printer s apprentice in buffalo new
york on the buffalo gazette in 1817 he moved to cleveland
gainesville
and in 1822 removed to nearby painesville
Paines ville or nine miles from
painesville
Paines ville telegraph
kirtland to start his own newspaper the gainesville
which he edited until 1835 thereafter though his brother took
gainesville
Paines ville for many years enover the paper he remained in painesville
gaged in the printing business and the manufacture of woolen
goods

44

interest in mormonism probably originated from
the missionary activities of parley P pratt in and around mentor ohio in october november 1830 which resulted in the

howe

s

new witness vol 1 p 151
As cited in kirkham A neu
12ibid
leid
ibid p 152
for this newspaper article in full see james gordon
by leonard J arrington in this
report on the mormonites
Mormo nites
BYU studies apparently anthon did compare the transcript
precis
in his copy of champollion
Cham pollion s prcis
arcis
eber D howe autobiography and recollections of a
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville ohio 1878
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conversion of pratt s friend sidney rigdon a campbellite
minister most of his congregation and the establishment of a
gainesville
small branch in mentor which was not far from painesville
Painesville
shortly thereafter on january 11 1831 howe wrote to
william wines phelps for answers to some enquires touching
40
the origin of mormonism
born
phelps 17921872
1792 1872
in new jersey had been active in new york politics edited a
newspaper was in 1851
1831 a printer in canandaigua near palmyra and was seriously investigating mormonism
the probable reason howe chose to write to phelps was
that the latter was a fellow printer near the place of origin of
mormonism or it may be however that howe learned of
phelps from sidney rigdon since prior to january 11 1831
rigdon and phelps had discussed mormonism for ten hours 46
in any event on january 15 phelps answered howe reporting
among other things that when the plates were said to have
been found a copy of one or two lines of the characters were
taken by mr harris to utica albany and new york at new
york they were shown to dr mitchell and he referred to
professor anthon who translated and declared them to be the
ancient shorthand
short hand egyptian 47 phelps had apparently heard
this story or had read about it in the various newspaper accounts
cited above
cormons moved into the kirtland area during
after the mormons
early 1831 howe reported on their activities and recorded in
babblings and pretensions
his autobiography all their vain babblings
were pretty strongly set forth and noticed in the columns of
the telegraph 48 these articles became the basis of his book
unavailed it was in the preparation of this book
mormonism unvailed
that howe decided on february 9 1834 to write to anthon
and took the liberty to inform mr anthon of the vile use that
was made of his name in the country and to request of him a
statement of the facts respecting it 49 anthon obviously incensed by what howe reported answered him immediately in
the above cited letter
mormonism unavailed
unvailed p 273
howe
ag
1g
ibid p 274
ibid p 273
howe autobiography p 44 this autobiography reveals a man incapable

of interpreting sensitively the restoration and one who would have considered
up to the age of 40 1838 he found it easier to
babb lings
valn babblings
it as vain
concurs in the opinion of others
concure
he then became a skeptic and finally an
adherent of modern spiritualism appp 44
45
4445.
4445
49
unavailed p 270
howe mormonism unvailed
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facial mormon account of this event is conficial
semi of
first semiofficial
official
tained in a missionary tract written by orson pratt one of the
original twelve apostles in 1840 in liverpool england he
wrote that

the

of the original characters were accurately transcribed
and translated by smith which with the translation were
taken by a gentleman by the name of martin harris to the
city of new york where they were presented to a learned
gentleman of the name of anthon who professed to be exsively acquainted with many languages both ancient and
ten
tensively
modern he examined them but was unable to decipher them
modem
correctly but he presumed that if the original records could
be brought he could assist in translating them 50
a few

in 1841 we get some idea of how the harris anthon incident was being spread slowly by word of mouth and by mission
sionaries
aries in september 1841 the times and seasons in nauvoo
a
printed a letter from charles W wandell 1819
1875
18191875
new york convert then laboring as a missionary in new rochelle new york in this letter written july 27 elder wandell
reports that

the

episcopal DD TW coitj
coit
colt at this place had the curicoite
osity to write to professor C anthon of new york to know
if our statement concerning the words of the book were
correct professor anthon answered him by letter with permission to publish it which he did you will find it in a periodical entitled the church record vol 1I no 22 51

wandell then added an extract from this letter

this

is the best and earliest reference we have regarding

the use missionaries made of the anthon harris story accordcormons in new rochelle were
ing to coit some of the mormons
claiming the patronage of professor anthon s name in behalf
of their notions land
and he took the liberty to state the fact
to him and ask in what possible way they had contrived to
12
associate him with themselves 52
the reverend dr thomas
an episcopal clergyman and au1885
1803
1805
winthrop coit 1803
18031885
18051885
thor of several learned theological works was at that time
1849 rector of trinity church in new rochelle and
18391849
1839
orson
borson pratt an interesting account of several
5orson
of the late discovery of ancient american records
pp
ap 6677
times and seasons vol 2 september 5 1841
coit the church record p 231 see also clark
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thereafter professor of church history at trinity college hartford connecticut 53
in 1842 there were at least four published references to
the harris anthon visit including clark
oark s gleanings and dandark
mormons
niel P kidder s mormonism and the cormons
Mor mons by far the most
important however was in the may 2 issue of the times and
seasons which contained the fourth installment of what was
then called church history
cited above the chief signific ance of this publication was that it was the first official
nificance
reference to the event it is rather strange that the prophet
waited fourteen years to publish the story no mention whatever was made to the incident in the morning and evening star
34 the latter day saints messenger and advocate 18341832
183234
1837
38
183738.
36 or in the elders journal 183758
183738
185758
that same year the
story was reprinted in the millennial star in october as the
history of joseph smith
in late 1844 two important dimensions to the anthon story
are added the first publication of what the transcript looked
like and the first explicit allusion to the event having been
a fulfillment of isaiah 291112
2911 12 this information was presented to the public in two ways by newspaper and by placard
on saturday december 2 11 samuel brannan the presiding
elder of the branch in new york city and publisher and editor
official church publication the prophet published
semiofficial
of a semi
in this newspaper a three line reproduction of the anthon
transcript with no introductory remarks or any indication of
source this illustration was printed under a headline reading
the stick of joseph taken from the hand of ephraim he
then added that
the following is a correct copy of the
characters taken from the plates which the book of mormon
was translated from the same that was taken to professor
mitchell and afterwards to professor anthon of new york
by martin harris in the year 1827 sic in fulfillment of isaiah
the quotation was given in full
2911 12
291112
although brannan gave no source or any further information about this illustration of the stick of joseph we can
divine its probable origin sometime prior to december 1844
probably earlier in the same year someone printed a black
DAB robert bolton history of the protestant episcopal church in the
county of westchester new york 1855
p 481 trinity church new
ap 9910
10
rochelle N Y 1688
1938 new rochelle new york 1938 pp
16881938
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and gold placard titled
tided the stick of joseph taken from the
hand of ephraim A correct copy of the characters taken from
the plates of the book of mormon was translated from
the same that was taken to professor anthon of new york
by martin harris in the year 1827 sic in fulfillment of isaiah
12
since the wording and the three lines of the tran2911
291112
script printed in the prophet on december 12 are almost identical with that printed on the black and gold placard it seems
more than likely that this placard was the source of brannan s
story in the prophet 5
very little however is known about the provenance of the
placard we conclude of course that it existed before december 21 1844 and from the only extant copy known in the LDS
church historian s office we learn the following from what
is written on its back there is the signature of mrs hyrum
smith who died in 1852 and a statement 1844 placard
stick of joseph this was formerly owned by hyrum smith
and sent to the historian s office march 22 1860 by his son
one obvious assumption would be
joseph fielding smith
that it was printed in nauvoo on the times and seasons press
but preliminary comparison of the fonts indicates that it was
not
now to the questions regarding the fate of the urtext or
original copy of the transcript and the pedigree of the transcript
in possession of the reorganized latter day saints church
today hereafter cited as the RLDS transcript about the
first question we know almost nothing harris probably kept
his copy for many years but there is nothing known about what
he finally did with it As we shall soon note many years later
david whitmer claimed to have the original transcript there
is unfortunately no additional evidence for this claim
the
situation is further complicated by a statement of the prophet s
mother that mrs martin harris obtained a copy of the charac3
5until new informaters her husband took to new york city puntil
until
tion is brought forth about the final disposition of the original
transcript and the alleged second copy we can only deepen
the study of the RLDS transcript and its background
according to the RLDS church the paper itself is old and
of the same quality and appearance of the paper of the book
all subsequent issues of the prophet were searched for further informastick of joseph but none was found
smith history of joseph smith p 121

tion regarding the
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of mormon manuscript and of early revelations manuscripts
undoubtedly made before 1833
while such an observation
is helpful it is by no means conclusive until an expert in
diplomatics is called in and paper and ink tests are run 57 we
must concentrate on the pedigree of the document
the RLDS transcript was given to the church in 1903 by
the heirs of david whitmer fifteen years after his death in
1888 the first account of whitmer s possession of this document was made by edward stevenson later a member of the
first presidency of seventies who visited whitmer in 1871
and made a copy of the document
document99 later the march 25 1881
documents
edition of the richmond missouri conservator reported that
whitmer had the original transcript a claim which whitmer
made again in 1887 when he
be wrote 1 I have in my possession
the original paper containing some of the characters transcribed from one of the golden plates which paper martin
60
profess
or anthon of new york
harris took to professor
in 1884
a committee of the RLDS church conversed with whitmer
and were shown the transcript unfortunately we lack any further information regarding how when or why whitmer acquired this document though inconclusive it is of interest to
note that martin harris neither confirmed nor denied whitmer s claim

reasoning by analogy we can surmise a little about the
transcript from the wandering of one of the two manuscript
copies of the book of mormon translation As protection
against loss or theft while it was being printed joseph smith
had oliver cowdery make a copy of the translation which
copy cowdery later kept in his possession
joseph smith
placed the original translation in the cornerstone of the nauvoo
as

from a letter of frederick M smith may 9 1941 to john A widtsoe
cited in kirkham A new witness vol 1 p 176
170f
of course

even such an examination would not be conclusive for it is
quite possible to have either a genuine document containing false information
of the many reaor a faked document with true information this is just one ot
sons why god prefers to work through faith rather than knowledge facts and
knowledge are often debatable a private testimony is not
the donation was probably made by whitmer s grandson george
schweich of richmond missouri there is some evidence that the RLDS transcript or some copy of it or the original transcript was in the possession of a
william evarts benjamin of new york city around 1901 see 1I woodbridge
riley the founder of mormonism new york 1902 p 80
his he published in 1893 in his reminiscences of joseph smith
this
david whitmer an address to all believers in christ richmond mo
1938 reprint p 12
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house in october 1841 where it was subsequently nearly destroyed by water
water6161 after the death of cowdery in march
1850 his copy of the translation went to his friend and fellow
witness david whitmer
in 1903 his heirs sold it to the
RLDS church where it remains to this day for many years
whitmer believed that his copy of the translation was the
original in 1878 however orson pratt and joseph F smith
proved to him that he really had the cowdery copy 62 this is
important for if whitmer was mistaken about his copy of the
book of mormon translation it is equally possible that he was

mistaken about the originality of the
claimed to have

anthon transcript he

OBSCURITY OF SOURCES

since we know nothing about how whitmer acquired his
copy of the transcript we are free to assume that perhaps martin
harris felt that the transcript ought to be kept together with
the cowdery copy of the book of mormon translation and at
some time gave the transcript either to cowdery or to
whitmer there is no evidence that he gave it back to joseph
smith to be deposited in the cornerstone of the nauvoo house
there is always the possibility too that what eventually came
into whitmer s hand was the alleged second copy or even
a copy of a copy
one interesting and possibly very meaningful detail about
actors written across
the RLDS transcript is the word Char
characters
the top four students of early church history RD webb
ariel crowley dean jessee of the LDS church historian s office and the anti mormon writer 1I woodbridge riley think
that this word is in the hand of joseph smith if so the
authenticity of the RLDS transcript would be strengthened
greatly
for the time being however we must face the conclusion
the
that the three primary sources of the anthon transcript
richard howard church historian of the RLDS church refers to these
emender
em ended
two manuscripts as the D MS dictated manuscript and the E MS emended
manuscript which was used by the printer in the 1880 s L C bidamon second husband of emma smith opened the cornerstone and divided what was
left of the D MS between the LDS and RLDS churches only pages 3322
22 plus
given
fragments exist today in salt lake city those pages gien
glen the RLDS church
sindy
study
disintegrated long ago see richard P howard restoration scal
ptures A siudy
scriptures
scrl
of their textual development independence mo 1969
joseph fielding smith the original manuscript of the book of mormon the improvement era vol 10 june 1907
576
pp
ap 572
572576
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1844 placard the 1844 newspaper story and the RLDS transcript are all equally obscure until we learn more about the
origin of any of them we are in no position to say definitely
that any of them is original a near contemporary copy of the
original or a spurious invention to give credence to the book
of mormon story
circumstantial evidence however including the fact that
there is a high degree of similarity of the characters on the three
sources suggests that all three are at least closely related to the
unknown original and new information about one will aid in

our understanding of the others
OTHER

it

considerations

the scope of this paper to say much about the
characters over the years however suggestions and attempts
have been made to indicate and prove that the characters are
some form of egyptian meso american or even phoenician
the strongest argument that can be made for the ingenious and
pioneering efforts of those who favor the egyptian origin of
the characters03
characters03 is the definite resemblance of the RLDS transcript characters to egyptian characters but this does not prove
that the transcript is authentic that the characters make conindeed twelve almost half
nected thought or are egyptian
of our english latin characters appear in the cyrillic alphabet
but this fact never has given and never will give anyone insight
whatsoever into or understanding of russian serbian or bulgarian also it must be pointed out that there are so many
demotic
variant hieratic and dern
otic characters that the affinity of
many other writing systems with egyptian could probably be
proved
if the case for the transcript characters being egyptian in
origin appears less than absolute it is nonetheless infinitely
stronger than any of the other arguments the only basis for
the characters being somehow connected with meso american
scripts is of course that since some pre columbian peoples
were descended from some book of mormon peoples it would
not be totally unreasonable to expect some connections between
their manners of writing 64 the most far out explanation how
is beyond

see the works of R C webb ariel crowley and two RLDS commentators harvey siebel and paul M hanson
see studies by augustus le plongeon
Plon geon crowley welby W ricks jose 0
plongeron
davila and especially carl hugh jones
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ever of the transcript characters is that of a phoenician
15
origin 63
finally there are two other minor but interesting considerations one pertains to a possible second visit of harris with
anthon and the other to an alleged encounter between michael
N chandler the person from whom at the suggestion of
joseph smith the church purchased some mummies which
held some papyri and anthon and mitchill neither event
unfortunately can be supported well the only evidence we
have for the first is in anthon s letter of 1841 to coit in which
one day when 1I had ceased entirely to
he states that
think of the countryman and his paper this same individual
to my great surprise paid me a second visit he now brought
with him a duodecimo volume which he said was a translation into english of the golden bible he begged my accepac6c
1I declined receiving it however
tance of the volume
no further evidence of this second visit has been found
the purported visit of chandler with anthon and mitchill
rests on an equally tenuous foundation the only known auan
thority for this information is john riggs 1812
1902
18121902
early convert whose father ran a hotel in kirtland during the
mormon period there he became an MD and settled in provo
utah in 1851 where he remained for the rest of his life 67 an
attempt to prove or disprove this connection between chandler
and anthon and mitchell has caused this writer weeks of futile
effort and considerable grief although it is both probable and
possible that chandler took his papyri to anthon for an opinion
there is no evidence that he did and until further evidence is
available there is no point and little interest in speculating
about it
the possible visit with dr mitchill is however worth
continued effort if it can be proved that the dr mitchill
was really samuel latham mitchill who died in 1851
1831 then we
have at least a much clearer idea of when chandler came into
possession of the mummies and a better chance of learning
probably first advanced by le plongeron
Plon geon ross T christensen is developplongeon
nfulekites
Mu lekites were largely phoenician in their ethnic origin
ing a thesis that the mulekites
coit the church record p 232
Tullid ges quarterly magazine vol 3 1884 p 283
dr john riggs tullidges
see also the book of abraham the academic review
renew vol 1 march
1885
p 46 A small collection of the private papers of john riggs was recently acquired by brigham young university library the six page typescript
of riggs autobiography makes no mention of this incident
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more about them and their whereabouts prior to their acquisition by joseph smith in kirtland in 1835 if on the other
hand it can be proven that this dr mitchill was not SL
mitchill we then gain a new lead an additional opportunity to
seek out information about these mummies and papyri by
properly identifying this new dr mitchill and searching his
life and papers for bits of information

conclusions
for a variety of reasons most institutions especially religious
ones ultimately face the necessity of preparing a detailed history
of their own origins while the early generations are so close
to the beginning that their personal knowledge is adequate and
their faith strong succeeding generations have to acquire their
second hand and therefore require written accounts
knowledge secondhand
not only to buttress their own faith but to answer the ever
present critics and doubters this generation must now utilize
fully the art and science of history to recapture the past and
properly narrate and interpret its own origins we must search
out more fully the sources of the restoration in preparation for
a new comprehensive history of the church alluded to in dr
madsen s preface to last year s institute of mormon studies
issue of BYU studies6s
studies
while there still are and perhaps always will be some unanswered questions regarding the anthon transcript
this
writer would like to think that the above detailed investigation
of the whole story the people involved and the three primary
sources of the transcript has not only answered more questions
than it has raised eliminated much error and answered some
criticism but also made the story more understandable credible
and what we like to call faith promoting
truman G madsen guest editor s prologue
no 3 spring 1969 pp
ap 235240
235 240
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LEONARD

J
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in the summer of 1831 james gordon bennett demonstrated the enterprise which was to make him one of america s
greatest journalists by investigating the circumstances surrounding the coming forth of the book of mormon born in scotland
in 1795 and for several years a student in a catholic seminary
at aberdeen young bennett on a sudden impulse migrated
to nova scotia in 1819 for a while he was a teacher but later
moved to new york city where he worked for the courier
he first obtained national recognition when he was the washington D C correspondent for the new york enquirer sending in lively reports on such topics as the tariff the united
states bank and the performances of the french english and
italian opera companies A strong supporter of andrew jackson bennett eventually secured the backing to purchase the
enquirer and combined it with the courier to publish the
morning courier and new york enquirer As associate editor
1829
1832 bennett developed the courier and enquirer into
18291832
a leading eastern newspaper

during the height of the controversy over the united states
bank bennett decided upon a tour of upstate new york in
lie
ile
he later supported as
company with martin van buren whom lle
nominee for vice president on the jackson ticket and nathaniel S benton bennett spent two months from june 12 to
august 18 1831 on an interviewing tour which took him up
leonard J arrington

is professor of economics and h istory
story at

utah state uni-

basin kingdom an economic history of the
author of great batin
day saints
lV estern humanities renew
saintf dr arrington has published in western
latter
review
elner daj
alner
liner
rural sociology dialogue BYU studies and a variety of historical journals
allan nevins james gordon bennett in dictionary of american
biography
Blo graphY
ver
xersity
versity
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the hudson to albany and westward on the newly completed
erie canal to buffalo bennett s personal diary of this trip
now in the manuscripts division of the new york public library tells of the visits of himself and companions with political
and business leaders in saratoga schenectady utica syracuse
auburn ithaca geneva canandaigua avon springs rochester lockport niagara falls buffalo batavia and other
towns in western new york at each stop bennett records
in his reporter I s brief form script the opinions of local
leaders on such topics as internal improvements local problems
and prospects masonry and antimasonry
anti masonry the new york
safety fund banking system and other important topics of
the day he also records his personal observations of town life
newly built factories the condition of farms and farmhouses
canals activity on the lakes and many scenic attractions these
notes provided the basis for several articles which were subsequently published in the courier and enquirer
of interest to new yorkers at the time was the emergence
of a new religious society usually called mormonites
Mormo nites with
a colorful and flamboyant young prophet joseph smith As
ready as any ambitious young journalist to report on the bizarre
bennett made diary notes from which he wrote one of the
earliest feature articles on the new religion
three separate entries in bennett s diary are of interest to
mormon historians collectors may be surprised that an entry
for june 29 1851
1831 describing his journey by canalboat from
utica to syracuse indicates that on the book table in the canalboat reading room were three newspapers and two books walter scott s ivanhoe and the book of mormon the entries for
august 7 and 8 1851
1831 were made at geneva a picturesque
village situated about sixteen miles southeast of the joseph
smith farmstead near palmyra internal evidence suggests that
bennett discussed mormonism with E B grandin whose firm
had printed the book of mormon charles butler the lawyer
philanthropist from whom martin harris attempted to borrow
money to pay for printing the book of mormon and others 2
here are those entries
1

office
ce of martin van buren As assistant
butler had been a clerk in the offi
district attorney of genessee county in the late 1820 s butler prosecuted the
kid nappers of william morgan whose exposure of freemasonry created a senkidnappers
sation in western new york butler later became president of the board of the
union theological seminary a position he held for twenty seven years
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geneva august 7 1831
mormonjsm
mormonism old smith joseph smith sr
a grand story teller

was a healer
made
was a vender

very glib
buttermints
mints &c&c young smith joseph
gingerbread and butter
smith jr was careless idle indolent fellow 22 years old
brought up to live by his wits which means a broker of
small wants harris martin was a hardy industrious farmer
of palmyra with some money could speak off the bible
by heart henry sidney rigdon a parson in general
smart fellow he is the author of the bible they dig first
for money a great many hills the golden bible hill
cumorah where there is a hole 30 or forty feet into the
side 6 feet diameter dug among and the chest fled his
approach turned into a religious plot and gave out the
golden plates the hill a long narrow hill which spreads out
broad to the south covered with beech maple basswood
and white wood the north end quite naked the trees cut
off in the road from canandaigua to palmyra between manchester & palmyra several fine orchards on the east and
fine farms on the west here the ground is hilly but small
hills very uneven the lake canandaigua outlet runs past
Mormo nites went to ohio because the people here
part of it mormonites
would not pay any attention to them smiths wife emma
looked into a hole and the chest fled into a trunk and he lost
wa
several of them
william w1
W phelps of the phoenix was
converted to mormonism and is now a teacher or elder

august

8 1831

mormonism charles butler saw harris
harris3
harrise they wanted
to borrow money to print the book he told him he carried
the engravings from the plates to new york showed them
to professor anthon who said that he did not know what
language they were told him to carry them to dr mitchell
doctor mitchell examined them and compared them with
other hieroglyphics thought them very curious and they
were the characters of a nation now extinct which he named
harris returned to anthon who put some questions to him
and got angry with harris
professor richard L anderson of brigham young university states that
among the charles butler papers in the manuscript division of the library of
congress is a folder containing correspondence for 1842 one four page statement dictated by mr butler relates to the butler bennett interview butler statwaiking
walking
ed that sometime after harris application for a loan as he was walki
ng iin
n the
balki
shewed him a
street at geneva he butler was accosted by a young man who chewed
letter asking if he knew where he cd find the person to whom it was addressed
edl
editor
tor of the
the letter was to mr B butler from jas watson webb then edi
N Y inquirer introducing the bearer james gordon bennett who was sent to
see also francis H
get information about the discovery of the mormon bible
stoddard the life and letters of charles butler new york 1903
pp
ap
125
128
125128
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although the reader will note important inaccuracies these
notes nevertheless demonstrate bennett s intense interest in the
controversial new religion certainly the notes reflect myths
about the coming forth of the book of mormon which were
already in the process of formation in 1831
while at canandaigua located at the head of lake can
andai
andaigua
gua ten miles south of the joseph smith farm on august
15 1831 bennett used the above notes to write a two part
feature story which appeared in the morning courier and enquirer on august 31 and september 1 1831 having been written on the spot this early report on mormonism as a
species of religious fanaticism and as a church and state
party suggests not only contemporary attitudes toward the
Mormo nites but also the rapidity with which misinformation
mormonites
was conveyed by the press the charges of roguery of joseph
smith s shiftlessness of sidney rigdon s authorship of the
book of mormon and of the pretensions of the new faith are
all mentioned and deplored the articles also contain a graphic
and perhaps firsthand description of the hill cumorah as it
looked in 1831 the two articles which were discovered by
nancy richards in a new york library in 1969 and photo
stated for the use of professor richard L anderson of brigham
young university are here reproduced in their entirety through
the generosity of dr anderson 4
MORNING COURIER AND ENQUIRER

new york new york
wednesday august 31 1831
1851
RELIGIOUS fanaticism
AND STATE PARTY
canandaigua aug 15th 1831

MORMONISM

CHURCH

new york has been celebrated for her parties her

sects

her explosions her curiosities of human character her
fanaticism political and religious the strangest parties and
wildest opinions originate among us the human mind in
our rich vales on our sunny hills in our crowded cities
or thousand villages or along the shores of our translucent
lakes bursts beyond all ordinary trammels throws aside
fastidiousness the maxims of ages and the disciwith equal fastiduousness
pline of generations and strikes out new paths for itself in
nancy richards

society concord massachusetts an article by
in this special issue of BYU studies
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politics in religion in all the great concerns of man new
york has a character peculiarly her own strikingly original
purely american energetic and wild to the very farthest
boundaries of imagination the centre of the state is quiet
comparatively and grave to a degree but its two extremities
eastern and western the city of the atlantic and the continuous villages of the lakes contain all that is curious in
human character daring in conception wild in invention
and singular in practical good sense as well as in solemn
foolery
you have heard of MORMONISM who has not paragraph has followed paragraph in the newspapers recounting
the movements detailing their opinions and surprising distant
readers with the traits of a singularly new religious sect
which had its origin in this state mormonism is the latest
device of roguery ingenuity ignorance and religious excitement combined and acting on materials prepared by those
exhala
who ought to know better it is one of the mental exhava
eions
tions of western new york
the individuals who gave birth to this species of fanaticism are very simple personages and not known until this
thrust them into notice they are the old and young joe
sic a sort of preacher
kingdon jic
smith s harris a farmer ringdon
jir
on general religion from ohio together with several other
persons equally infatuated cunning and hypocritic the
first of these persons smith resided on the borders of
wayne and ontario counties on the road leading from
canandaigua to palmyra old joe smith had been a country
pedlar in his younger days and possessed all the shrewdness
cunning and small intrigue which are generally and justly
attributed to that description of persons he was a great
story teller full of anecdotes picked up in his peregrin
actions
ations and possessed a tongue as smooth as oil and as quick
as lightning he had been quite a speculator in a small way
in his younger days but had been more fortunate in picking
up materials for his tongue than stuff for the purse of late
years he picked up his living somewhere in the town of
manchester by following a branch of the american system
the manufacture of gingerbread and such like domestic
wares in this article he was a considerable speculator having on hand during a fall of price no less than two baskets
full and I1 believe his son joe junior was at times a partner
in the concern what their dividends were I1 could not learn
but they used considerable molasses and were against the
duty on that article young joe who afterwards figured so
largely in the mormon religion was at that period a careless
indolent idle and shiftless fellow he hung round the
villages and strolled round the taverns without any end or
alm without any positive defect or as little merit in his
aim
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character he was rather a stout able bodied fellow and
might have made a good living in such a country as this
where any one who is willing to work can soon get on in
the world he was however the son of a speculative yankee
pedlar and was brought up to live by his wits harris also
one of the fathers of mormonism was a substantial farmer
near palmyra full of passages of the scriptures rather wild
and flighty in his talk occasionally but holding a very retable character in his neighborhood for sobriety sense
spectable
spec
and hard working
A few years ago the smiths and others who were influenced
fluen ced by their notions caught an idea that money was
hid in several of the hills which give variety to the country
between the canandaigua lake and palmyra on the erie canal
bedling excursions picked up many
old smith had in his pedling
stories of men getting rich in new england by digging in
certain places and stumbling upon chests of money the
fellow excited the imagination of his few auditors and made
them all anxious to lay hold of the bilk axe and the shovel
As yet no fanatical or religious character had been assumed
by the smith s they exhibited the simple and ordinary desire of getting rich by some short cut if possible with this
view the smith s and their associates commenced digging in
the numerous hills which diversify the face of the country in
the town of manchester the sensible country people paid
slight attention to them at first they knew them to be a
thriftless set more addicted to exerting their wits than their
industry readier at inventing stories and tales than attending
church or engaging in any industrious trade on the sides &
in the slopes of several of these hills these excavations are
still to be seen they would occasionally conceal their purposes and at other times reveal them by such snatches as
might excite curiosity they dug these holes by day and at
night talked and dreamed over the counties riches they
should enjoy if they could only hit upon an iron chest full
of dollars in excavating the grounds they began by taking
up the green sod in the form of a circle of six feet diameter then would continue to dig to the depth of ten twenty
and sometimes thirty feet at last some person who joined
gainesville
Paines ville who had a
them spoke of a person in ohio near painesville
particular felicity in finding out the spots of ground where
money is hid and riches obtained he related long stories how
this person had been along shore in the east how he had
much experience in money digging how he dreamt of the
very spots where it could be found can we get that man
asked the enthusiastic smiths why said the other
here
1 I guess as how we could by going for him
how far off
1I
guess some two hundred miles 1I would go for him myself but I1 want a little change to bear my expenses
to
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work the whole money digging crew went to get some
money to pay the expenses of bringing on a man who could
dream out the exact and particular spots where money in iron
chests was hid under ground old smith returned to his
gingerbread factory young smith to his financing faculties
and after some time by hook or by crook they contrived to
scrape together a little change sufficient to fetch on the
money dreamer from ohio
after the lapse of some weeks the expedition was completed and the famous ohio man made his appearance
among them this recruit was the most cunning intelligent
and odd of the whole he had been a preacher of almost
every religion a teacher of all sorts of morals
he was
perfectly au fait with every species of prejudice folly or
fanaticism which governs the mass of enthusiasts in the
course of his experience he had attended all sorts of camp
meetings prayer meetings anxious meetings and revival
meetings he knew every turn of the human mind in relation
to these matters he had a superior knowledge of human
nature considerable talent great plausibility and knew how
to work the passions as exactly as a cape cod sailor knows
how to work a whale ship his name 1I believe is henry
rangoon or ringdon
kingdon note how precise bennett is in his
rangdon
or some such word about the time that this
reporting
person appeared among them a splendid excavation was begun in a long narrow hill between manchester and palmyra
this hill has since been called by some the golden bible hill
the road from canandaigua to palmyra runs along its western
base at the northern extremity the hill is quite abrupt and
narrow it runs to the south for a half mile and then spreads
out into a piece of broad table land covered with beautiful
orchards and wheat fields on the east the canandaigua outlet runs past it on its way to the beautiful village of vienna
in phelps it is profusely covered to the top with beech
wood the northern extremity is
whitewood
maple bass and white
quite bare of trees in the face of this hill the money diggers
renewed their work with fresh ardour
arbour ringdon
kingdon partly uniting
with them in their operations
to be continued

continued in the thursday september 1 1831 issue of
the MORNING COURIER AND ENQUIRER
CLERICAL AMBITION WESTERN
MORMON RELIGION GLERICAL
NITES GONE TO OHIO
NEW YORK THE MORMO
mormonites
concluded from yesterdays paper

about this time a
came over new york

very considerable religious excitement
in the shape of a revival it was also
about the same period that a powerful and concerted effort
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was made by a class of religionists to stop the mails on sunday to give a sectarian character to temperance and other
societies to keep up the pioneer lines of stages and canal
boats and to organize generally a religious party that would
act altogether in every public and private concern of life
the greatest efforts were making by the ambition tact skill
and influence of certain of the clergy and other lay persons
to regulate and control the public mind to check all its
natural and buoyant impulses to repress effectually freedom
of opinion and to turn the tide of public sentiment entirely
in favor of blending religious and worldly concerns together
western new york has for years had a most powerful and
ambitious religious party of zealous
zea lots and their dupes they
zealots
have endeavored ever since the first settlement of rochester
hie rachy which would regulate the
hierachy
to organize a religious hierarchy
pursuits the pleasures and the very thoughts of social life
this organization was kept up by banding churches and conions together by instituting laws similar to those
gregations
gregat
of excommunication by a species of espionage as powerful
and as terrible as that of a spanish inquisition every occupation in life every custom of the people every feeling
and every thought from the running of a stage or of a
lady s tongue up to the legislation of the state or of congress was to be regularly marked and numbered like so
many boxes of contraband or lawful merchandise by these
self created religious censor
censorships
ships and divines rochester is
and was the great headquarters of the religious empire the
late mr bissell one of the most original and talented men
in matters of business was equally so in religious enthusiasm
and all measures calculated to spread it among the people
the singular character of the people of western new york
their originality activity and proneness to excitement furnished admirable materials for enthusiasts in religion or
roguery to work upon pure religion the religion of the
heart and conduct the religion that makes men better and
wiser that makes woman more amiable and benevolent
that purifies the soul that represses ambition that seeks
the private oratory and not the highway to pour forth its
aspirations such a religion was not that of the party of which
1I speak
theirs is the religion of the pomp and circumstance
of glorious controversy the artificial religion of tracts
magdalen reports lines of stages the religion of collecting
money from those who should first pay their debts of
sending out missionaries to spend it and of letting the poor
and ignorant at home starve and die such mistaken principles and erroneous views must when attempted to be carried
into effect breed strange results men s minds in this age
will not submit to the control of hypocrisy or superstition or
clerical ambition they may be shackled for a day through
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their wives and daughters for a month a year but it cannot be lasting when the first die or the last get husbands
independence will be asserted
this general impulse given to religious fanaticism by a
set of men in western new york has been productive
among other strange results of the infatuation of mormonism this piece of roguery folly and frenzy for it partakes
of all is the genuine fruit of the same seeds which produced
the sunday mail movement the pioneer line of stages the
magdalen reports &c
ac it is religion run into madness
ac &c
zealous and hypocrites
by zealots
it was during this state of public feeling in which the
money diggers of ontario county by the suggestions of the
ex preacher from ohio thought of turning their digging
concern into a religious plot and thereby have a better
chance of working upon the credulity and ignorance of ther
their associates and the neighborhood money and a good
living might be got in this way it was given out that visions
had appeared to joe smith that a set of golden plates on
enclosed in
which was engraved the book of mormon
an iron chest was deposited somewhere in the hill 1I have
mentioned people laughed at the first intimation of the
rangdon persisted in its truth
story but the smiths and rangoon
they began also to talk very seriously to quote scripture to
read the bible to be contemplative and to assume that grave
studied character which so easily imposes on ignorant and
superstitious people hints were given out that young joe
smith was the chosen one of god to reveal this new mystery
to the world and joe from being an idle young fellow
lounging about the villages jumped up into a very grave
parsonlike man who felt he had on his shoulders the salvation of the world besides a respectable looking sort of a
blackcoat old joe the ex preacher and several others were
the believers of the new faith which they admitted was an
improvement in christianity foretold word for word in the
bible they treated their own invention with the utmost religious respect by the special interposition of god the
golden plates on which was engraved the book of mormon
and other works had been buried for ages in the hill by a
wandering tribe of the children of israel who had found
their way to western new york before the birth of christianity itself joe smith is discovered to be the second messiah
who was to reveal this word to the world and to reform
it anew
in relation to the finding of the plates and the taking the
engraving a number of ridiculous stories are told some unsanctified fellow looked out the other side of the hill they
had to follow it with humility and found it embedded beneath a beautiful grove of maples smith s wife who had a
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little of the curiosity of her sex peeped into the large chest
in which he kept the engravings taken from the golden
plates and straightway one half the new bible vanished and
has not been recovered to this day such were the effects
of the believers
unbelievers
un
on the sacred treasure there is no doubt
but the ex parson from ohio is the author of the book which
was recently printed and published in palmyra and passes for
the new bible it is full of strange narratives in the style
of the scriptures and bearing on its face the marks of some
ingenuity and familiar acquaintance with the bible it is
probable that joe smith is well acquainted with the trick but
harris the farmer and the recent converts are true believers
harris was the first man who gave credit to the story of
smith and the ex preacher he was their maiden convert the
hornet who believed without a reamahomet
ali of the ontario Ma
son and without a murmur they attempted to get the book
printed but could not raise the means till harris stept sic
forward and raised money on his farm for that purpose
harris with several manuscripts in his pocket went to the city
of new york and called upon one of the professors of
columbia college for the purpose of shewing
chewing them to him
harris says that the professor thought them very curious but
de
admitted that he could not cypher
decypher
them said he to harris
decipher
mr harris you had better go to the celebrated doct
doat
mitchell and shew them to him he is very learned in these
ancient languages and I1 have no doubt will be able to give
where does he live asked harris
you some satisfaction
he was told and off he posted with the engravings from the
golden plates to submit to doc mitchell harris says that
the doctor received him very purlitely looked at his engrav ings made a learned dissertation on them compared
gravings
Cham pollion in
them with the hieroglyphics discovered by champollion
egypt and set them down as the language of a people
formerly in existence in the east but now no more
the object of his going to the city to get the book of
mormon printed was not however accomplished he returned with his manuscript or engravings to palmyra tried
to raise money by mortgage on his farm from the new york
trust company did raise the money but from what source
whether the trust company or not 1I am uncertain at last
a printer in palmyra undertook to print the manuscript of
joe smith harris becoming responsible for the expense they
slaters but in fact and in truth they are betranslators
were called tran
lieved to be the work of the ex preacher from ohio who
stood in the background and put forward joe to father the
new bible and the new faith after the publication of the
golden bible they began to make converts rapidly the revivals and other religious excitements
excite ments had thrown up materials for the foundation of a new sect they soon found they
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had not dug for money in vain they began to preach to
pray to see more visions to prophesy and perform the
most fantastic tricks there was now no difficulty in getting
a living and the gingerbread factory was abandoned they
created considerable talk over all this section of the country
another revelation came upon them and through joe and
some other of these prophets they were directed to take
up their march and go out to the promised land to a place
gainesville
Paines ville ohio money was raised in a twinkling
near painesville
from the new converts their principles their tenets
their discipline were as yet unformed
their organization
and unfashioned and probably are so to this day since
they went to ohio they have adopted some of the worldly
views of the shakers and have formed a sort of community
system where everything is in common joe smith harris
the ex pedlar and the ex parson are among their elders
and preachers so also now is phelps one of mr granger s
anti masonic editors in this village
leading antimasonic
such is a brief view of the rise and progress of the
mormon religion one of the strangest pieces of fanaticism
to which the ill advised and the worst regulated ambition and
folly of certain portions of the clergy in western new york
ever gave birth what a lesson it ought to teach us

james gordon bennett s eagerness to break into print before he had all his facts straight is not untypical of his own
career nor of that of the propensities of leading journalists of
his age considering the state of transportation and communication in antebellum america newspapers were able to get
away with ambiguous writing if not palpable falsehoods
this partly accounts for the pertinacity with which early americans held on to the false and damaging image of mormonism conveyed by bennett and other writers and publishers
nevertheless the resourcefulness displayed by bennett in
reporting so early on the emergence of the new faith suggests
why bennett rose to become one of america s greatest newspaper entrepreneurs in 1835 he established the new york
herald a four page daily selling for one cent a copy which
soon achieved a preeminent position among american newspapers the heralds coverage of the news wrote allan nevins
in his article on bennett in the dictionary of american biography was comprehensive piquant and bold
its boldness
in laughing at churches politicians and pompous public characters nevins added was widely applauded thus while bennett s editorials and articles were sometimes flippant impudent
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and sensationalistic they also contributed toward the democratization of the new republic
throughout his journalistic career his death occurred in
cormons
1872 bennett published hundreds of articles on the mormons
Mor mons
and his reports on joseph smith were among the fairest that
were printed about that extraordinary personality never one
to recall past injustices and ever ready to acknowledge present
favors joseph smith personally induced the city council of
nauvoo illinois in december 1841 to pass a resolution expressing lasting gratitude and appreciation to that high
minded and honorable editor of the new york weekly herald
for his very liberal and unjames gordon bennett esq
prejudiced course towards us as a people in giving us a fair
hearing in his paper thus enabling us to reach the ears of a
portion of the community who otherwise would ever have remained ignorant of our principles and practices the council
resolution expressed the hope that the citizens of nauvoo
would subscribe for the herald and thus be found patronizing
true merit industry and enterprise
2nd ed 6 vols salt lake
joseph smith history of the church
and
478 but see also the allusions to bennett in
477478
ap 477
city 1949 vol 4 pp
276
ap 275
275276
vol 5 pp
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with the many branch ward and stake organizations which
currently bedeck the international scene of mormonism it is
understandable that the activities of a small branch of saints
lesville broome county new york could have been
colesville
at Co
virtually forgotten with the passage of time yet at the close
of 1830 it was one of some five principal branches serving as
focal points for the gathering of the faithful in the new
church fayette seneca county new york served as the
headquarters of the church while other branches existed at
lesville kirtland and mentor geauga
Co
colesville
geaugh county ohio and
Warrens ville Caya
warrensville
hoga county ohio the Co lesville branch
cayahoga
was personally inaugurated by the prophet joseph smith and
its membership played a significant role in the initial years of
the new dispensation drawn by joseph s affirmation of communi cation with the heavens and the supportive evidences conmunication
tained in the book of mormon the Co
colesville
lesville saints gave
impetus to the missionary zeal of the restoration and provided
elements of needed leadership for the rapidly expanding faith
A local account places joseph smith in the new york
pennsylvania border region shortly after 1818 as a partici
partica
1

is a doctoral candidate in history of religion at brigham young
university he is on leave from the department of seminaries and institutes
where he has served as a teacher principal and district coordinator and cur-

mr porter

rently lives on the martin harris farm in palmyra new york
journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
december 31 1831
located in the LDS church historian s office salt lake

city utah

365
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pant in a lumbering enterprise 2 however joseph s own narrative first places him in the area in october 1825 employed by
one josiah stoat 3 mr stowell s farm bordered the sushanna river some two miles south of the village of south
quehanna
que
bainbridge now afton Che
nango county new york he
chenango
had professedly identified an area near the village of harmony in the township of harmony now oakland township
susquehanna county pennsylvania about three miles below
the new york line where
a company of spaniards a long time since when the
country was uninhabited by white settlers excavated from the
bowels of the earth ore and coined a large quantity of money
after which they secured the cavity and evacuated leaving a
part still in the cave purposing to return at some distant

period

4

having been previously unsuccessful discovering the whereabouts of the mine 5 mr stowell had hired a number of workmen to assist him in seeking for the purported treasure in
1825 he was desirous of securing joseph s services on account
of having heard that he possessed certain means by which he
could discern things invisible to the natural eye 6 as he had
bad
heard while visiting a relative simpson stowell at palmyra
new york he offered 14 per month to joseph 7 who initially demurred but the insistence of mr stowell and the
prospect of good wages apparently prompted him and his
father to go to the site on the susquehanna according to the
emliy
emily
mily C blackman history of susquehanna county pennsylvania philadelphia 1873 p 577
documentary history
joseph smith journal history of the church
of the church
book A 1l
MSS located in LDS church historian s office
p 7 see also joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints ed BH roberts salt lake city 1902
vol 1 p 17 commonly
called documentary history of the church hereafter cited as dhcj
DHC in the
1I
official
etoal is also spelled stowel with a single 1
original manuscript stoal
Chenango county new york clerk s and surrogate I s offices
records in the chenango
spell the name with a double 1 I
stowell the writer will adopt this latter
form stowell
latter day saints messenger and advocate kirtland october 1835
p 201 on august 14 1968 the writer personally examined the excavation
which is east of flat brook and northeast of the mckune cemetery which
according to local residents was the site of this early digging there is a depression there although it is obscured by heavy underbrush
Che nango and madison counties new york
james H smith history of chenango
syracuse 1880
isaiah which is
pp 153154
ap
153 154 this account calls josiah
incorrect
ca
ty 1902
p 91
lucy smith history of the prophet joseph salt lake c1
city
wya
seys
wra
erasers
Tra
sers magazine new series vol 7 february 1873 p 229 DHC
vol 3 p 29

al

1
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terms of a purported articles of agreement

josiah stowell
calvin stowell william hale charles newton william 1I
wiley the widow harper mrs oliver harper joseph
smith sr joseph smith jr john F shephard elihu stowell
and john grant were to receive designated shares of any
wealth realized from the venture 8
isaac hale states that joseph smith jr and the other
money diggers arrived at harmony in november 1825 and
boarded at his place during the course of their mining operation he further attested that after a short time they
became discouraged and soon after dispersed this took place
about the 17th of november 1825 9 joseph described these
procceedings
procce edings when he asserted that after 1I went to live with
him stowell he took me with the rest of his hands to dig
for the silver mine at which 1I continued to work for nearly
a month without success in our undertaking and finally 1I
prevailed with the old gentleman to cease digging after it 10
while at the hale home joseph became very much attracted to a daughter emma who was similarly drawn to him of
this attraction isaac hale reported that after
the conclusion of the digging young smith made several visits at my house and at length asked my consent to his
marrying my daughter emma this 1I refused and gave him
my reasons for so doing some of which were that he was
a stranger and followed a business that 1I could not approve
he then left the place 11

the

resulting distant courtship terminated some fourteen
months later on january 18 1827 with their elopement and
marriage in south bainbridge new york in a ceremony performed by one squire tarbill tarble 12
lodg
lodging
between the time of his hodg
ing at the hale home and his
eventual marriage joseph worked for josiah stowell who also
susquehanna pa journal march 20 1880 cit
dt the salt lake daily
tribune april 23 1880
the susquehanna register montrose may 1 1834
10dhc
DHC vol 1 p 17 the old gentleman josiah stowell would have

been fifty five years of age at the time
the susquehanna register may 1 1834
12dhc
DHC vol 1 p 17 the writer believes that the spelling of tarbill
names prominent in the area it
may well prove to be tarbell or tarble
is also possible that the squire tarbill sought is esq zachariah tarble who
was in the locality at the right time but the connecting link if any must yet
be established
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operated saw mills on the susquehanna river and owned
holdings which numbered in the hundreds of acres 13 A most
interesting personal sketch of mr stowell portrays him as
follows
a man of much
deacon isaiah josiah stowell
force of character of indomitable will and well fitted as
a pioneer in the unbroken wilderness that this country possessed at the close of the last century he was one of the vermont sufferers who for defective titles consequent on the
forming a new state from a part of massachusetts in 1791
received wild lands in bainbridge he had been educated
in the spirit of orthodox puritanism and was officially connected with the first presbyterian church of the town organized by rev mr chapin he was a very industrious exemp-

lary man and by severe labor and frugality had acquired
surroundings that excited the envy of many of his less fortunate neighbors he had at this time grown up sons and
daughters to share his prosperity and the honors of his
name 14

joseph smith also worked as a laborer for joseph knight
sr whose residence was approximately three and one half
miles southwest of the stowell place 15 the knight home was
situated on the south side also referred to as the east side
of the susquehanna river opposite the village of nineveh
lesville bridge Co
lesville township new york 16
near the Co
colesville
colesville
mr knight operated a farm a gristmill
grist mill and a carding
machine the carding mill was on the susquehanna about
see land deeds identified in the grantee and grantor indices Che
nango
chenango
S Z
county books 5 series 1 SZ
2224 2230 in a cursory surap 22242230
1798 1874 pp
2 17981874
vey of deeds the writer found over 800 acres purchased by josiah stowell in
nango county new york
chenango
Che
chenango
nango union norwich new york may 2 1877
the Che
an excellent description of the physical layout of the joseph knight
sr property is furnished in the following account
just opposite of nineveh on the east side of the river on what is now
known as the scott or henry P bush farm in a little old gray frame house
lived a poor man named knight who worked hard to sustain his little family
at the outlet of pickerel lake on this farm knight had a carding mill the
dam trenches and raceways
rac eways being still visible in this mill knight toiled from
day to day to eke out the scanty supply for his little ones some distance west
barn in which
of the carding mill on a slight rise of ground stands an old bam
smith later preached to his disciples giving forth his doctrines and revealing
the new truth
jacob morris papers
1656 newspaper clipping dated thursday aug
16 1888
located in the olin research library cornell university
chenango
nango county
hamilton child gazetteer and business directory of Che
70 syracuse 1869 p 82 broome republican binghamton
NX for 1869
NY
186970
may 5 1831
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two miles above centre village Co lesville township broome

county 17
in his journal newel knight the second son of joseph
knight recounted the hiring of joseph smith and the subsequent telling of his experiences with the plates containing the
book of mormon to the knights

the

business in which my father was engaged often
required him to have hired help and amongthe
among the many from
time to time employed was a young man by the name of
joseph smith jun to whom I1 was particularly attached
his noble deportment his faithfulness and his kind address
could not gali
fall to win the esteem of those who had the pleafail
fali
sure of his acquaintance
this chosen instrument told us
of god s manifestations to him of the discovery and receiving
of the plates from which the book of mormon was translated of his persecutions for the gospel s sake and many
other items of his eventful life 18

joseph knight jr gave an expanded picture of his father s
holdings and the family s acquaintance with joseph and the
gold book
my father moved to chenango
Che nango co york state in decemC

ber 1808 in a few years june 24 1811 he bought a farm
on the susquehanna river in broome co 20 miles above the
great bend built a grist mill and two carding machines 1I
was raised to work in them my father bought three other
farms and hired many hands in 1827 1826
be hired joseph
18261 he
smith joseph and 1I worked and slept together my father
said joseph was the best hand he ever hired we found him
a boy of truth he was about 21 years of age I1 think it was in
november he made known to my father and 1I that he had
seen a vision that a personage had appeared to him and
told him where there was a gold book of ancient date buried
and if he would follow the directions of the angel he would
get it we were told it in secret 1I being the youngest son my
two elder brothers nahum and newell did not believe in
such things my father and 1I believed what he told us 19
LDS church
located in LIDS
318
1845
18001845
newel knight journals 1800
raphy tenth
biography
newel knight s journal scraps of bio
blo
historian s office
book of the faith promoting series juvenile instructor office salt lake city
1883 p 47 HP smith history of broome county syracuse 1885 p 332
the broome county new york census for 1825 designates joseph knight
lesville townsr as operating one of the two carding machines listed in Co
colesville

ship
scraps of biography pp
ap 47 48
joseph knights incidents of history from 1827 to 1844 compiled by T
thomas bullock from loose sheets in joseph knight s possession august 16
LDS
1862
located in LIDS
lios church historian s office this is joseph knight
llos
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both the townships of Co lesville and bainbridge traditionally claim that joseph smith attended school in their respective
21
districts at some juncture during his residency there 20
if indeed
this was the case it is interesting to note the possible curriculum for Co lesville as suggested by the report of the commislesville signed september
sioners of schools of the town of Co
colesville
26 1826 the books most in use in the common schools of
our town are the following viz
webster s & crandal s
spelling books testaments english readers walker s dicttio
nary daboll s arithmetic flint s surveying and wood
ionary
bridges & wilett s geographies 21
apparently joseph smith s labors with joseph knight sr
were seasonal or at least sporadic as he was again in the hire
of josiah stowell at the time of his wedding in 1827 joseph
states that
we were married while 1I was yet employed in
the service of mr stoal
immediately after my marriage
etoal
1I left sr stoal
etoal s and went to my father s manchester ontario
county new york and farmed with him that season 22
confidants
the extent to which joseph s close friends and confidents
had prior knowledge of the time appointed for his securing
the golden plates as being september 22 1827 is rather
obscure but it seems obvious that both knight and stowell
journeyed to manchester about that time with a decided purpose in mind
so far at least was the elder knight taken into the proph-

ets confidence that he purposely so arranged his affairs

as

to be at the smith residence near manchester at the time
the pla
tes of the book of mormon were given into joseph s
piates
plates
pia
possession 23

josiah stowell and joseph knight sr came to the smith
home on september 20 and tarried several days becoming
primary witnesses to that momentous occasion although lucy
smith s account suggests that they were not appraised of
jr

ap 36
37 newel knight reaccount broome county deeds liber 53 pp
3637
versed his initial skepticism and became an outstanding leader in the early
church organization however nahum continued his reluctance to accept the
tenants of joseph smith
Che nango county p 82
child gazetteer and business directory of chenango
ghi
history3
child
histor
chi id states that joseph attended school in district no 9 H P smith bistor
of broome county p 332
school reports 18131867
1813 1867 broome county courthouse binghamton
s

new york

22dhc
DHC
23
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joseph s going to the hill cumorah and were even making
21
she also states that it was mr knight s
preparations to leave 24
horse and wagon which were used to transport the plates from
the hill cumorah to their initial hiding place in the birch log
and some two days later it was joseph knight sr and josiah
stowell who were among those summoned to go in search of
the three ruffians who beset joseph when he retreived the
plates from an endangered situation 2 5
in december 1827 when local persecution necessitated
joseph s removal from manchester to his father in law s home
in harmony pennsylvania the prophet maintained his associlesville and vicinity his friends there gave him
ations in Co
colesville
material assistance in sustaining his immediate needs joseph
knight sr recorded
I1 left my father joseph knight sr purchased a building
spot adjoining my father s and began to work for myself and
nearly ready to build a large house joseph had commenced
to translate the plates he told my father he wanted fifty
dollars my father could not raise it he then came to me the
same day 1I sold my house lot and sent him a one horse wagon
father and 1I often went to see him and carry him something
to live upon at last oliver cowdery came to write for him
then he got along faster 226

in addition to the foodstuffs joseph knight sr also furnished
joseph and oliver with some of the paper upon which the
original copy of the book of mormon was first written 27 on
one of his visits to harmony in may 1829 joseph knight sr
became the subject of a revelation through the prophet which
no one can assist in this work except
admonished him that
he shall be humble and full of love having faith hope and
charity being temperate in all things whatsoever shall be entrusted to his care 2 the work of translation would have been
seriously curtailed had it not been for the assistance of these
discerning friends
smith history of the prophet joseph p 100
ap 100106
100 106
ibid pp
joseph knights incidents of history from 1827 to 1844 p 1 the road
distance from the knight farm opposite nineveh new york to joseph
smith s home in harmony pennsylvania was about twenty miles
preston nibley joseph knight was a friend of the prophet joseph
smith church news september 10 1955
doctrine and covenants 128 salt lake city the church of jesus
ca
christ of latter day saints 1954 hereafter cited as D & C
c1
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in early june 1829 joseph smith and oliver cowdery
moved to the peter whitmer sr home in fayette new york
at his invitation here the translation was completed the witnesses called and by march 26 1830 the book of mormon
made available to the public on april 6 1830 the church
of jesus christ was organized in the whitmer s log home at
fayette without a list of those who attended the proceedings
the writer has been unable to determine if any of the people
from broome or Che
nango counties participated in the events
chenango
of that day joseph knight jr states definitely that
my
father joseph knight sr was not there 10 however in
that same month april 1830 joseph smith made a special
visit to the home of joseph knight sr at Co
colesville
lesville in a
missionary endeavor
mr knight and his family were universalists but were
ailing
iling to reason with me upon my religious views and were
willing
wi
as usual friendly and hospitable we held several meetings
in the neighborhood we had many friends and some enemies
our meetings were well attended and many began to pray
vocally to almighty god that he would give them wisdom
to understand the truth amongst those who attended our
meetings regularly was newel knight son of joseph

knight 31

newel knight
knialit was the first in his family and apparently

the first of the Co
colesville
lesville saints to accept the new gospel durile visited at fayette where
lle
he
ing the last week in may 1830 lie
12 soon
after the first conhe was baptized by david whitmer 32
ference of the church held june 9 1830 at the whitmer
farm joseph smith returned to Co
colesville
lesville accompanied by his
wife emma oliver cowdery john whitmer and david whitmer
the sabbath arrived june 27 1830 we held our meeting oliver cowdery preached others bore testimony to the
book of mormon the doctrine of repentance baptism for
the remission of sins and the laying on of hands for the gift
early on monday morning june
of the holy ghost etc
28 18301
1830 oliver cowdery proceeded to baptize emma smith
18501
kiah peck and wife martha long joseph knight and
klah
hezekiah
Heze
DHC vol
1830

pp
ap 4876
48 76

w0 joseph

the wayne

sentinel

knights incidents of history from 1827
ap 81
82
DHC
3dhc vol 1 pp
8182

12
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hain joseph knight jun
stringham
wife polly peck william String
aaron culver and wife hannah peck levi hall polly
knight and julia stringham l33
1

although not named in the above account there were
others baptized on june 28 1830 esther knight stringham
daughter of joseph knight sr was baptized with her parents
and her husband william stringham 34 sally coburn knight
wife of newel knight
knigmt was also baptized at this time however her baptismal date is listed as june 29 1830 june 28
a tuesday which would have been the day following josephs
arrest 35 anna knight de mill daughter of joseph knight
sr and wife of freeborn de mill was similarly baptized on
june 29 1830 june 28 36 it should also be noted here that a
short time afterwards emily coburn sister of sally coburn
knight was baptized over the strenuous objections of her
father amasa coburn and the rev mr shearer of the presbyterian faith 37
joseph knight jr relates that the baptisms of june 28
were accompanied by disruptive events
when we were going from the water we were met
by many of our neighbors pointing at us and asking if we
had been washing sheep before joseph could confirm us he
Che nango co south bainwas taken by the officers to chenango
bridge for trial for saying that the book of mormon was
a revelation from god my father employed two lawyers
james davidson and john reid to plead for him and
cleared him that night our wagons were turned over and
wood piled on them and some sunk in the water rails were
piled against our doors and chains sunk in the stream and a
great deal of mischief done before joseph got to my father s
p 108
pp
ap 53
55 utah genealogical magazine vol 26 1935
1955
1955
1935
5355
78 79 DHC vol 1 p 88 lists a levi
ap 7879
lev hale rather than
vol 27 1936 pp
the levi hall named by newel knight the writer believes that levi hall
is correct
utah genealogical magazine vol 26 1935 p 148
messenger and advocate october 1834
1854 p 12 oliver cowdery editor
of the messenger and advocate remembered the date as being june 29 1830
however the baptisms were performed on monday morning monday would
have fallen on june 28 the writer believes that there is a dating error here
and that sally knight was baptized on the same day as her husband monday
june 28 1830
letter of elsie mcgee to preston nibley october 3 1955 located in
the joseph knight letter file LDS church historian s office
scraps of biography p 54 emily coburn later denied the faith and
emily M austin mormonism or
was author of a book on mormonism
mormons madison 1882
lije
life
uff among the cormons

ibid
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house he was taken again to be tried in broome co
employed the same lawyers who cleared him there 38

father

the

confirmation of the new saints so rudely interrupted
by the constable was subsequently accomplished newel
knight and his wife sally visited joseph smith in harmony in
early august 1830 and with emma were confirmed members
of the church the remaining confirmations were completed
on august 29 1830 when joseph hyrum smith and john and
david whitmer visited Co lesville that evening we assembled
the church and confirmed them partook of the sacrament
ay3y
and held a happy meeting
one report says that on september 6 1830 freeborn de
mill husband of anna knight de mill was baptized by hyrum smith and confirmed by joseph smith at Co
colesville
lesville 40
however another source lists his baptism at september 26
1830 41 if the second date is correct this would conceivably
place him in fayette for the first day of the second conference
of the church where A number were baptized and the word
12
of the lord prevailed 42
the minutes of this conference which
28 1830 lists
assembled at the whitmer farm september 26
2628
the whole membership of the church as sixty two they also
note that newel knight was ordained a priest under the hand
of brother oliver cowdery 43

newel knight reports that soon after this conference
harden and fambrother hyrum smith wife jerusha barden
ily lovina and mary came to Co lesville to live with me
but most of his time as also that of my own was spent in
the villages around preaching the gospel wherever we could
find any who would listen to us either in public or private
on the 14th
A few believed and were baptized
l4th of october
lath
brother hyrum smith and 1I held a meeting at my uncle hezekiah peck s
at this meeting four persons came forward
1

kinghfs incidents of history from
joseph kinghts
pp
ap 88
89 the writer would like to pursue
8889

1827 to 1844 p 2 DHC vol
the nature of the south bain-

bridge and Co
colesville
lesville trials at a future time
scraps of biography pp
ap 106
62 64 DHC vol 1 pp
ap 6264
109
106109
compl
pl
cimpl
issa M R teeples stapley com
de mille family history and genealogy

1953 p 37

early church information file
city utah
DHC vol

1

the

genealogical society salt lake

p 118

far west record the conference minutes and record book of christ s
church of latter day saints p 2 located in the LDS historian s office
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and manifested their desire to forsake all serve their god
in humility and obey the requirement of the gospel 44

A few days afterward still in october 1830 newel knight
and hyrum smith called on another of newel s uncles his
mother s brother ezekial peck both ezekial and his wife
electa buck embraced the gospel and were baptized 45 elizabeth knight daughter of joseph knight sr was baptized at
Co
colesville
lesville by hyrum smith on november 1 1830 she was
then thirteen years of age and said to have been the youngest
41
member to be baptized up to that time 46
orson pratt was ordained an elder at fayette by joseph
smith on december 1 1830 and sent on his first mission
to Co
colesville
lesville to labor with hyrum smith and newel knight
he returned that same month to fayette accompanied by hyrum 47 the brother of martin harris emer harris living at
or near windham luzerne county pennsylvania was contacted and apparently baptized by hyrum smith and newel
1831
knight on february 10 183
1851
in january 1831 jared carter set out on a business trip
of several weeks and stopped at the home of john peck a
brother of hezekiah peck and polly peck knight in lisle
township broome county john was opposed to the work of
joseph smith but allowed jared to examine a copy of the
411

book of mormon
after reading a while in the book of mormon and
praying earnestly to the lord that he would show me the
truth of the book 1I became immediately convinced that it
was a revelation of god & it had such an influence on my
mind that I1 had no mind to pursue my business
on visiting
lesville & having an interview
colesville
the church of christ at Co
babalon stc
with them 1I felt it my duty to separate from babalion
jic
sic
and be baptized accordingly I1 was baptized by hyrum smith
about the 20th of february for the remission of sins & as I1
was baptized 1I felt the influences of the spirit of god for
as 1I seeped out of the water 1I was wrapped in the spirit both
soul & body even so that the chill of the cold water was
411
441
4
taken from me
scraps of biography pp
65 66
ap 6566
ap 7879
mab
utah
mah genealogical magazine vol 27 1936 pp
78 79
ibid vol 26 1935 p 150
journal history december 1 1830
early church information file the genealogical society scraps of biography
og raphy pp
66
ap 65
6566
located in LDS church historian
jared carter journals 1830
1834
18301834

s

office
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colesville branch
there are others who affiliated with the Co
lesville

at this time but the date and circumstances of their baptisms
are still unidentified josiah stowell has always intrigued the
writer he was obviously a leading figure in the affairs of
that branch yet the details of his baptism or his reasons for
not accompanying the eventual move to ohio have eluded us
whether his extensive holdings family or condition of age
he was sixty one years old precluded his removal is difficult
to discern there is one account which bears additional investigation however in a sworn statement given march 27 1903
by one sally ann beardsley she says 1 I remember of the time
when the followers of smith including deacon josiah stowell
went away it was said they were going to the promised
land
if the account is accurate perhaps it is possible that
josiah did go with the saints for a short season however the
land deeds of chenango
Che nango county do not reflect a move to ohio
but rather a removal to nearby tioga county new york
in a series of land sales over an extended period of years
Che nango county and
josiah stowell sr sold his holdings in chenango
made new purchases in tioga county in an indenture made
on august 30 1833 he purchased sixty five acres on the north
side of the susquehanna river in the town township of
tioga tioga county new york the deed names him as a
resident of the town of tioga1 his wife mariam bridgeman
Smithboro tioga county new york septemsmithborn
stowell died in smithboro
12 on
ber 23 1833 at the age of sixty52
sixty 52
sixty12
june 28 1839 josiah
is identified as an inhabitant of the town of barton and
an indenture made on february 3 1844
county of tioga
refers to him as being of chemung in the county of chemung and state of new york 34 he is reported to have died
Smith boro but no death date is mentioned
smithborn
at smithboro
that josiah stowell sr did not lose his ardor for the
faith is attested to in a letter written by a member of the
church martha L campbell to joseph smith at the instiga
10

tioga

1

165
jacob morris papers
16566
deed book 29 p 478 tioga county courthouse oswego new york the
deed books of tioga county contain many land transactions of josiah stowell
sr and his children particularly josiah stowell jr and horace stowell
2
ap 220
stowell stowell genealogy pp
230
250
220230
220250
nango county office building norwich
chenango
deed book 63 p 107 Che

new york
deed book

nango county office building norwich new york
chenango
Che
5
stowell stowell genealogy p 229
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tion of brother stowell dated elmira chemung county
york december 19 1843 it reads as follows

new

brother smith by the request of brother stowell 1I now
set down to write you he is quite unwell & is some times
fearfully
full that he cannot stand it through the winter & wishes
fearfull
fear
me to say to you that he wants your prayers & the prayers
of all the saints for the recovery of his health to in able him
to gether among the saints & he also wishes to know if you
could receive him as a brother he says he shall come out to
nauvoo next spring if he lives & has health to endure
indure the
journey he says if he remains as well as at present he shall
venture to start he says he never staggard at the foundation of the work for he knew to mutch concerning it if 1I under stood him wright he was the first person that took the plates
derstood
out of your hands the morning you brought them in & he
observed blessed is he that seeth & says he has seen & believed
he gave me strict chur charge to say to you his faith
cencer
concerning
ning the work 0 f I1 the lord he has ever maniis good concer
fested good feeling toward you and your fathers family &
also the church
we do earnestly solicit your prayers for
bebech the lord for us
us in regard to our health & also to besech
that he may open the way for us to come up to zion the
next season for to meet with the saints would be a delicious

of

morsel

OG

whether the state of josiah stowell s health or word of the
death of joseph smith june 27 1844 were the factors which
precluded his going to nauvoo is presently an unknown perhaps even death denied him the delicious morsel which he
sought
colesville
not all of the early converts of the Co
lesville branch
stayed faithful to their covenants or remained with the coles
ville group reed peck turned antagonistic towards mormonism during the missouri period and witnessed against the
saints at a trial in richmond missouri in november 1838 he
was subsequently excommunicated from the church at a conference in quincy illinois march 17 1839 W7 peck prepared a
strong anti mormon treatise containing his observations of the
mormon conflict in missouri which manuscript was extensively quoted by lu B cake in his examination of the rudiments
1845
letter of martha L campbell to joseph smith jr december 19 1843
an s office
martha
located in LDS church history
historian
josiah stowell papers
historl
1L campbell was a member of the LDS church at elmira new york having
been baptized at that place on august 9 1835 under the ministrations of elders
evan al greene and john young jr see journal history july 6 1835
ap 209210
DHC vol 3 pp
209 210 284
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of mormonism As late as august
auaust 28 1862 he was living
in cortlandville
Cortland ville cortland county new york when he purchased his son presson s land in the township of afton 539
ite died august 23 1894 and his wife clarissa00
lie
there he
clarissa00 was
ciarissa
later buried with him in the east afton cemetery although
he chose to disassociate himself grom
from
front
froni the church reed peck s
father mother brother and sister continued with the saints
to nauvoo
benjamin slade was another member of the
Co
colesville
lesville branch who left the church and became a witness
for the state of missouri in the prosecution of the brethren at
richmond on january 13 1857 he and his wife roeana
roxa were listed as residents of the township of guilford
Che
chenango
went to
nango county new york aaron slade jr
mormons enroute for nauvoo but returned
buffalo with the cormons
and settled on the chemung 4
baptismal records are not available for others we associate
with the Co
lesville saints identified as a member of the
colesville
branch in missouri in september 1833
1855 clark slade is probably
1853
1835
one of the original broome chenango saints philip slade
and his wife eliza who may or may not have been associated
with mormonism are suspects
nango
chenango
they resided in Che
township and were disposing of property in the village of
binghamton on march 2 1831 phebe crosby peck affiliated
with the Co
lesville branch her husband benjamin brother
colesville

lu

Pe epstone joe exposed
cake old mormon manuscript found peepstone
new york 1899
the original peck manuscript is located in the huntington
library san marino california
chenango
nango county office building norwich new
deed book 113 p 404 Che
york
reed peck married clarissa M peck and they were the parents of four
sons presson R frank F charles D george W and a daughter kate reed
peck file no 3852 petition of presson R peck october 14 1896 surrogate s
building
court Che
buildi
chenango
nango county office buildt
ng norwich new york letter of presson
R peck to the hon albert F gladding norwich new york sept 29 1896
located in file no 3852
reed peck file no 3852 petition of presson R peck october 14
1896 alice payne garden mrs henry chairman genealogical research committee new york state conference of the national society daughters of the
tk
compl
compi
unpublished cemetery church and town
american
merican revolution cimpl
p 9 located in the guernsey memorial
records etc
1930 1931 vol
19301931
library norwich new york
ap 78
79
utah genealogical magazine vol 27 1936 pp
7879
DHC vol 3 pp
ap 209
210
209210
chenango
nango and madison counties neu york p 141
smith history of Che
1800 1845
newel knight journals 18001845
318
deed book 13 p 462 broome county courthouse binghamton new
york the writer has not yet discovered
disco ered the relationship between the respective
B

1

slades named above
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of hezekiah peck died april 30 1829 prior to the organization of the church later in missouri in about 1833 phebe
married joseph knight sr following the death of his first
wife polly peck knight 67
attempts are yet being made by the writer to trace a number of other prospective members of the Co lesville organization among them a mr kimball who lived and carried
on sugar making about one half mile from my joseph hervy
home 1I was often in his shop people said that when smith
passed through the adjoining valley kimball joined them 68
the third conference of the church was convened at the
home of peter whitmer sr in fayette on january 2 1831
at that gathering the prophet joseph smith advanced a revelation from the lord which vitally affected the entire Co
colesville
lesville
wherefore for this cause I1 give unto you
membership
the commandment that ye should go to the ohio and there 1I
will give unto you my law and there you shall be endowed
ii
with power from on high
of this revolutionary anno
nouncement
uncement newel knight simply states
it was at this conference that we were instructed

as a

people to begin the gathering of israel and a revelation
was given to the prophet on this subject
having returned home from conference in obedience to
the commandment which had been given 1I together with
lesville branch began to make preparations to go to
colesville
the Co
As might be expected we were obliged to make
ohio
great sacrifices of our property the most of my time was
occupied in visiting the brethren and helping to arrange their
affairs so that we might travel together in one company 70

in the midst of these preparations hyrum smith presiding
colesville
elder of the Co
lesville branch received the following communication
muni cation from the prophet dated kirtland ohio march
3

1831

my dearly beloved brother hyrum I1 have had much con
airn
cirn sic about you but I1 always remember you in my prayers
calling upon god to keep you safe in spite of men or devils
I1 think you had better come into this country immediately
for the lord has commanded us that we should call the elders
utah genealogical magazine
p 79

1936
1956
1936

the
D

oneonta herald

& C

vol 26

1935

oneonta new york

pp
ap

108
log vol 27
109
los
ios
108109

january

18

1900

3832

scraps of biography p 68
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of this church to gether
possible

sic

unto this place as soon
sogn as

71

in response to this directive hyrum went to kirtland leaving
newel knight to supervise preparations for removal within
the branch indicative of the vast amount of preparation required to move a body of people are a sampling of the land
transactions which were necessitated
freeborn de mill disposed of thirty six acres on march 1
1831 and some twentyfive
twenty five acres on july 16 1830 the latter
rl aaron culver sold one hundred acres
undoubtedly by proxy 12
on march 9 1831 71 in an indenture dated march 9 1831
newel knight sold the sixty acres which he had acquired from
his father joseph knight sr in 1828 74 joseph knight sr
apparently had some difficulty selling his land and was required to secure the services of an attorney william M waterman the may 5 1831 broome republican bears this notice
7

FOR SALE THE farm lately occupied by joseph knight
situate in the town of Co
colesville
colesville
lesville near the Co
lesville bridge
bounded on one side by the susquehanna river and containing about one hundred and forty two acres on said farm
are two dwelling houses a good barn and a fine orchard
the terms of the sale will be liberal apply to

wm M waterman75
waterman75

newel was aided by his young brother joseph jr who in
early april of 1831 went on foot among certain of the brethren to alert them concerning the proposed move 776 the exact
date of departure for the Co lesville saints in their journey to
ohio is difficult to establish it is probable that there was
more than one group on the move at about the same time
ithaca tompkins county new york was evidently the appointed rendezvous for the respective parties on the road
joseph smith papers
located in LDS church historian s office see
also the letter of joseph smith to martin harris dated kirtland february 22
send to colesville
Co lesville and have either hiram
1831 which directs martin to
sic
photoprint
j c or newel to come immediately or both if they can be spared
of the original in the joseph smith papers
apparently newel could not
be spared

deed book

13

p 298 deed book 12 p 448

the

latter piece of land was

jointly owned with garrison de mill
ibid deed book 14 p 299
JW
ibid p 298
broome republican binghamton new york may 5 1831 p 3 microfilm copy located in the binghamton free library binghamton new york
joseph knights incidents of history from 1827 to 1844
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joseph knight jr states that in 1831 we met at ithaca and
77
came to buffalo together
there are some very interesting local accounts of having
witnessed the saints on the move harriet E shay recalls
distinctly remember seeing the followers of joseph
smith jr of mormon fame go by my fathers george clap
pers house on the east side of the susquehanna river in the
town of afton county of Che
chenango
nango NY between afton
formerly south bainbridge and nineveh on what is now
known as the lewis poole farm
to the best of my recollection there were eight 8 or
ten 10 wagons they were covered like western emigrant
wagons and were drawn by oxen
one reason I1 remember so distinctly of the wagons going
by is from the fact that my uncle cornelius atherton was engaged to be married to betsy peck daughter of hezekiah
peck who with his wife and son reed peck went with the
mormons at that time hezekiah peck forbade the marriage
cormons
of betsy and uncle cornelius unless he would join the mor
mons and go with them this uncle cornelius would not do
that day was made impression to me as 1I witnessed the
sorrow of uncle cornelius who was at our house when the
wagon train went by
I1laiso
also
aiso remember an incident which occurred about the
same time which later became more familiar to me as I1 became acquainted with the parties stephen pratt was engaged
to be married to a peck girl a relative of hezekiah peck 1I
think her name was anna just before the followers of smith
started they ran away and were married therefore they did
mormons
Mormons
not go with the cormons
1I knew reed peck son of hezekiah well after he deserted
mormons at kirtland ohio or nauvoo he came back to
the cormons
afton and spent his days above the village on east side of the
river his place is known as pecks mills he died about three
years ago he was a man highly respected
mrs harriet E shay being duly sworn deposes and says
that the above statement is true to the best of her knowledge
and belief
harriet E shay
1I

subscribed and sworn to
io
before me this 27th day
of march 1903

delos van woert notary Public 78
ibid
jacob morris papers
7jacob
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joseph hervy similarly remembered a party of departing
saints
passing through coventry into the town of lisle now
triangle thence up the south branch of halfway brook
gise in the town of smithville and a
rise
a stream that had it dise
my memory is that some
small village of that name
twenty or thirty women girls men and boys on foot and in
two old fashioned western emigrant wagons comprised the
emigrating party 1I well remember hearing it talked that
79
women left their husbands and families to with smith

subpoenaed as a witness in Co
colesville
lesville when only a few days
this plan has been adopted
out newel knight recorded
by our enemies to add a little more to the persecutions already
heaped upon us the whole company declined traveling until
1I should return 0 80 jared carter was to recount
we went
to ethical
ethica sic & took water to go to the ohio 81 ithaca is situated on the south end of cayuga lake which opened a system
of waterways all the way to ohio their route would have
vla the cayuga and seneca canals which
taken them north via
generally followed the course of the seneca river and thence
into the erie canal system conveying them west to buffalo
colesville
at buffalo the Co
lesville saints were frustrated in their
efforts to take a sloop for fairport ohio because the wind
blew from the lake and filled the harbor with ice so that we
were detained nearly two weeks 82 approximately a week after
their initial arrival they were joined by eighty saints who had
embarked from waterloo seneca county under the leadership
of lucy mack smith while these two groups were conversing
still another boat landed having on board about thirty brethren among whom was thomas B marsh who immediately
O

2

joined us

83

while at buffalo jared carter was appointed to lead 12
or 13 Co lesville brethren joseph knight jr among them
over land to dunkirk new york where they took a steamboat
to fairport ohio and then proceeded to kirtland this feat
was accomplished under very trying circumstances
9

the oneonta herald oneonta new york

january

according

84

18 1900

scraps of biography p 69
1830 1834
jared carter journals 18301834
2
scraps of biography p 69
asmith
8smith
pp 174 177
smith history of the prophet joseph ap
joseph knights incidents of history
jared carter journals 1830
1834
18301834
from 1827 to 1844
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te

to the itinerary of freeborn demill the saints at buffalo were
finally able to take passage from that lake erie port on wednesday may 11 1831 after a most disagreeable crossing due
to boisterous winds they reached fairport ohio on saturday
may 14 1831
18 31 85 upon their arrival at kirtland it was advised
colesville
that the Co
lesville branch remain together and go to a neighboring town called thompson sixteen miles northeast of kirtland as a man by the name of copely had a considerable tract
of land there which he offered to let the saints occupy 86
here they were to be organized under the law of consecration
and stewardship however joseph knight jr recounts that
the arrangement with copley soon lost its attractiveness ne-

cessitating their removal to missouri
we went to kirtland ohio then to thompson
ohio and commenced preparing houses on a brothers land
who had a thousand acres my folks came on they were called
sowed a great deal the
the colesville
Co lesville church we planted and bowed
man was turned out of the church for bad conduct his name
was lemon copley he then began to persecute us and we
had to leave his farm and pay sixty dollars damage for fitting
up his houses and planting his ground we then had a revelation to go to the western line of the states we arrived at
18 31 87
independence jackson co missouri 25 july 1831
1851

the

revelation referred to by joseph knight jr was given
to newel knight in consequence of the difficulties with lemon
copley and contains a directive that you shall take your journey into the regions westward unto the land of missouri unto
lamanites 88 again obedient to the prophet
the borders of the Lamanites
lesville saints commenced their journey on june 28 1831
colesville
the Co
and reached independence as stated above on july 25 1831 899
newel knight leader of the expedition gives us some additional particulars

on the third

Colesville
day of july I1 took passage with the colesville
company at wellsville ohio arrived at st louis on sunday
the 18th on sunday the 18th 1I took passage on the steamer
chieftain for independence mo where we arrived the 25th
2nd commenced the first house in zion august ard
august and
3rd
consecrated
the land of zion and the lot for the temple was concecrated
1831 scraps of biography p 69

journal history

july

25

journal history

july

25 1831

scraps of biography p 69
joseph knights incidents of history from 1827 to 1844
D & C 548 DHC vol 1 p 181
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colesville
the Co
ath of
lesville branch began to labor diligently on the 4th
august the first conference was held at the house of bro
ath my mother polly peck
lewis joshua lewis on the 7th
knight died the time now pased
based sic in our common
La bours building houses and sowing grain untill sic winter
laboure
labours
jan 22 and 23 1832 A general conference was held at my
house where much business was done I1 was employed as
president of the branch the most of my time 90

colesville
settling in kaw township the Co
lesville branch continued to maintain its identity throughout the stay in jackson
county july 25 1831 to december 1 1833 01 even when the
jackson mob drove them into clay county missouri during the
winter of 1833 newel knight attested that the Co
lesville
colesville
branch as usual kept together and formed a small settlement
on the missouri bottoms building themselves temporary
12
houses 92
however in 1836 when the saints in clay county
were again required to leave their homes the Co lesville branch
became a nonentity its membership being absorbed into other
organizations of the church
from the very inception of mormonism the saints comCo lesville branch linked their lives inexorably with
prising the colesville
the restored gospel and the volume which had inspired their
conversion the book of mormon they relinquished family
friends homes and material comforts in pursuit of their testimonies the prophet joseph smith was not unmindful of these
sacrifices on august 22 1842 while making entries in the
book of the law of the lord he formulated a tribute to certain
of the Co lesville membership which might well serve as a prototype for all
I1 am now recording in the book of the law of the
lord of such as have stood by me in every hour of peril
for these fifteen long years past say for instance my aged

and beloved brother joseph knight sen
1800 1845
newel knight journals 18001845

who was among

the

spec fically
finally cites
writer specifically
this reference because of a time discrepancy in the published source scraps of
biography p 70 listing their travel from ohio to missouri as occurring in the
month of june rather than july
the manuscript accounts of newel
knight joseph knight jr and the time table of the freeborn de mill family
confirm july
journal history july 25 1831 the latter date december 1 1833
marks the departure of freeborn de mill from jackson county into clay county
M is souri
missouri
2
scraps of biography p 85 newel knight s wife sally coburn knight
2scraps
sometimes spelled colburn
died in clay county on september 15 1834 he
subsequently married lydia goldthwait at kirtland ohio november 24 1835
scraps of biography p 94
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the number of the first to administer to my necessities while
1I was laboring in the commencement of the bringing forth of
the work of the lord and of laying the foundation of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints for fifteen years
handed and exevenhanded
he has been faithful and true and even
em
emplary
plary and virtuous and kind never deviating to the right
hand or to the left behold he is a righteous man may god
almighty lengthen out the old man s days and may his
trembling tortured and broken body be renewed and in the
vigor of health turn upon him if it be thy will consistently
0 god and it shall be said of him by the sons of zion
while there is one of them remaining that this man was a
faithful man in israel therefore his name shall never be forgotten
there are his sons newel knight and joseph knight
jun whose names 1I record in the book of the law of the
lord with unspeakable delight for they are my friends 93
DHC vol
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A

note on

mormon americana at yale
JEFFREY R HOLLAND

one of the finest non mormon accumulations of important
balf century of
manuscripts and materials relating to the first half
LDS history is stowed away in the yale university library
while mormon materials have been accruing to yale for years
the heart of this rich selection is a relatively recent gift the
callec
william robertson coe collection one of six private collec
tions1
eions acquired by yale curators over the past two decades to
tions
swell their now highly significant array of western americana
titles
the genesis of the coe collection dates back to 1910 when
mr coe purchased a ranch in wyoming from colonel buffalo
bill cody and began to identify himself with the needs and
interests of wyoming and the west in his work he frequently
cooperated with his friend the right reverend nathaniel S
thomas episcopal bishop of wyoming bishop thomas himself a collector of western books suggested to coe the desirability of the formation of a library of western americana
while early material was still available the suggestion appealed
to coe and shortly thereafter he bought thomas small collection to serve as the nucleus for his own
mormons
As coe acquired utah materials his interest in the cormons
increased and he made every effort to obtain documents from
the new york ohio missouri and illinois periods of the
church s history as well as anything pertaining to the early
mr holland

is a

yale university fellow where he

is a doctoral candidate in

american studies
he other five are henry wagner s texas and middle west collection
the
walter mcclintock s indian collection winlock miller s pacific northwest
collection thomas streeter s texas collection and frederick W beinecke s
california and far west collection

386
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great basin today at yale there are over nine

hundred mormon entries in the coe collection alone including
rare first editions personal correspondence from joseph brigham and others and a variety of historically invaluable documents such as the bringhurst manuscripts the howard egan
papers the thomas L kane mormon papers etc 2
typical of the many book of mormon items which might
be pertinent to this spring 1970 number of BYU studies is a
letter dated february 12 1830 and sent from one lucius fenn
of covert seneca county new york to one birdseye bronson
of winchester new hampshire massachusetts
after a
rather staid beginning in which fenn notes the health of his
family and their desire for news from winchester he refers
to recent activities in the vicinity trouble caused by the free
masons the importance of the cold sober movement in halting
the spread of intemperance and then notes
som thing that has taken place lately that is
something
there is somthing
mysterious to us it is this there has been a bible found by
3 men but a short distance from us which is somthig remarkable we think there was it is said an an angel appeared to
these 3 men and told them there was a bible concealed in
such a place and if one of them would go to that place he
would find it he went and found as the angel said it was
in a stone chest what is most to be wondered at is this that
the man that found it could not read at all in the english
this bible and nobody else
language but he reald read
cannot it has been concealed there for fourteen hundred years
same
it is written on a kind of gold leaf it is the sa
me that our is
only there is an addition to it they are a printing it in palmyra it is expected that it will come out soon so that we can
see it it speaks of the Millen
niam
rn day and tells when it is
millennium
millenniarn
millenniam
Millennia
a goeing to take place and it talks that the man that is to find
this bible his name as joseph and his fathers name is
joseph some people think that it is all a speculation and
som
some think that something
somthing
thing is going to take place different
from what has been for my part 1I do not know how it
will be but it is som
something
somthing
thing singular to me as it respects
religion there has been considerable of an attention paid to it
this winter between these lakes and there has been considerable many as we humbly hope ha
by the
have
ve been renewed
grace of god there is a general solemnity upon the people
some significant other letters and papers are six letters from william
letter from lucy mack smith one letter from joseph smith from
smith one ietter
the liberty jail sixty letters from brigham young several john C bennett
letters one in which he says he does not really believe all he has printed against
and papers of pickel oliver olney and thomas sharp et al
the church
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generally in these parts and we hope that there will be a
our
ourpouring of the spirit than ever 3
greater outpouring
pouring

A letter such as this written from the immediate neighborhood of the peter whitmer farm where only six months earlier
joseph had been finishing the work of translation would appear
to be of at least passing interest for several reasons it seems
to acknowledge the very early public role of the three witnesses it is indicative of the interest and enthusiasm with which
some new york contemporaries would receive the book of
mormon as it came off the press later that spring and it is
religious climate of northwestern new
socioreligious
suggestive of the socio

york in 1830
while this particular item may not be of profound significance one wonders what other pieces of greater importance
are yet lying in the yale university library or some maiden
aunt s attic in any case there is a good deal of wading and
winnowing yet to be done here and elsewhere by both the
self styled and professional LDS historians
letter has already been published in mortenson and mulder among
cormons new york alfred A knopf 1958
the mormons
his
this

features in the SUMMER 1970 issue
calorimetry and metal binding in biology by james J christensen
and reed M izatt

abraham in egypt by thomas W mackay
cormons and gentiles in utah and other states
ideals of mormons
virgil B smith
provo temple site 1968 an oil painting by dale T fletcher
A special new feature historians corner edited by james
ailen
alien
allen
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As heretofore BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES is to be a
voice for the community of latter day saint scholars contributions
dealing with LDS thought history theology and related subjects will
receive first priority
BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation
of revealed and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the
spiritual and the intellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge
welcomes articles from all fields of learning they
BYU STUDIES
should be written for the informed nonspecialist rather than the
specialized reader in the technical language of the field creative work
poetry short fiction drama are also welcomed
except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000
manuwords approximately 15 double spaced typewritten pages
scripts should conform to the university of chicago press manual of
style and footnotes should be placed on a separate page at the end of
the article
each author will receive 20 off prints and three copies of the
number in which his contribution appears
send manuscripts to dr charles D tate jr editor BRIGHAM
YOUNG university STUDIES A 283 JKB brigham young university
provo utah 84601

subscriptions to BYU STUDIES cost 500
5.00
500 for four issues single
2.00
copies are 200
200 send subscriptions to publication sales department
205 UPB brigham young university provo utah 84601
1960 61 through
BACK ISSUES of BYU studies volume 111
III 196061
4.00
volume VII 196566
400 per volume volume
1965 66 are available at 400
VIII 196768
1967 68 to date are 500
5.00
500 per volume single issues sell for
II are out of print for further inforloo
1.00 and 200
2.00 volumes I1 and 11
100
200
mation write to publication sales department 205 UPB brigham
young university provo utah 84601

subscriber

NOTICE

if youre moving PLEASE let us know four weeks before changA change of address postcard available at all
ing your address

post offices sent in advance will aid us in getting your magazine to
you promptly your courteous compliance with this request will help
us to solve a serious and costly problem

brigham young university studies is being listed in current contents
behavioral social and management sciences
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